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Abstract

Community health needs assessments are the venue by which community strengths,

weaknesses, and health needs can be identified. In times of health care reform and fiscal

restraint, the accurate identification of needs by the community and for the community, is an

integral focus of meaningful change.

ACION (Accessing Communities Together In The Identification of Needs) was a

research project funded and commissioned by Youville Clinic through Manitoba Health.

Youville Clinic commissioned a community health needs assessment of the St. Boniface and

St. Vital communities. The ACTION Research Consortium (ARC), Faculty of Nursing,

University of Manitoba, undertook a comprehensive overview of the health services already

available in the two communities to identify what services would be needed in the future. The

project was of 6 months duration.

The research design used by the ARC consisted of both qualitative and quantitative

methods of data collection. The community health needs assessment model was based upon

the Genesis III (General Ethnographic and Nursing Education Studies in the State) Model.

Genesis III has been used to gather data for Oriented Primary Care Sites, a concept similar to

Community Nurse Managed Resource Centers.

: The Pracúcum Experience encouraged the writer to cast a critical eye over the process

i of conducting a community health needs assessment. In doing so, it is hoped future
,

: researchers will benefit from the Action Experience, and continue to refine community health
i

needs assessment tools and the dynamic processes inherent in such projects.



Funding for this study was provided by Youviile Clinic through Manitoba Health.
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Chapter One

The Vision

The vision to conduct a community health needs assessment to plan future heatth

services arose because of fiscal constraints impinging upon existing programs and the delivery

of services. The conceptualization of the Community Nurse Resource Centers (CNRCs)

developed because of these fiscal constraints and the Community Health Needs Assessment

was viewed as the most logical first step. The Youville Clinic Board of Directors (the Board)

and Manitoba Health responded to health care reform challenges, in part, by proactively

commissioning the St. Boniface/St. Vital Community Health Needs Assessment. In

collaboration with the Manitoba government, the Board determined the initial parameters and

objectives of how a community health needs assessment could facilitate the expansion of

Youville Clinic seryices under the auspices of the proposed Community Nurse Resource

Center (CNRC) (Appendix A). The St. Vital CNRC, a satellite of the Youville Clinic, is

slated to receive approximately $1 million in annual operating funds, redirected from

institutional health care budgets. The CNRC witl collaborate with a variety of agencies and

community groups to ensure linkages with other programs such as housing, social services,

and education; all broad determinants of health.

Qualitv Health for Manitobans: The Action Plan: A strategv to assure the future of

Manitoba's health services system: Partners for Health (Manitoba Health, 1992) outlines a

vision of health care reform to maintain and improve the health and health care services of

Manitobans. Within this vision, the main principles of medicare (universality, accessibility,

portability, comprehensiveness and public administration) are integrated in the proposed

changes. Greater wellness, better quality of life, reduced disability and care that is closer to
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home will be the measures of the health outcomes of our medical services. The focus will be

on health promotion and disease prevention, community oriented care, and increased

consumer participation in health decisions.

Although Canada has the second highest health services budget after the United States,

countries such as Sweden and France who spend considerably less per capita, have higher life

expectancies than either the United States or Canada (Manitoba Health, 1992). The

"Partnership for Health" described in the government's vision of health reform is committed

to the needs of individual Manitobans and communities. The "Partnership for Health" ensures

a broad cross section of the health services communiry as well as the consumers of health

care selvices.

Attention to consumer needs and the measurable outcomes of health carc reform is an

integral part of the health care vision. The vision for health care reform recognizes that

hospitals and physicians are not the main factors that affect health. Determinants of health

(socioeconomic status, productivity and wealth, environment, lifestyle, genetic endowment and

the health services system) all impact on the health status of the population (Manitoba Health,

1992). Thus to affect the health status of the population, these determinants must be evaluated

and considered in health promotion strategies.

The vision of Quality Health for Manitobans (1992) promotes a more balanced

allocation of resources between prevention, community-oriented and institutional services. The

Diabetes Education Resource Program is cited as an example of a partnership between patient,

physician and the community which has provided an alternative to hospitatization during the

initial stages of diagnosis. Youville Clinic has provided this service in the St. Boniface

community since 1985. The challenge of Quality Health for Manitobans includes participation
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from not only health care providers but also community members to contain health care costs

and achieve better health services and better health for Manitobans (Manitoba Health 1992).

The conceptualization of the community health needs assessment was important to

plan süategies to capture both the larger vision as portrayed by Manitoba Health and the

Youville Steering committee's personal vision. In October,1994, Youville Clinic and the St.

Boniface/St.Vital Public Health nurses organized an inventory of services provided by

Youville Clinic and the Public Health Nurses. Their main purpose was to identify gaps and

overlaps in seryices. Both parties hoped the data would provide a clearer vision for new

modes of services, increased continuity of care, and greater community accessibility.

The main findings of the repofi werc:

1. Gaps in service occurred in health promotion, clinical services, community supports and

community development.

2. Necessary ovetlaps in services occurred with pregnancy option counselling, prenatal

nutrition and special needs classes (i.e. single and disabled women), individual counselling on

parenting and child health issues, and coordination of refenals to other agencies.

3. Expanded community nursing roles were identified in the areas of a) health promotion, b)

prenatal health- midwifery, information health phone iine, and community resource

information and data base, c) post partum support and educaton, d) child health-

immunization programs, case management, mass media health promotion strategies, e) school

age health - health promotion activities, peer support groups, self esteem and mental health

issues, Ð adult health - management of chronic diseases, additional counselling services,

family violence and a community resource data base for referral identification, and g) seniors

- develop linkages to physicians, home care and support services, develop lifestyle
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management programs, expand clinical health care services and disability prevention

programs.

The report identified major services provided by Public Health (St.Boniface/St.Vital)

and the Youville Clinic. Services were viewed within the context of both programs, thus

overlap and deficiencies were identified. Comparison with the larger project of the community

health needs assessment would hopefully corroborate these findings or present a new

perspective (Vielhaber & Schmalenberg, 1994). The vision of more coordinated services,

greater community involvement and accessibility to services, became a driving force for

future planning.

The Youville Clinic's vision for tomorrow continues to be based on a Primary Health

Care model. Within this model, programs and new initiatives witl be developed which

complement existing services and resources for the promotion of health and the prcvention of

disease and illness (Youville Clinic Inc., Strategic Plan: Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow,

1994).

The visiou of enhanced services focused on two areas in which Youville Clinic was

already delivering care; namely family health and diabetic education. Future initiatives in

family health included the provision of more broadly based Prlmary Health Care seruices

wherein nurses would serve as initial contacts in the provision of these services. Specific

initiatives included the provision of seruices for pregnant women with addictions,

midwifery/birthing centre services, and additional counseliing services. These services feasibly

could be delivered in the community (for example, day care, work place) and within

expanded clinical hours.
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Complementing the existing seryices of the Diabetes Education Resource program,

outreach teams (nurses and dieticians) could provide ongoing education to the pubtic. The

emphasis of these initiatives would be primary and secondary prevention. A range of services

could be expanded including foot care. Service would become more accessible with expanded

clinic hours. Strategic directions which Youville Clinic foresaw were:

1. develop collaborative relationships with researchers at the provincial universities,

2. obtain funding for external evaluations of program outcomes, and explore areas of service,

3. obtain funding to conduct a community needs assessment to ensure that community health

care needs are being addressed,

4. support initiatives in the development of community health center accreditation,

5. explore areas of seryice which will facilitate integration of services to avoid duplication.

(Youville Clinic Inc. Stlategic Plan: Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow, 1994).

To validate the direction of new programming and initiatives and to ensure that true

community needs would be met, the community health needs assessment was undertaken.

Thus, Youville Clinic, with its foresight and commitment to serve the community, had the

wisdom to seek the community's opinion of the true needs of St. Boniface and St. Vital.

Beginninq Stages

In Manitoba, the Youville Clinic has successfully provided nurse-managed care since

1984, focusing on health promotion within a holistic health framework. Nurses at the Youville

Clinic have practiced in an expanded role and in collaboration with atlied health care

professionals.

Youville Clinic opened its' doors on February l,1984 as a "store front" operation in a

shopping centre located in St. Boniface. The clinic was established by the Sisters of Charity
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of Montreal, the "Grey Nuns", to provide comprehensive community-based resources to

mothers, children and families. The philosophy of the clinic promotes healing, compassion

and an environment marked by mutual respect and sensitivity to the varied needs of others.

The clinic supports healthy lifestyles by encouraging individual responsibility for health and

creating clients' awareness of their own strengths. The goals of the Youville Clinic are to:

1. Provide cost effective, community based, client-centered and directed health care services

to clients and families.

2. To develop and offer services within the framework of Primary Health Care.

(Youville Clinic Inc. Strategic Plan: Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow, 1994).

Initially the first programs at Youville centred on maternal chitd health, healthy family

living and parenting. Specific services were provided both at the clinic and in the community

with the emphasis on matemal child health. In July of 1985, at the request of Manitoba

Health, a Diabetes Education Resource Program was added. This program was established to

meet the educational needs of people with diabetes and their families (Youville Clinic, lnc.

Strategic Plan, Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow,1994).In October 1986, a satellite of

Youville Clinic was established in the core area of Winnipeg to provide outreach health

promotion services to Aboriginal people. The program closed in 1992 because of funding

cllts.

Youville Clinic has been avant garde in the delivery of Primary Health Care services

and in expanding the role of the nurse. The clinic is considered a model of primary health

care outside of the traditional illness focused model of care. Care is client centred. The

primary health care model incorporated and practiced at Youville since 1984, is now being

implemented across Canada and in Manitoba. For example, the Manitoba government witt
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fund four CNRCs in the areas of St. Vitai, (a satellite of Youville C1inic) Thompson, Norman

and Parklands regions. Today, Youville Clinic is responding to health care reform challenges

by creating leading community initiatives. One such initiative was the community health

needs assessment of the St. Boniface and St. Vital areas. Within the financial constraints of

health care, community needs assessments are vital to determine the essential health needs of

a community and how best to use limited health care services to meet these needs.

Central to the Manitoban context is the current govemment approach to decentralizing

health care. Quality Health for Manitobans (1992) recognized the need for balance between

community-oriented and institution-oriented services. Previously, the majority of resources

were allocated to institutional settings. The government plan aims to develop and strengthen

community alternative services, enhance public education/consumer empowerment, and

develop a new role for Community Health Centres.

The government is now moving from a tertiary care focus to prevention of disease and

health promotion. A stronger focus on broader healthy public policy recognizes that the

detetminants of health; genetics, culture, socio-economic status, employment opportunities,

and housing combine to effect individual health resources. The ideology underlying the

current government's philosophy on health care reform is not new. Primary Health Care

approaches and the concept of health's broad determinants were identified in Achieving

. Health for All: A Framework for Health Promotion (Epp, 1986) and in the Active Health
;

:j Report-Perspectives on Canada's Health Promotion Survey (Health and Welfare Canada,

1985). Today, financial constraints in health care have necessitated a reorganization of current

services and a more in depth analysis of the root determinants of health. The need for new
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modes of delivering health care services and increased consumer involvement in the planning

and monitorhg of these services has become evident.

One of the suggested new modes of delivery of heatth care services are the CNRCs.

The CNRCs are based on a Primary Health Care model which advocates community based

health care services. Projects such as the McAdam Community Project (McAdam, New

Brunswick,1993) and the Comox Valley Nursing Clinic (Comox Valley, 8.C., 1993) are

examples of nurse-managed care and serve as other examples of decentralized health care

services offered within a Primary Health Care model (Nursing 8.C., 1993; May/June;

November/December; Globe and Mail, 1994, January 28). In the Primary Health Care model,

the nurse is the facilitator of individual, famiiy and community health. The nurse assesses,

provides care or refers a client to appropriate resources. Nurse managed care recognizes the

community as an integral part of planning, delivery and monitoring of care. Community

action and deveiopment, education and outreach, are central to nurse managed care. Within

the concept of nurse managed care, services must be accessible, community based, e.g. may

be incorporated into the exisûing community infrastructure, and determined by the identified

needs of the community (Manitoba Association of Registered Nurses, Igg4).

The vision of the CNRCs is that services ale community based, delivered closest to

the petson's home, place of work, study, or play and provided at lowest financial and social

costs. The underlying philosophy of the CNRCs is consistent with the current government

philosophy of community care, client empowerment and initiatives addressing the broad

determinants of health.
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Chapter Two

Literature Review

Since the time of John Graunt (1662), measuring the health of communities has been

considered necessary for the planning of public heaith activities (MacDonald & Howell,

1988). Although health promotion and primary health care are now important foci in the

changing Canadian health care system, limited Canadian literature exists on community health

needs assessment.

The majorÌty of the literature on community health needs assessment is from the

United States depicting methods and situations in harmony with the ethos and structure of the

American health care system. Canadian nurses need to refine unique assessment tools to

teflect the Canadian health care context. The current fiscal crisis in health care necessitates an

increased emphasis on systems of czue and workable health promotion programs based on

accurate community health needs assessment (Bafton, Smith, Brown, & Supples, 1993).

Analysis of methodological issues in community needs assessment is extremely

limited. Descriptions of successful approaches which have been used are lacking. The process

of conducting a community health needs assessment is not well documented. Stalker (1994)

provided an overview of the Scottish community care planning in relation to the assessment

of communify needs. While a combination of quantitative and qualitative data approaches was

used, and interviews with users and providers of services were conducted, little attention was

paid to outcome measures desired by the Scottish government. Whether the community health

needs assessment actually facilitated the attainment of the government's program vision is

unclear.
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Kosialak and Kerpelman (1987) describe a computer program standardizing

community assessment and analysis. Their model is a systematic standardized approach for

community assessment, analysis of cument selvices, and monitoring of services. The model

has been used extensively throughout Virginia and appears to have been effective in planning

priniary health care services. Computer spread sheets with formulas are used to determine the

service requirements. Qualitative data is not discussed and there is no notation of how fhe

data is gleaned prior to data entry. Gikow and Kucharski (1987) describe rhe use of the

Functional Health Pattern Assessment tool, a tool adopting a systems approach, i.e., health

perception, nutrition, elimination, etc. Although the tool is described and the framework

wherein to find the pertinent data, the actual process of implementing the tool is not

described.

The Genesis model has been used in several locales in the United States. The majority

of the literature describes the various Genesis projects with linle being written on the

methodological issues used in their approach (Barton, Smith, Brown, & Supples 1993,

Glittenberg, 1981; Stoner, Magilvy, & Schultz, 1991). Stoner, Magilvy, and Schultz (1991) in

their systematic analysis of methodological issues, provide insight into the process involved in

a community health needs assessment. The article addresses the more abstract process and

highlights the potential problem areas, such as group dynamics, and inherent bias of the

researchers.

Balacki (1988) critiques assessment approaches as applied to conducting a mental

health community needs assessment in a rural area. Approaches such as key informant,

community fotum, rates-under-treatment, and social indicators are described as separate

entities in conducting a community heaith needs assessment. Newer literature suggests a
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combination of approaches to generate a rich diverse data base reflective of the whole

çommunity (Barton, Smith, Brown, & Supples,1993; Feather, McGowan, & Moore; 1994).

Basic process issues such as the amount of work involved in successfully organizing a

.ì: community forum approach are discussed; however these issues are only superficially touched

upon. Balacki (1988) pays credence to the scope of a community health needs assessment and

the forethought and collaboration needed among a variety of professionals; somewhat

indicating to the potential planner the amount of work involved.

Plannine Healthv Communities

, Plannins Healthv Communities: A Guide to Doine Community Needs Assessment

:

, (South Australian Community Research Unit, 1991) is a comprehensive tool that meúculously

outlines the intricacies of conducting a community heatth needs assessment. A video is also

, lvailable to complement the printed material. The manual describes the "What, Why and

: How" of conducting a community health needs assessment in a style that is easy to read but
:

, provides an in-depth analysis of the issues associated with undertaking a project of this
a. nature. The manual is interspersed with examples, mainly from the Australian context, and
1

I laced with humorous graphic illustrations. Key concepts are isolated within boxed inserts

facilitating the absorption of the volume of materjal presented.

The manual addresses critical issues such as misplaced value judgements and societal

inequities; concurring with the work of Epp, 1988. Ethical issues in research are discussed,

namely the ethics of using limited resezuch resources and the ethical outcomes of the

research, namely who will benefit from the research. Who has access to the information, how

will the information be disseminated to the public, confidentiality, and the right to privacy are
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discussed. Research and ethical issues are presented in detail and brought to the forefront

early in the planning of a community health needs assessment.

Methods of conducting surveys; face to face, telephone and mail-out are discussed

with information supplied on sample selection, writing individual questions, and formulating a

questionnaire. The guiding principles of analysis considerations such as coding data for

computer input are provided. The manual is practical presenting these considerations adjacent

to the creatiolt of the questionnaire, enabling the reader to identify analysis issues early in the

planning process.

Qualitative research, the pros and cons as opposed to quantitalive research, and the

underlying power dynamics dictating each type of research's meritorious value are presented.

Examples of the use of qualitative methods are provided with sufTcient detail to enable the

organizer to conduct the research, identify pitfalls, and compensate for limitations.

Details depicting how the lìnal report should look, including suggestions for the

executive summary, the introduction, recommendations and strategies for presenting the

results are provided. Specific detail such as how to report statistics, the use of graphs and

charts, and ways to present qualitative data are well described. The authors urge that results

be disseminated to as many community parties as possible for maximum beneficial use of the

data.

Additional resources are listed for the reader supplementing the information presented.

A complete appendix of tools used in the community health needs assessment enables the

reader to visualize the process described. The manual is unique in its thoroughness in

discussing both method and process.
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Guide to Community Health Assessment: The Canadian Context

Canadian literature appears to have concentrated on specific aspects of needs

assessments, i.e., telephone surveys, health promotion surveys; the result being little availabte

information on how to conduct a community needs assessment within the context of the

current Canadian health care reform (Catlin and Shields, 1988; Gregory, Russell, Hurd,

Tyance, and Sloan, 1992: MacDonald and Howell, 1988).

The Canadian Public Health Association published a Guide to Health Needs

Assessment: A Critique of Avaiiable Sources of Health and Health Care Information

(Chambers, Woodward, & Dok, 1983). The guide describes the basic concepts of wants and

needs demonstrating that the Health Care System is in equilibrium when

Want=Need=Demand=Use=Supply and Quantity=Quality. The guide recognizes that the

health care system is usually not in equilibrium and it is from these situations that community

health needs assessments arise. Steps in conducting a health needs assessment are described.

A series of questions focuses the reader on the feasibility of a community health needs

assessment and on realistic outcomes to expect.

Existing sources of health and health care information are described with addresses of

potential sources. The guide discusses national and provincial, profit and non-profit sources of

data and provides examples of each. The advantages and disadvantages of using existing data

sources are briefly discussed but the actual complexities of the problems that may arise are

not addressed. While the guide does allude to problems that may arise within data collection,

it provides only a superficial "hint" of what may occur.

At the time of writing, key informanis and qualitative data gathering were relatively

new phenomena. The information regalding using this strategy of data collection provides a
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superficial overview of how to organize the strategy. The guide is a basic "launching pad"

that provides only elementary information, i.e., "Sometimes it is better to record replies of

key informants after the meeting" (p. 16). Basic research flaws are discussed v/ith little

information given on how to remedy them.

Throughout the guide, the use of case examples demonstrates the application of

strategies and the reality of how these strategies affected change within the health care

system; i.e.positively, negatively or not at all. The limitations of the guide are compensated

for, in part, by the list of references supplied on various topics. The reference list includes

topics of: 1. Needs Assessment

2. Priontizing Needs

3. Methodological Papers on Existing Data Sources

4. Survey Research

The topics chosen are integral to a community health needs assessment. The reference

list provides classic information but is dated with the years of reference ranging from 1970 to

1982. The guide is useful to outline preliminary steps in conducting a community health

needs assessment but dated with little information on the complexity of the process involved.

Feather, McGowan, and Moore (1994) published a general paper on planning health

needs assessments. The concepts outlined are basic building blocks for the framework of

community assessments. Definitions of terms, understanding the reasons for conducting a

health needs assessment, and general guidelines as outlined by the authors are provided. Their

goals are to develop multi-disciplinary research skills, new conceptual models, and methods

and approaches to health promotion research. An overview of community health needs

assessment is provided and the authors introduce basic choices that are required when
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planning and implementing a needs assessment (Feather, McGowan, & Moore, 1994).

Although an overview of essential information is presented, specific analysis of the processes

of communication and organization are not thoroughly addressed and are generally lacking in

any of the Canadian literature.

Communitv Health Promotion In Action: The Action Guide is a health promotion tool

designed for community use (Manitoba Health, date not availabte). The original intent of the

booklet was to reduce harmful alcohol and tobacco use and improve healthy eating. The

general principles can be applied to other projects such as housing and environment. The tool

was originally developed by the Ministry of Health, Ontario and later published by Manitoba

Health to encourage private and public sector organizations to adopt health promotion

activities. The tool serves as a practical guide for communities and organizations to

strategically plan wotk, identify rcsources and provides advice and guidelines from initiation

to evaluation of the final project. The booklet is written in an easy to understand manner and

can be utilized by lay people. It provides a superficial overview of "how to" conduct a health

promotion project without addressing any of the rigorousness of resezuch.

The Health Indicator Workbook

The Health Indicator Workbook: A Tool for Healthv Communities (1992) was

published by the Office of Health Promotion, B.C. Ministry of Health. The intent of this

workbook is to encourage local communities to identify and resolve their unique health

issues. The tool uses indicators to reflect the broad range of health determinants i.e., socio-

economic status, education, social support, and encourages communities to assess both their

strengths and limitations. In the hopes of generating expanded models and future research in
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healthy communities, the British columbia government presents the tool as a beginning point

, for continued deveiopment.

The Health Indicator Workbook: A Tool for Healthv Communities (1995) has been

,, opdated by the British columbia Ministry of Health and Ministry Responsible for seniors.

The original fotmat of comparing communities to gardens is still used and the general

: information in the booklet has not changed. Newer references and possible sources of data,
l

i'e', Data Directory fbr Community Health, 1993; A Report on the Health of British

Columbia's Provincial Health Officer's Annual Report, 1994; are included. Both editions were

' based on the assistance and collaboration of eleven communities who pilot tested the health

' lndicators' Reviewers from many organizations and disciplines and two health analysts

: contributed to the development of the wortbook (Popularion Health Resource Branch, B.c.

Ministry of Health and Ministry Responsible for seniorc, i995).

: The workbook is useful to mobilize community action to identify needs and generate:

lI solutions' The language used is devoid of professional jargon and demystifies the process of
.:

: conducting a community health needs assessment. Throughout the booklet, possible

I inlbrmation contacts such as Data Dissemination, B.C. Stats, Ministry of Government

Services are identified.
a

, The booklet invites communities to formulate their own definition of health within the

\ryorld Health organization (1984) holistic definition of health. The indicators of health are
:

, broad, similar to those defined in Ouality Health For Manitobans: The Action plan (Manitoba

i Health, 1992)- The broad indicators of health are clearly delineated and concrete ways of

accessing the data related to them are suggested. For example, studies in a variety of

countries have shown an association between \iteracy and health. The studies have supported
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the correlation between low literacy rates and poor health status. The degree of illiteracy in a

community can be accessed by ascertaining the number of people with a grade nine level of

education. This grade level is used throughout Canada as a proxy measure for literacy.

Statistics Canada Survey of Literacy Skills Used in Daily Activities (no date given) and the

Adult Literacy Centers in communities supply information on literacy trends.

Housing, access to food, and the number of people accessing food banks are identified

as broad indicators affecting health. Basic strategies to collect this information are described.

The Nutritious Food Basket is a measurement tool that has been used to monitor the cost of

food in eighteen Canadian cities. The tool and instructions on how to use it are provided in

the Health Indicatol Booklet. As food is an absolute necessity for health, this tool provides a

concrete method to obtain basic data on nutritional practices within the community.

Community preparedness emergency plans illustrate how a community would mobilize

in case of emergency. Data of this nature includes assessing how people access social support.

A suggested measure to determine an effective social support network is to assess whether

contmunity participants can name at least three people whom they could call in the middle of

the night in the event of crisis.

Thus the Health Indicator Workbook (1995) effectively outlines basic strategies to

conduct a community heatth needs assessment and is a useful tool for.community

mobilization. Appendices and references provide future resources for individual strategies

within the community health needs assessment. The tool is a valuable resource to begin a

community project but offers little guidance on the intricacies of the process involved.
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Primarv Health Care: A Nursine Model

Primary Health Care: A Nursing Model: A Danish-Newfoundland (Canada) Project

(1990) published a community health needs and resources assessment package which was

developed by Danish and Canadian nurses. The package arises from the Primary Health Care,

A Nursing Model project initiated jointty in Denmark and Newfoundland in 1990. Funding

was provided by the Newfoundland Provincial Government and the World Health

Organization. Withfur the context of the project, the following objectives were developed:

1. Demonstrate nurses' full potential in providing primary health care in an affordable and

cost effective manner.

2. To place emphasis on assisting individuals and groups to develop skills in self, famity and

community health care.

3. To involve the community in all aspects of program planning, implementation and

evaluation.

(Association of Registered Nurses of Newfoundland and the Danish Nurses' Organization,

1992; p.r).

Within the framework of these objectives, community and individual assessment tools

were developed; with general public and key informant questionnaires, community profile

guides, and community health resources tools. Description of the administration process,

involving the Project and Practice level activities, address some process issues of

communication and responsibility. For the purpose of the project, Project level work was

outlined as developmental (i.e., conceptual framework, teaching package, budget, evaluation

and administrative policies). Practice level referred to areas of assessment, planning,

implementation, and evaluation as well as teaching and research. A description of the
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composition of committees provides insight into some of the process issues in community

health needs assessment. The project planning group is made up of an international group of

nurses from Denmark and Canada which is called The International Steering Committee. The

project is coordinated by three directors, an international coordinator who oversees the total

project, with Danish and Canadian project directors overseeing their respective programs.

Advisory committees and govelnmental agencies interface with the project directors and

practice levei nursing staff (Association of Registered Nurses of Newfoundland and the

Danish Nurses Or ganization, 1990).

The Newfoundland project is funded for a three year period and it is tikely once the

outcomes are published, the assessment tools and needs assessment process will be further

evaluated.

Saskatchewan Health (1993) provides a basic guide for conducting a community health

needs assessment. The guide presents the basic steps but does not describe the intricacies of

the method. The reader is given a very general framework and is not prepared for the amount

of work or the complications that can arise. Further references are cited as possible resoutces

to assist with the details of conducting a community health needs assessment.

The Social Planning Council of Winnipeg (1937) published a brief "Community

Infokit" with basic information about community needs assessment. Five steps to completing

a community needs analysis are identified with an ovelview of how to achieve them. The

steps include identifying the purpose of the needs anaiysis, defining the community focus of

the analysis, defining the problems in the community, describing the available services, and

prioritizing problems for future services. General directions and information are followed by

additional resources and possible contractual fee-for-service consultants.
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While the kit is informative, it presents a superficial overview of the task and little

information is given on the process dynamics involved in conducting a community health

needs assessment. A brief overview of the relative strengths and weaknesses of data collection

methods is provided.

In 1994, The Salvation Army Grace General Hospital conducted a community health

needs assessment of the hospital catchment area based on the principles outlined in Higgs and

Gustafson (1985). The community health needs assessment final report describes the findings

in detail and discusses the various methods used to gather data. The process of how these data

collection strategies actualiy "worked" is not documented (Mordoch, 1994).

, Prairie Region Health Promotion Research Centre published the results of a national

consultation on how to make research results meaningful (1995). The results of this

consultation have implications for the process of community health needs assessments in both

, method and process. Dominant themes that emerged were:

: f . User groups need to be involved from the onset in all aspects of the research process,

t iLiciuding design of the project, interpretation and dissemination of the results.

i

', 2. There is a need for improvement in dissemination of information. This includes how the
:

infonnation is packaged, how it is made accessible and clear definition of who is responsible

, for the dissemination of the information.
:

', 3. User groups need education, training and skill development to assist them in their
:

) ¡nvolvement in the research process.

4. There is a need for improved use of technology to ensure optimal use of data bases.

5. Partnerships between users and producers of rcsearch must be strengthened to facilitate the

flow of information vertically, horizontally, and interactively.
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The results of Making Research Results Meaningful to Users (Prairie Region Health

Promotion Research Centre, 1995) while not specifically outlining process issues in the

methodology of community health needs assessments, have implications for the method and

consequently the process of conducting a communiry health needs assessment. Further

research and literature based on the new findings and recommendations is needed.

Summary

The above mentioned projects represent the key foci in the Canadian literature. Work

curlently being conducted will add to the sparse body of knowledge now availabie. The

escalating costs of health care services and the challenges of delivering quatity care within

financial constraints will tikely increase research in both the areas of primary health care and

community health needs assessments. The Canadian literature on the subject of community

health needs assessment tools is limited and in need of development. While various tools such

as the Health Indicator Workbook (1995) and Planning Health Needs Assessment (1994) are

useful for planning the framework within which to collect data, the actual intricacies and

complications of the process are not well addressed within the existing literature. This gap in

the literature is made more obvious by the current health care crisis accentuating a need for

accurate and efficient assessment strategies. As more community health needs assessments are

conceivably undertaken, understanding the process with its intricacies and complications will

be both beneficial and energy saving. Tools and processes that take into account the diversity

of small towns versus urban centers, and that can lend themselves to various contexts are

needed. The description of methodological issues in the iiterature is currently lacking. The

development of this literature will hasten the refinement and creation of flexible effective

tools and processes.
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Chapter Three

The Genesis Model

In the beginning stages of the ACTION (Assessing Communities Together in the

Identification of Needs) project, the model for conducting a community health needs

assessment was developed after a review of existing community health needs assessment

tools. The GENESIS (General Ethnographic and Nursing Evaluation Studies in the State)

model of community assessment was selected, as it had been used in several rural

communities in the United States. The model makes use of both quantitative and qualitative

data sources (Stoner, Maglivy, and Schultz, 7992). GENESIS assumes that the health needs of

a community and its residents are inter-related with the community's environmental,

economic, social, educational and cultural dimensions. This assumption is congruent with the

concept of holistic health, a key component in the ACTION research project.

At the time of its development, GENESIS was innovative in that most community

health needs assessments concentrated on quantitative data collection, comprised mainly of

statistics related to health problems. The GENESIS model was developed by the faculty of the

School of Nursing at the University of Colorado (Glittenberg, 1981), modified as Genesis II

by faculty of the University of Utah College of Nursing (Boyle, 1984), and further refined as

Genesis III by West Virginia's School of Nursing faculty (Counts, 1985). The title was

recently changed to Project Community Analysis (PCA) to better reflect the purpose of the

project (Barton, Smith, Brown, & Supples, 1993). GENESIS embraced health as an integral

part of the community culture and expanded data collection tools to include qualitative data in

the form of key informant interviews and participant observation (Barton, Smith, Brown, &

Supples, 1993).
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In GENESIS, a team of researchers would typically "descend" upon the community

and become immersed in the data collection for a limited time period (Stoner, Maglivy, and

Schultz, 1992). The team, composed of faculty and students, gathered data from primary key

informants, through participant observation, field notes, and existing published reports. As the

GENESIS model was used in various projects, the process of conducting community health

needs assessments evolved. This multi faceted approach to gathering data provided a rich and

meaningful data base. For these reasons, the ACTION research consortium chose GENESIS

tiom which to develop a model to conduct a community health needs assessment of St.

Boniface and St.Vital.

ACTION was a research consortium based at the University of Manitoba, Faculty of

Nursing. The Youville Clinic contracted the ACTION research consortium to conduct a

community health needs assessment of St. Boniface and St. Vital. The project was unique in

Manitoba and Canada in that a community health needs assessment of this scale had not

previously been undertaken. The Project was of six months duration with the purpose of:

establishing the health needs of residents of St. Boniface and St. Vital, providing a

comprehensive overview of available health selices, and identifying future service needs.

The ACTION model also defined health in holistic terrns and recognized that the

major determinants of health include environmental, social and economic factors concurrent

with lifestyle, genetics, and availability of appropriate services. This broad perspective on

health was in keeping with Manitoba Health's strategic plan for quality health reform (Quatity

Health for Manitobans: The Action Plan, 1992). The ACTION community health needs

assessment was a proactive approach to health care reform and afforded nursing a concrete

opportunity to contribute to health care reform.
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The Challenee

ACTION was challenged to expand the GENESIS framework to identify the health

care needs of St. Boniface and St. Vital, with a population in excess of 100,000 people. The

GENESIS model had not been used in a community of this size. Considerable forethought

went into planning additional strategies to accommodate the urban setting and the large

population.

An experienced co-chair, Dr. David Gregory, who had previously conducied a

community health needs assessment, (Gregory, Russell, Hurd, Tyance, & Sloan, 1992)

provided guidance in the selection of appropriate research strategies. The strategies consisted

of: key informant interviews, focus group interviews; inclusion of culture, values and history

of the areas captured with specific quesiions and photographs; suryeys (telephone, mail-out

and drop ofÐ; and unique organizational structures, i.e., Steering Committee, Co-Chairs, Data

Collection Committees (PODS), Research Assistants and a Project Manager.

The organizattonal structure, located in Figure 1, p.33, was of key importance to the

efficient management of the project. The project infrastructures facilitated communication

between and among ACTION members. The communication channels located in Figure 2, p.

34, controlled the flow of information and consequently the pace of the work. ACTION met

the challenge of expanding the GENESIS model to accommodate the more diverse and larger

urban setting by investing time and effort in the organizational framework of the ACTION

project. Vigilant monitorÌng of the efficiency and effectiveness of the organizational structure

was a continuing challenge throughout the project (Appendix B).
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Figure I
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Figure 2
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Proiect Infrastructures

Organizational Structure

The Steeling Committee. The Steering Committee was initially constituied to provide

guidance to the ACTION Research Consortium and ensure the project was developing within

the parameters of the identified vision. The members of the committee \ /ere chosen from

diverse backgrounds to provide a well rounded representation of interests and expertise. The

members included the following:

. Community hospital administrator (Chair)

. Schooi Principal

. Youville Clinic Trustee

. Community Representatives

. Manitoba Health Representatives

. Faculty of Nursing, Dean's Representative

. Public Health Nursing

. Chair, Board of Directors Youville Clinic

. Executive Director, Youville Clinic

This eclectic group had a broad wealth of experiences to draw upon, was able to

incorporate many perspectives, both personally and professionally, and often provided a

current pulse on communily events; i.e. historical presentations of St. Vitat, cuffent

developments in palliative care, and practice issues presenting in the Youville clinic. The

committee also reviewed monthly progress reports, critiqued instruments, assisted in problem

solving and facilitated access to agencies and databases.
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The Proiect Manaqer. In ACTION, the role of the Project Manager (PM) was complex

given the communication lines and the magnitude of the project. The PM acted as a clearing

house for all initial work, had an ongoing current overview of the various POD activities and

directly oversaw the research assistants.

Research assistants were mobihzed via the PM and information was disseminated to

outline future work as generated by community contacts. Of key importance was the

communication between the Co-Chairs, particularly the Senior Chair and the pM. Effective

communication between the PM and the Senior Chair facilitated task allocation and proactive

trouble shooting. The role of the PM was complex and included the following duties:

1. Research Assistants

. Orientating the research assistants to the project

'Assigning appropriate wor'k and maximizing individual strengths

' Monitoring the work to ensure progress and maintenance of the critical path

. Administrating tasks regarding pay, hours of work

'Facilitating communication between research assistants and ACTION

members

' Supporting and mentoring the research assistants in their research endeavours

. Providing feedback on quality of work

. Problem solving collaboratively

'Ensuring commitments made to the community by the research assistants

were honoured (i.e., not publishing names, informing the community of

research results)
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2. The POD Members

'Developing linkages with POD members and the research assistants

. Matching research talents with the task at hand

'Problem solving collaboratively regarding any communication problems, data

collection problems

. Providing information on the total project

. Relaying information from POD to POD

. Relaying information from PODs to Senior Chair

' Relaying pertinent information from the community to the appropriate POD

. Communicating deadlines, meeting dates, and general information

dissemination

'Incorporating POD feedback on system issues (i.e., communication, data

collection methods) to improve the ACTION project

. Initiating problem solving meetings

3. The Co-Chairs

. Collaborating closely on project strategies

. Problem solving and carrying out remedial action

'Transmitting information from PODS, community, and research assistants to

Co-Chairs

' Receiving information from the Co-Chairs and disseminating appropriately

. Activating ideas, suggestions with concrete follow up

'Exchanging perspectives on an ongoing basis to decrease bias in ihe research

. Monitoring the research process collaboratively
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4. The Secretaries

. Delegating work to the secretaries from all PODS

' Delegating administrative work (i.e., thank you letters, letters soliciting access

for data collection, faxes re: community requests, etc., memos to ACTION

members

' Facilitating follow through with tasks (i.e., ensure that specific tasks were

completed. For example, if faxes were to be received from ACTION members

stating completion of work in a particular area, validating with secret¿ries if

follow through cornplete.)

' Communicating frequently with the secretaries who were cognizant of the

overall project work and aiso served as invaluable "trouble shooters" in

practical matters. For example, the secretaries were aware of printing deadlines

and the details to ensure deadlines could be met.

' Instigating communication strategies wherein secretaries would relay

information to all ACTION members.

5. The Senior Chair'

. Communicating initially on a daily basis

' Meeting weekly throughout the duration of the project for in depth

discussions of project issues

' Receiving information from the Steering Committee via the Senior Chair

. Disseminating information

. Initiating actions related to the information received
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' Strategizing on group process issues; i.e. ensuring attendance at group

meetings and compliance with deadlines

' Monitoring collaboratively the expenditure of resources, i.e. money, time and

energy

. Maintaining the critical path

. Analyzing rhe dara (qualitative)

' Ensuring dissernination of results to the community (Community forums)

. Presenting the project to Manitoba Health

' Presenting the community health needs assessment project to community

members of Sprague, Manitoba

'Collaborating on articles discussing the ACTION project; i.e., Putting Nursing

into ACTION: Assessing the Needs of St. Boniface and St. Vital (Gregory,

Mordoch, Wotton, McKay, & Hawranik, 1995).

The Co-Chairs. Four Co-chairs, members of the Faculty of Nursing, University of

Manitoba, directed the project, with one, the Senior Chair, assuming the major leadership

role. Within the capacity of this leadership role, the Senior Chair (Dr. David Gregory)

maintained a forward looking perspective and always kept the total project goals foremost.

This role propelled the project and kept the research process both moving and directed. When

a tendency to become disproportionately immersed within the numerous details generated by a

project of this magnitude, having one person with a clear vision of the critical path and the

end project was invaluable. Theoretical and practical expertise coupled with external collegial

affiliations strengthened the effectiveness of this role.
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The Co-Chairs, Ms. Donalda Wotton, Ms. Marion McKay, and Professor Pamela

Hawranik, continuously influenced the project within the planning, data collection, and

analysis stages. Besides having their own research areas of responsibility, the Co-Chairs were
.a

: available for intermittent "brain storming" sessions wherein the group would decide on project
:

' tactics. As much as time would allow, which depended on the workload of their own research

areas at any given time throughout the project, the Co-Chairs maintained a broad overview of

' the project's functioning and often served as proactive "troubleshooters". In addition to these

, , functiot.ls, the Co-Chairs were an additional resource for others involved in the project.

The PODS. Managing the large volume of data about the health and social care needs

' of St. Boniface and St. Vital necessitated the creation of six PODS (or information areas).

The PODS gathered quantitative and qualitative data in the following areas:

', 7. Statistical (secondary data) information.
l

a, 2. Cultural, social and historical contexts.

: 3. Interviews with community residents and health care providers.

:. 4. Existing health and social services.

; 5. Industry, environment, and crime.

"i

', (Gregory, Mordoch, Wotton, McKay and Hawranik, 1994).

. 
O sixth pod orÌginalty designed to formulate a portable data base was unable to

: ptoceed because of the inadequate and disparate data bases (Appendix C).

:

; Faculty members with varied backgrounds and interests volunteered their services to

, organize the work of their respective PODS. Within the goals of the project, the pOD

, members devised frameworks and strategies to ensure their particulars goals were met. For

, example,in POD tr where the data collection was focused on the culture, history, and values
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of the communities, a framework consisting of 26 questions was generated (Appendix D).

Unique methods of data collection using popular art, people on the street and photography

helped to capture these less tangible aspects of the communities.

The POD Co-Chairs provided guidance and ongoing direction to the research assistants

and POD members, plus assisted with problem solving. Within the PODS, the role of POD

members varied according to the nature of the data collected. Some of the POD members

were actively involved in the "hands on" research processes whiie others ensured data

collection was proceeding by overseeing the research assistants assigned to the PODS.

Research Assistants. A total of 17 research assistants v/ere involved with the ACTION

research project. The research assistants also came from diverse backgrounds. Some were

experienced clinicians, other were new graduates and still others were currently students in

university nursing programs. Their various talents were used in a multitude of ways. Several

of the research assistants were bilingual which was particularly helpful in the St. Boniface

community. Their bilinguai assignments consisted of interviewing French community

metnbers, assisting with media releases, accessing the Franco-Manitoban community, and

presenting project findings in the French language at two community forums.

Research assistants with advanced computer skills were invaluable. One of the

research assistants was responsible for organization and preliminary analysis of the Statistics

Canada (C91) data base which permitted ACTION to conduct a derailed analysis of the

communities according to postal codes. Computers skilis and knowledge were also used to

organize the final compilation of the community contacts, a list of over 400 contacts.
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Research assistants were key to the collection of data and the ethical integrity of the

study as they had access to confidential information. Their interviewing skills and ability to

develop rapport with community members had a direct impact on community involvement.

The rcsearch assistants were energizing to the project with their creative ideas, vitality,

and fresh approaches. At times they would come up with "the obvious" that was sometimes

overlooked. For example, when the team was strategizing on ways to increase community

involvement, one of the research assistants initiated the idea of the community newspapers.

Research assistants also monitored press releases and initiated corrections. As they were

closely involved with the community, they were able to identify new leads and unforcseen

avenues to explore, i.e., a, Francophone gayllesbian support group.

Consultants. Three consultants were available throughout the ACTION project:

L Project Consultant with expertise in the GENESIS model of community health

needs assessment: Dr. Cindy Russell, College of Nursing, University of Tennessee, Memphis.

2. Statistical consultant with expertise in data anaiysis and statistical procedures: Dr.

Jeff Sloan, Manitoba Nursing Research Institute, Faculty of Nursing, University of Manitoba.

3. Research methods consultant with expertise in research methods: Dr. Annette

Gupton, Director, Manitoba Nursing Research Institute, Faculty of Nursing, University of

Manitoba.

All three consultants werc called upon at various times throughout the project. Dr. C.

Russell, the project consultant, offered her expertise regarding the process of community

health needs assessment, presentation and analysis of the data, and was able to identify

potential problems. Dr. Russell conducted two "on site" visits providing direct guidance and

feedback to the Action Research Consortium (ARC) team on the methodology being used and
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assisted in problem solving. Dr. J. Sloan, the statistical consultant, provided expert insight on

statistical analysis of the data and advice on how to maintain statistical rigor. He also

provided feedback regarding the construction of the surveys. Dr. A. Gupton provided

intermittent advice on research strategies and coordinated the administration of the ACTION

research grant.

Secretarial resources. The secretarial pool at the Faculty of Nursing, University of

Manitoba was invaluable throughout the project. The dynamic nature of the project often

necessitated prompt delivery of work within short timeframes. The workload was

unpredictable depending on when community contacts were finalized, while deadlines

remained generally fixed for the provision of monthly reports to the Steering Committee.

In retrospect. The organizational structure was preplanned as much as possible.

Because of the dynamic nature and number of people involved within the organizational

stlllcture, however, it continuously evolved. What worked well for some parts of the project

required modification at other stages of the project. For example, towards the completion of

the project, solne of the research assistants' work was delegated directly by the pOD

members, circumventing the Project Manager. This was necessitated by time constraints.

Increased dialogue between the Project Manager and the POD members, was implemented at

this time and seemed to avoid potential problems. Redundancies in data collection were not as

fiequent at this stage of the project so that allocation of work through one central source was

not as crucial. Initially, all work assignments were directed to the research assistants by the

Project Manager.

The GENESIS model was able to accommodate a wide range of data and served as a

starting point for the ACTION project. ACTION used GENESIS as a tool which
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accommodated a. broad and generous quest for data. The glaring differences noted in using

GENESIS to fit ACTTON's specific situation were not American versus Canadian, but rural

versus urban. The GENESIS model had been used almost exclusively in rural areas.

Methods used by GENESIS, such as "immersion" within the community, worked well for

smaller more wieldy communities, but were impractical in the larger communities of St.

Boniface and St. Vital. ACTION used the GENESIS model to direct the research process

while developing unique strategies to capture the more diverse communities.

The GENESIS model did not provide strong direction for community mobilization.

This could have been more effectively achieved by proactively reaching out to the abundant

sources of existing community groups. These groups could provide a potentially rich source

of data and a means of rnobilizing the community early in the rcsearch process.

Generally the GENESIS model serued as a building block which was expanded to

include specific strategies to capture the unique features of the St.Boniface and St. Vital

communities. The strengths of the model included

I the holistic conceptual framework, and its inclusion of both quantitative and qualitative data
l

: rollection strategies. The limitations of the model included the

I Oifficulty of adapting the method to an urban setting and lack of clear quidelines on how to

' ¡¡obilize the community more effectiveiy. The model was flexible enough to accommodate

; expansion without weakening its holistic framework and specific attributes. ACTION,s
i

, modifications to the GENESIS model strengthened its diversity and illustrated how the model

' 
.ould be accommodated to the urban setting.
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Chapter Four

Settins up the Proiect

Orientation of the Research Assistants

Once the vision and the basic working structure (the ACTION model) was developed,

time was spent planning the research project. By investing time "up front" and resisting the

urge to plunge "headfirst" into the data collection, potential problems were avoided.

Orientating the research assistants to the ACTION project comprised some of this up-stream

efïort. The goal of orientation was to ensure that the vision of the community health needs

assessment was understood and shared by all. Discussion was generated on the concepts of

community health needs assessment and holistic health. The research assistants needed to

have a complete understanding of these concepts to ensure that all pertinent data were

collected. This was particularly important when using open ended questions and probes in

interviews and allowed the research assistants to explorc and encourage discussion of hotistic

health issues.

As the research assistants had varying degrees of familiarity with the concept of a

community health needs assessment, considerable discussion centered around previous

community health needs assessments. The ACTION model was based on the GENESIS

model; therefore all research assistants were provided with an article on the utilization of

GENESIS (Stoner, Magilvy, & Schultz, 1992). The projected expansion of rhe GENESIS

model to incorporate the multiple complexities of the urban population in the ACTION

project was discussed. Time for clarification of details and questions regarding the process

was scheduled, i.e., group meetings were held.
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The intent of the community health needs assessment was presented as a means to

identify gaps in health and social service versus generating solutions to existing problems.

Thus it is crucial that the community health needs assessment findings are thoroughly and

critically analyzed prior to generating quick solutions (Feather, McGowan and Moore,lgg4).

Understanding this concept was crucial to data collection so that the research assistants would

be able to discuss realistically the intent of the assessment and to whom the results would be

distributed.

Withitt the orjentation phase, Youville Clinic and its role in the community was

stressed. Literature on the concept of primary health care, the history of Youville, and an

overview of services offered was distributed to the research assistants (Appendix E). youville

Clinic is a well known community resource and regarded as a role model of Primary Health

Care throughout the City of Winnipeg and within the Province of Manitoba. Using the name

of the clinic often facilitated the collection of data and in various community strategies

printed information on Youville Clinic was distributed; ie Si. Vital Mall when advertising

research activities. Using the Youville Clinic "name" encouraged interest and community

participation (Appendix F).

The research assistants needed a broad overuiew of the current political issues in order

to be able to rcspond to comments and questions that arose during data collection. In

Manitoba, health care and Community Nurse Resource Centres were political issues during

the community health needs assessment data collection period. Research assistants needed to

be cognizant of the emelging issues as they were often questioned in these areas. If they were

questioned, they made conscious efforts to present factual statements and not allow their

biases to influence the response.
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Ethical Considerations

Prior to the hiring of the research assistants, ethical approval for the project was

received from The Ethical Review Committee, Faculty of Nursing, University of Manitoba

(Appendix G). Research assistants were informed of the ethical considerations and any

concsrns they had were clarified. Installation of a strong ethical framework in the early

planning stages generated arì awareness of the importance of ethical research and guided the

lesearch process. The research assistants often internalized the ethical considerations of the

project and were diligent in the identification of any unforeseen ethical dilemmas that arose.

The research assistants vigilantly monitored the ongoing ethical concerns and brought these

concems forward to the Co-Chairs for resoiution. For example, the research assistants ensured

that any promises, such as assurances of confidientiality, were honored. They also advocated

fbr all voices of the community to be heard; homosexual persons, children, and ethnic

minorities.

Invesling the time to discuss ethical concenls early on in the data collection process

was invaluable. Open discussion of the ethical issues encouraged critical thinking and quality

control of the process (Appendix H).

Collaboration Among Co-Chairs and Pod Members

Initially, the Project Manager (PM) and the Senior Chair organized a meeting of all

Co-chairs and POD members. As the PM was hired after the contract was awarded to the

ACTION research consoftium, the first meeting provided the opportunity for committee

members to get to know each other and understand their prospective roles. Members shared

their experiences, expectations and reservations concerning the community health needs
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assessment. This allowed participants to familiarize themselves with the other committee

members and generated discussion of pertinent issues.

All members stated their particular interest in the project and expressed ideas related

to their specific areas of data collection. Members identified ethical considerations in data

collection, such as ongoing confidentiality issues. Research techniques and their

appropriateness to the identified goals of the project were rigorousiy examined. During the

course of the ACTION project, a continuous monitoring of strategies and their effectiveness

sharpened the evolving process of data collection.

The role of the PM was further operationalized by identifying various methods of

communication and organization that would accommodate the diverse schedules of the group.

Beginning lines of communication were developed during the initial meeting with all

committee members. The ACTION telephone line, wherein messages could be left for the

Project Manager, became an invaluable and effective way of communicating. All pOD

committee members had busy schedules and the ACTION phone line voice mail proved to be

an efficient way of relaying messages to the PM. The telephone voice-mail system was time

eflicient and cost effective for the PM in that messages could also be left for the rcsearch

assistants. Often this would be the sole means of communication fbr several days. Having the

line available saved much time, energy and frustration. A continuing dialogue and problem

solving strategy often took place on the telephone line without having to wait until both

parties had an opportunity to return calls.

The PM and the secretaries developed a working rapport that greatly facilitated

communication between all ACTION members. This relationship between the secretaries and

the PM was informal and highly effective for information úansmission. The secretaries
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facilitated expedient information exchange between PM and POD members. The secretaries

frequently assisted with communication to POD members not having voice mail services. As

the secretary and the POD co-chairs were generally at the University, the PM would contact

the secretary, often by voice mail, who would then deliver the messages either by memo or in

person. This procedure expedited information sharing and was extremely helpful in urgent

situations. Conversely, Co-Chairs would also leave messages with the secretaries to deliver to

the PM. The secretary often played a key role in transmitting information informally. At times

during the project, the secretaries and the PM would converse frequently during the day.

In retrospect. Time spent in the beginning stages of setting up the project was

invaluable. However, this time could have been more effectively used. A realistic discussion

of the time commitment involved in a project of this magnitude would have better prepared

participants to schedule their timetables to allow sufficient blocks of time to be set aside for

the ACTION project.

Over estimation of the time involved would have been less detrimental and less

stressful to all committee members. The nature of the ACTION project, and community

health needs assessments in general was dynamic. Using a tool such as the ACTION model,

generated a rich data base that required heavy time commitments to both collect and analyze

the data. The dynamic nature of the project further necessitated that spontaneous impromptu

blocks of time were required to deal with emergent issues.

Progress in any community health needs assessment is uneven, the process itself may

be repetitious and serendipitous, with unplanned pauses to summarize information. The

process itself may require forwarding information to appropriate resources for immediate

action (Feather, McGowan, & Moore, 1994). Recognizing early on in the project, the level of
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time commitment required and the spontaneous nature of the task, is key to effective working

relationships.

If a realisúc understanding of the time commitment can be achieved by all team

members early on in the project, then these issues can be addressed "up front". The issues of

the dynamic nature of the process, the required spurts of sustained effort, and the energy level

in general, need to be discussed openly to ensure all team members are aware of the level of

commitment a community health needs assessment requires. These issues were further

compounded by having a deadline imposed by the funders. Various ways of working around

potential time commitment problems, e.g., having a reserve of research assistants available to

take on impromptu tasks, may be helpful. Knowing what time and energy key players can

realistically manage is of utmost importance. Ensuring that key experienced people have

adequate time resources increases the rigor of the research and ensures that time can be spent

mentoring novice researchers.

Allocation of Work to the Research Assistants

All work delegated to the research assistants was channelled through the PM. This

strategy was put in place to prevent redundancies in data collection and to ensure that time,

energy, and money were being used in the most efficient manner. This process required

continuous monitoring and vigilance on what tasks were currently ongoing within the project.

Potential community contacts generated via the data collection process wele meticulously

recorded to ensure follow up contact.

At times, the research assistants would contact the PM to verify if newly identified

contacts li'om their work in the community had already been contacted by oiher ACTION

members. To facilitate this process, all research assistants were asked to record their
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community contacts diligently and submit them to the ACTION office in a timely manner. A

Community Contact sheet was devised to track the contacts and the pertinent data

documented, i.e., key informant interview completed, unable to contact, notation of suggested

ne\¡/ contacts (Appendix I).

The Community Contact sheets were filed categorically, i.e., Francophone, Women,

Seniors, and then alphabetically within these categories. They were stored in the ACTION

office and were available to the Project Manager as a reference for completed, ongoing, and

future work. The sheets were also useful to the research assistants to ensure new contacts

generated from the community had not been previously approached. Often, the Community

Contact sheets provided new dilections for the research assistants to follow. For example, in

a contact made to the police department, several other key informants were identified as

valuable spokespersons for the community. Tracking the contacts became a time consuming

and complicated process as the project progressed.

Considerable forethought in the planning stages enabled the ACTION team to

anticipate many problems. An attempt was made throughout the project to coordinate specific

reseatch assistants' talents with appropriate projects. Assistants who were bilingual were used

in the Francophone community and assisted with translation of various materials throughout

the project. Sensitivity, interest in particular areas, and related past expedences of the research

assistants, all guided the PM to direct various tasks towards specific research assistants. For

example, senior research assistants with more advanced levels of interview skills and an

expanded knowledge base conducted interviews with iocal politicians, government figures and

influential community members.
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Research assistants were responsible for submitting weekly reports depicting their

activities. The orÌginal form did not delineate if the designated task was ongoing or complete

(Appendix J). This form was revised to include notation on the status of the task (Appendix

K). Denoting whether the task was ongoing or completed, assisted the Project Manager to

decide if pursuing the task was warranted, or if, in the interest of the whole project, the task

should be terminated and efforts invested elsewhere.

Tracking the weekly activities of the research assistants enabled the PM to have an

overview of how the work was progressing, to proactively institute problem solving

approaches, and to immediately correct any misunderstanding of instructions. The

documentation also assisted the PM to have a current overview of all POD activities as the

research assistants were involved in all of the various PODS. For the rcsearch assistants, the

weekly report assisted them to organize their work, to visually see their progress, and

communicate with the Project Manager on a weekly basis. In the initial phases of the project,

weekly telephone contacts were maintained between the Project Manager and the research

assistants to ensure the aims of the community health needs assessment were understood.

In retrospect. Redundancies were often distressing to the research assistants if the

community contact person was annoyed. The majority of the redundancies occurred within

POD II. While all ACTION members were aware of the question framework guiding the data

collection, no one envisioned the redundancies that could occur. The data collection strategies

developed by POD II were unique, fluid, and evolving. Unfortunately the potential for

redundancies was overlooked. For instance, when one examined the questions, (Who and what

are the controlling forces in the community?, What are the sources of humour in the

community?), potential multiple contacts were not obvious (Appendix D). In determining the
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answers to these questions, contacts such as Neighbourhood Watch or schools were previously

contacted by other ACTION research assistants. Although these research assistants pursued

different information than the POD II contacL this was often difficult for the community

members to comprehend. Being approached twice by ACTION, caused some community

residents to voice their displeasure.

At the time of the ACTION project, students in the Community Health course from

the Faculty of Nursing, University of Manitoba also were situated in the St.Boniface and

St.Vital communities for their community expedence. This experience had been prearranged

prior to the onset of the ACTION project. Changing the students' community site was not an

option at the time. Considerable effort was made to share the data collection, community

resources, and not to infringe on the goodwill of the community. Despite the best efforts of

all involved, some rcpeat contacts occurred; however these were kept to a minimum.

Coordinating the efforts of both ACTION and the nursing students to a greater degree may

have better utilized the students' energy and input to the community health needs assessment.

Having two research assistants involved with both the course and the ACTION project further

helped to reduce multiple contacts. As community goodwill is crucial to a community health

needs assessment, attention to these details was very important.

The research assistants could have been better prepared to deal with the inevitable

multiple contacts that arose. Discussion of this possibility beforehand and how to diffuse the

situation would have been helpful to the research assistants. Often they were not prepared,

and were unable to initiate "damage control" for such situations.
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Facilitation of Group Process

As the ACTION project was of six months duration and all members had other work

commitments, it became the role of the PM to facllitate the ongoing group process. In order

to ensure ongoing communication between all PODS, the Project Manager initiated regular

contact with POD members for updates on their work. During these contacts, concerns with

workload requiring reallocation of the research assistants, problems in obtaining data from

various sources, and plans for future work were identified. All problems requiring action were

tecorded in the PM's task book to ensure completion and follow through by the PM. Prompt

attention to requests alleviated the strcss of ovelwhelming workloads in conjunction with

other responsibilities.

In any group working together, the question of equity of worktoad arises. Differences

arose in the amount of work carried by each project member and at times caused additional

strain on those who were carrying a heavy load. As identified by Barton, Smith, Brown and

Supples (1993), the issue of workload commonly arises in projects of this magnitude.

Varying levels of commitment and standards of excellence among team members was

also problematic. At times this was due to unclear expectations of the role and perhaps lack

of effective communication regarding ownership of responsibilities. Working within a team,

on a large scale project with predetermined deadlines, is in itself stressful. Combining various

levels of expertise, various levels of commitment, and various outside obligations which

drained the er-rergy level of members amounted to intense demands on all members of the

ACTION project. While some of the particular stressors were unique to ACTION, many v/ere

common group process issues that required resoluúon (Barton, Smith, Brown, and Supples
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1993). Often, due to the intensity and high paced tempo of both the project and the members'

professional lives, it was difficult to resolve some issues in a timely fashion.

When misunderstandings arose about workload expectations, efforts were made to

increase communication between the PM and the team member. At times, this was an

effective strategy wherein the team member was unaware of the work expected and was able

to deliver the same once informed. On other occasions, the matter remained largely

unresolved and the team member did not assume any further workload responsibilities. For

example, initially a large number of focus groups were to be organized with the expectation

that all POD memberc conduct one group. Following discussion of this idea, there was no

satisfactory resoiution of the problem and the end result was the number of focus groups were

decreased.

In retrospect. Generally the ACTION team was able to function at an adequate level

throughout the duration of the project. Extensive commitments outside the ACTION research

project were draining on both the project and its members. Hiling the Project Manager as a

full time person whose energies could be solely devoted to the project, would have greatly

facilitated proactive problem solving, incrcased levels of communication throughout the

organizational structure, and timely intervention. Increasing the time the PM was available

would have also maintained the rigor of the research with consistent monitoring of all details

in a timely fashion. Adequate time to facilitate group meetings and nurture beginning research

assistants would have added to the quality of the product produced and the efficiency of the

pfocess.

Although the PM is the ideal person to be available at all times, having any member

consistently available on the ACTION project would have eased the strain and sense of
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intensity often recognized within the process.The project demanded full time commitment of

one central key figure, particularly since both faculty and rcsearch assistants were often

already overburdened with academic commitments. Having a reserve supply of research

assistants on hand would also have been helpful. Toward the end of the project, new research

assistants were hired. If they had been orientated with the original research assistants, the new

research assistants would have been prepared to start once needed. As noted by Barton,

Smith, Brown, and Supples (1993), members are more witling to expend extra effort if they

are being fairly compensated for their work. In long intense projects, it becomes crucial that

one central person has the time to ensure that all members are rewarded psychologically,

given the opportunity to grow, and supported in that growth.

Office Manaeement

Trackine Financial Costs

. Throughout the project, the Project Manager v/as responsible for the tracking of
l

,

' financial costs and ensuring the project remain within the proposed budget allowances. As the

, ptoject was funded by Youville Clinic through Manitoba Health, the funds were public
l

, ,nonies. Ethically, the Action research consortium felt a strong responsibility to use the funds

, tisely for the benefit of the communities in truly identifying needs. All monies spent were

tracked by the PM. Only the Chair and the PM had signing authodty on the cash flow. Large

i purchases were discussed within the research consortium, i.e., the C-91 data base, an
)

I electronic data base from Statistics Canada. The benefits of purchasing such a d,atabase were

deliberated with the co-chairs who would be accessing data from this base.

Research assistants were instructed to record any purchases they were required to

make. In the majority of instances, these purchases were previously discussed with the PM or
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Chair. Having two people sharing the financial responsibilities increased the accountability of

the consortium, the immediate accessibiljty of an Action member, and encouraged critical

thinking regarding financial purchases. At times it was necessary for the research assistants to
:, be able to contact either the Chair or the PM quickly. A research assistant would sometimes

. hear of resources that could be potentially helpful and would want to purchase them while out

, in the field. For example, the data base from a recent Canadian community health needs

:: âssessment of key cities across Canada was available in the community. The research

, assistant was able to track down the preliminary details to enable the Chair to decide, based

, on the resources that would be spent, if this matter ïvas to be pursued. Having two key people
l

, in this capacity expedited the decision making process.

Weekly time sheets depicting the number of hours each research assistant worked were

, submitted and verified by the PM (Appendix L). To track ongoing costs, the Chair would
.

, lÌequently obtain a running report on the finances flom the Manitoba Nursing Research

, Institute. This double monitorjng encouraged scrutiny of all expenses. For example, if the pM

,

: missed an unusual amount of time being spent on a task, the Chair served as an additional
r

' check. Thus, resources were constantly monitored and time efficiently utilized.

Organization of the Office Space

An ACTION office was "se[ up" at the beginning of the project. The office space v/as

, used in a variety of ways. Elaborate files were kept to store the continuous flow of paper

l

I generated by the 5 PODS. Each POD had a series of files set up to house and store the data.

I These working files were for general office management, and much of the cuffent data for

each POD was stored in the Co-Chairs' offices. Data would be filtered to the ACTION office

when the ACTION team members were finished their individual work. The data would be
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filed or directed to other ACTION members who might be interested in examining the data

from a different perspective.

Each POD had a file for ongoing work, completed wor'k, and collected data. To record

the ongoing work, the Co-Chairs would submit an overview of their current progress either

via a written communique or via the ACTION telephone line (Appendix M ). The ACTION

office also housed all incoming reports and circulated lists of these reports to all pODS.

Reports of relevance to a particular POD were forwarded to the POD leaders. All reports

were tracked, signed in and signed out, to ensure the data would be accessible if needed

(Appendix N).

The office space was a communal space that was available to the research assistants to

nrake calls, organize data, and work on projects. To ensure there was not a conflict in office

space usage, a fom was devised wherein an ACTION member could book the office for a

specific time (Appendix O). The PM blocked off large timeframes to ensure the office would

be available for essential tasks. This strategy was effective in organizing office utilization

during the early stages of the project, when the majority of the work was accomplished by

telephone.

As the project progressed, the office was not used as frequently by the research

assistants as they either worked from home or were out in the community. A communal key

was kept at a central location, the General Office in the Faculty of Nursing, and then signed

out by the research assistants when they required the office.

During the beginning stages of the ACTION project, many questions were asked about

the actual boundaries of the St. Boniface and St. Vital communities. Maps, depicting the

boundaries and a written outline of the definitive boundaries, were distributed to each
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ACTION member to ensure all members were cognizant of the parameters of the

communities (Appendix P). As well, a large map was permanenrly placed in the ACTION

office as a quick reference. These strategies proved invaluable in the early days of the project,

as ACTION members were frequently called upon to define the parameters of the study.

Although, this may seem like an elementary step, it took considerable effort to ensure the

boundaries were factual. Various opinions on the St. Boniface/St. Vital boundaries were

circulating. ACTION contacted City of Winnipeg Planning Department to obtain the official

boundaries of both communities. The City Ptanning Department then forwarded to ACTION a

detailed outline of the boundaries for both communities. Having the written reference to the

actual streets was helpful on several occasions.

A considerable amount of administrative time was needed to organize the ongoing

"paper" that was generated during the community health needs assessment. Having this

organized and readily accessible assisted in the tracking of voluminous data. In addition to the

voluminous data bases, files were kept on all financial transactions including the research

assistants' expenses and hourly wages.

All iterns that were translated into French were also filed and stored. This was heipful

if any questions arose regarding the accuracy of the translation and for verifying media

releases. Throughout the project, media releases werc used to generate interest and increase

av/areness of the community health needs assessment. As the media release strategy was used

intermittently throughout the project, keeping a readily available file of previous releases,

contact persons and fax numbers was time saving for the secretarial staff.

Administrative files were kept regarding administrative processes, i.e., ethical

committee applications, arrangements with consultants, notification to POD members of any
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upcoming meetings, and process changes necessitated by the project; i.e., change in deadlines

for submission of reports. The "business" al'ea of the project generated its own paper. For

example, at times, considerable correspondence would ensue from the office to gain access to

specific populations. ACTION had wanted to contact people living with chronic disabitities,

to understand their lived experiences in the community. In order to do this in an ethical

manner, there was a considerable amount of correspondence with specific associations to

ans\,ver all their questions about the project. Keeping meticulous files on the administrative

procedures was of utmost importance. Often files were used to verify and track details that

otherwise might have become lost.

Data Storage

A system in which data could be stored for future analysis was devised early on in the

project. Each community contact was filed as previously described. Once it was determined

who the key informants were, the research assistants conducted key informant interviews

(Appendix Q) and recorded interview data in a specific format.

By using a standardized format, the PM was able to readily determine future key

contacts and the essential themes contained in the data. (Appendix R). Throughout the process

of data collection, it was sometimes difficult to monitor whether this agreed upon format was

being followed. For example, if new key contacts were not identified specifically, it was

much more time consuming to read through the information searching for contacts. The

momentum of the project was such that it was often not time efficient to have the information

rewritten in the agreed upon format.

The key informant inte¡¿iews were categorized and stored as Individual, Agency, and

Focus Groups. The Individual category contained community members who were representing
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theit own viewpoints. Often they were identified by "word of mouth" as community residents

who were willing to express their views. They commonly were looked upon as informal

leaders.

Individuals who assumed an agency's perspective were categorized as "Agency". The

viewpoints they offered and the knowledge they were privy to, arose largely from their

connections within their work domain. The Action Research Consortium (ARC) was cautious

in printing names of individuals without their approval. When individuals spoke from an

agency's perspective, they were far more free to be candid in their remarks if they knew their

names would not be published. This was an important consideration as one cannot expect

informants to be completely candid for fear of being misquoted or judged as being disloyal to

their agency. The ARC guaranteed anonymity for individuals who spoke on behalf of their

agencies. Research assistants took an active role in ensuring that the ACTION research

consortium was scl'upulous in this regard. Research assistants also upheld promises of

confidentiality and were vigilant in ensuring that their informants were aware that the final

report would be submitted to Youville Clinic. Youville would then disseminate the

inlormation to other community members. Time invested in the early stages of the project to

instill ethics and values, and time spent in the selection process of the research assistants,

very much contributed to the high ethical standards evidenced. During the initial orientation

sessions for the research assistants, considerable time was spent discussing the ethical

respolisibilities of the research assistants. The research assistants were aware, that as they

werc the ACTION members most in contact with the communities, they would set the tone

for the quality of research conducted.
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Focus Group interviews, in which specific groups of people (Moms and Toddlers,

Seniors etc.) met to discuss their views on community needs, were filed in a specific binder.

These collective viewpoints were then analyzed as group findings. Within the focus group

session, much information was transmitted and often gaps in community services were

identified. All interviews, individual, agency, and focus groups, were photocopied in

preparation for data analysis and the originals were filed in the appropriate binders.

French and English versions of the community heaith needs assessment survey were

developed with input from the Steering Committee. The surveys (N=800) were randomly

mailed out to community residents. In addition to the mail ont surveys, drop off surveys

(n=250) were also collected and stored. The surveys were secured either within the ACTION

office oI the office of the Chair. Survey data were kept within a locked area and only key

individuals, e.8., the senior chair and PM, had access to the raw data.

Other information, such as government data about tuberculosis and sexually

transmitted diseases, was stored within the specific POD data base file. Data that initially

came into the ACTION office was sorted and filtered by the PM. All information was saved

in the event it rnight be useful in the future. As the project proceeded and it became clear

what data would be useful, the information was once again screened by the pM.

The ACTION Telephone Line

The Action telephone line was central for communication throughout the research

project. During the initial organization of the office, the line was set up and the number

circulated to the public. When the ACTION Project Manager and other team members were

not in the ACTION office, messages were relayed on a daily basis via this phone. The

research assistants developed the habit of checking the telephone line daily for messages and
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would also leave messages for the PM. This became a very easy and efficient way of

connecting ARC members with each other.

The phone line also facilitated communication with the public. Once the number was

circulated in the public domain, community residents regulariy contacted the ACTION office.

Community members called for various reasons; general information about the project,

specific concerns individuals wanted to convey to the ARC, and often to inquire about

employment opportunities with the research project. Nurses also called with questions

concerning the proposed satellite clinic in St. Vital and the educational rcquirements to

practice in such a setting. The questions about employment, which also came from people

other than nurses, suggested that people were diligently scanning opportunities for

employment. The majority of these employment calls were a result of an advertisement

describing the project (Appendix S). There was no mention of employment opportunities in

this advertisement. These calls served to reinforce the prevalence of unemployment and also

illustrated the resourcefulness of the public.

Promotional Materials

Throughout the ACTION project, various promotional materials were developed. These

included posters dispiayed within the community, newsflashes circulated to Engtish and

French rnedia outlets, faxes to community bulletin boards, and contact with repofters

(Appendix T). As the project was ongoing for six months, it was necessary to maintain

momentum and interest in the community. In a large urban community with a population in

excess of 100,000, many events compete for the public's attention. The ARC invested

considerable energy contacting media perconnel and promptly returnin g any calls from the

media. Interviews were conducted with newspaper leporters, both English and French and
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also on the radio (Appendix U). All opportunities to capitalize on interest in the project were

readily investigated. For example, some of these activities included: an interview with

Statistics Canada on the merits of the C-91 data base, information sessions in a local

shopping mall, and presentations to Manitoba Health and local organizations. Throughout the

six nionth project, intermittent faxes were sent to local radio stations with community bulletin

boards, updating them of the project's current activities.

In retlospect. Generally the office marlagement strategies worked well. Most

breakdowns in the system were due to lack of communication. At various times in the project,

all ACTION members were overwhelmed with their diverse responsibilities. ACTION duties

often had to be postponed and consequently receiving data in the ACTION office was

delayed. More frequent communication with the research assistants would have ensured that

they understood the procedures for relaying information, the format for recording the data,

and the timeframes for providing information to the project Manager.

As some of the research assistants were involved in the project at a latü date than

when the original core of reseatch assistants were hired, there were gaps in their

understanding of the organizational process. This occurred largety because of time constraints.

Usually these research assistants were hired during a crisis period when a task needed to be

completed immediately and there was no available ARC staff. The research assistants were

orientated quickly and with enough information to "do the job" athand. Later, gaps would

suface in their understanding of the procedures. Again, having senior rcsearch assistants and

ARC staff available to nurture and mentor the "crisis" based research assistants would have

decteased the stress these newly hired research assistants experienced. To overcome some of

these difficulties, the PM attempted to answer all research assistants' calls promptly. Hiring
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the PM as a full time employee, would have enhanced her availability and strengthened the

general organization of the project.

When recording key informant data (individual, agency, and focus group), it would

have been beneficial to immediately discuss with the data recorders any probiems in the

recording structure. Because of the bursts of activity within which the community health

needs assessment was propelled, there was little (if any) time to discuss this issue with the

research assistants. Though the majority of the data was still well presented, adhering to the

designated format, would have facilitated analysis of the data.

A stronger focus on community awareness of the health needs assessment could have

been implemented. Throughout the project, increased proactive promotion of the goals of the

comrnunity health needs assessment, discussion of the acnral process in the community, and

direct community involvement would have been desirable. By doing so, increased meaningful

mobilization of the community may have produced a richer grassroots perspective. Many

existing community groups could have been accessed earlier in the project with a focused

proactive recruitment of the community voice. This may have been accomplished by actively

seeking out these existing groups and accommodating their schedules for promotion and

mobilization strategies

Oreanization of PODS

Initial Communication with POD Chairs and Co-Chairs

The basic design for the PODS had been established when the PM was hired.

ACTION created six PODS to collect data on all the information areas (Gregory, Mordoch,

Vy'otton, McKay and Hawrinik, 1995). Five data collection groups, known as pODS, would

gather both quantitative and qualitaúve data (Appendix C). Data about the health and social
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care needs of the St. Boniface and the St. Vital communities were to be coilected. The PODS

were to gather the following information:

1. Statistical information.

2. Cultural, social and historical contexts.

3. Interviews with community residents and health care providers.

4. Existing health and social services.

5. Industry, environment, and crime.

A sixth POD originally designed to formulate a portable data base was unable to

ploceed because of the inadequate and disparate data bases available.

POD I - Secondary data analvsis. POD I focused on staristical information. ACTION

purchased an electronic software program from Statistics Canada (C91 data). This allowed

areas to be identified by postal code and generated a focused community profile. This census

data base consisted of more than 400 different variables which were amenable to examination

according to specific Forward Sertation Areas (FSAs). Each FSA is identified by the first

three letters in the postal code system allowing for detailed analysis of specific areas within

St.Boniface and St. Vital.

Other existing quantitative reports such as information on sexualiy transmitted

diseases, post-partum delivery services, nutrition, the use of foodbanks, and community health

intervention and health promotion were also reviewed.

POD II - Cultural, social and historical context. POD II explored cultural and social

values within St.Boniface and St. Vital, as well as historical information. pOD II members

developed a unique research framework. A series of 27 questions were generated to "tap into"

the essence of these communities (Appendix D). For example, "Wha[ are the religious or
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spiritual practices in the community?" "How does the community use humour?" pOD II

attempted to capture the "pulse" of communities in verbal, visual and historical terms.

iders. In POD III,

the voices of community residents were captured. POD III provided a direct link to the reality

of how the health care system was experienced by community residents. Five data collection

techniques were used: interviews with community members, focus group interviews, telephone

interviews, mail out, and drop off surveys. These information gathering strategies within pOD

III ensured that community members "had a say" in health care programming. The collection

techniques are discussed under the section of the report headed Data Collection.

The population of St. Boniface and St. Vital numbers in excess of 100,000. In order to

adequately ensure that a broad sampling of community members were accessed, a variety of

data collection methods were being used. Survey, (drop off, mailed, telephone), key informant

interviews, secondary analysis of existing data bases, and pertinent focus groups were the

major methods of data collection. Sampling techniques included purposive, snowball, and

random. A concentrated effort was made to include marginalized groups such as immigrants,

the mentally i11, youth, Aboriginal, Metis, isolated elderly persons and the homeless.

POD IV - Health and social services. POD IV was a complex POD as it analyzed the

services provided by formal health care agencies. Churches and agencies with other mandates,

such as schools were contacted for their perspectives on the health of the community. This

POD divided its analysis into eight sections: voluntary organizations, f'acilities, professional

providers and agencies, Francophone services, infant and pre-school services, school aged

services, senior services and services for the immigrant population.

views with communitv residents and health
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POD VI - Industry, environment, and crime. The industrial sector and the

environment were explored in POD VI. The focus was on infrastructure services (police, fire,

ambulance, waterworks, waste disposal) and industry within St.Boniface and St.Vital. In

addition to reports and existing data, interviews with key informants contributed to an

understanding of this data base.

Alier the initial meeting between the PM and the ACTION team, an outline of future

wolk was generated. Through regular discussions of POD activities, POD members were

awale of the activities proposed for each POD. Having this knowledge was hetpful. If during

the course of data collection, a POD member was referred to a new community contact this

information was presented to the other PODS to reduce the occurrence of redundancies.

Knowing the focus of other PODS, enabled the appropriate channelling of data contacts that

arose in the community. For example, when contacting the churches in the community, many

leads were uncovered that were invaluable, particularly for POD IV, Existing Social Services.

Although POD IV was examining formal service agencies, contacts with the churches

uncovered another layer of informal service providers who were extremely vital for

community well being. Services offered by churches were varied, from soup kitchens, day

cares, and womens' groups offering emotional support and life skills. These informal church

services were inclusive of the margin abzed and evidenced caring for the whole community.

Initial communication with POD chairs and Co-Chairs attempted to build a collegiat

atmosphere, outline the critical path for the upcoming weeks, and foster autonomy and

creativity within the holistic framework of the project. Lines of communication were

established; i.e., all research assistants would receive their work from the Project Manager
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and would be assigned to the various PODS by the Project Manager. When the PODS needed

additional research assistants, the Project Manager was responsible for assigning them.

Determining Starting Points and Direction

Each POD had a preconceived idea of how they would begin their data collection.

Some of the PODS had a very clear direction they would follow. For example, POD IV with

its mandate for existing social services had no difficulty knowing where to begin. pOD I,

whose mandate was to collect statistics had some initial ideas of what to collect, but after

"brain storming" with ARC had further directions to pursue. POD II with its more free

flowing concepts of values, history and culture, had unique beginning strategies for data

collection which were further developed in subsequent POD II planning meetings. POD III,

which focused on accessing the voices of the community, had initial key informant contacts

identified by the Steering Committee and also by faculty members who had previously

worked within the communities of St. Boniface and St. Vitat. Meeting with the pOD members

enriched this list of contacts. POD VI, which initially was designed to focus on industry and

infrastructure services, perceived its initial focus as collecting existing information. As this

infonnation was collected, key informants were identified from contacts made when obtaining

the existing reports. POD V, whose main aim v/as to develop a portable data base from the

findings of the ACTION research project, was not actively involved at this point. Involvement

was projected to occur at a later date when some of the existing data bases were compiled.

Unfortunately, because of the poor state of data in the public domain, this pOD ceased to be

viable. Meeting as a group with all POD members was productive in determining the

direction of data collection. The broad range of perspectives, assorted talents and experiences

greatly expanded the potential dchness of the data base.
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Faculty members with knowledge of the existing community services and established

contacts, expedited the initial process of data collection. Having initial contacts was

advantageous and time saving. Other talents of the POD members included knowledge in

research techniques, previous experiences in large projects and group work, varied

experiences in community work and primary health care, and previous involvement with

community health needs assessments. The varied interests of the ACTION team included

mental health, community health, and public health, values clarification work, system

analysis, emergency nursing, geriatrics, marginahzed groups (i.e.immigrants, gay and lesbian,

aboriginal) and Primary Health Care. The ACTION research consortium was fortunate to have

this array of talents to draw upon from within the team.

Refinement of the Evolvinq Process of Data Collection

Initial strategies were effective to instigate data collection and generally remained

consistent for the majority of the project. Communication links evolved as specific situations

alose' Although the lines of communication were established from POD members to pM, this

was not always convenient.

The PM worked "off campus", while the majority of the POD members and Co-Chairs

were located "on campus" within the Faculty of Nursing, University of Manitoba. Therefore it

sometimes became easier to contact the Senior Chair whose office was "on campus".

Confusion arose if the Senior Chair and the PM were unable to communicate prior to the pM

meeting the POD membels. In the majority of incidents, the POD members and Senior Chair

attempted to leave messages on the ACTION telephone line to inform the pM of any

decisions made in her absence.
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As the data collection strategies expanded with aII five PODS in operation,

maintaining an overview of the POD operations became critical and daunting. To ensure this

overview perspective, the PM spent considerable time on the telephone contacting research

assistants, POD members, and the Chair. The project was so large that this needed to be done

on a consistent basis. Any time lapses that occurred necessitated an intense expenditure of

energy to clarify any problems and ensure the project was proceeding as planned.

To maintain an overview of POD activities, meticulous recording of requests,

problems, and leads by the PM was essential. The dynamic nature of a community health

needs assessment generates "everything happening at once" many times throughout a project.

To ensure appropriate follow up to problems and concerns in a timely manner,

notation of minute details; i.e., name of caller, time, request, to whom task was delegated, and

all pertinent detail were recorded in one book. This book was maintained by the pM

throughout the ACTION project and often served as a handy reference as to what had been

done and by whorn. Issues sometimes resurfaced at a much later date, because of the ongoing

data flow, it became difficult to recall all the details of the incident. In these times, the details

recolded in the Project Manager's book validated perceptions, highlighted omissions and

served as a reminder for unfinished activities.

An overview of the POD activities was also sustained with brief reports from the pOD

chairs (Appendix M). This strategy served a dual purpose of encouraging the pOD chairs to

intermittently "take stock" of their activities and to ensure the pM was aware of all

undertakings. The research assistants often had reports and correspondence mailed directly to

the PM. The PM would then screen the written materjal to determine future follow up leads

that could pertain to any of the PODS. From this initial screening, data were then delegated to
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whom the PM determined to be the appropriate referral. Being familiar with the community

data facilitated the recognition of themes that arose between the PODS and assisted in the

realignment of data collection efforts.

Once the PODS determined their tasks, research assistants were assigned to the pOD.

Sometimes a research assistant would be delegated to work solely within a particular pOD. At

other times, research assistants would be taken away from their core tasks within one pOD to

accommodate àn immediate short term request of another POD. For example, one of the

research assistants responsible for the initial analysis of the C-91 data base, an enormous job

in itself, v/as taken from this ongoing task several times to assist with short term immediate

tasks. When these were completed, she would return to her ongoing task, analysis of the C-91

data . At these times, the PM would play a key role explaining the task to the research

assistant who was "parachuted" in without having ready access to the complete picture. The

PM provided the broader perspective to the research assistani. This was helpfut to the

research assistants as often they were completing the task under time pressure. Having as

much information as possible increased their comfort level.

Relaying information from the research assistants to the POD memberc was important,

particularly when a research assistant working in one POD would discover data useful to

another POD. As the research assistants were involved in completion of their immediate tasks,

they would not necessarily be aware of the significance of their data for other pODs.

Information transfer was coordinated via the central role of the pM.

In retrospect. The large group meetings with POD chairs and the four co-chairs were

very helpful. In the beginning stages of the project, these meetings were held at fairly

unication Bet
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frequent intervals, i.e., evety second week. As the project became busier and required more

energy of the POD members, it became difficult to meet on a regular basis. Being unable to

devote sole attention to the ACTION project restricted the availability of some of the POD

members. While not every community health needs assessment will have the luxury of all

time and resources being solely devoted to the project, participants need to be forewarned of

the heavy time commitment involved. The cross fertilization of ideas throughout the project is

difficult to maintain if all members do not meet on a regular basis.

ACTION strategized to meet with individual PODS which proved to be beneficial and

time efficient. POD members did not have to "sit through" the discussion of details that did

not specifìcally concern them. The infrequency of full attendance ACTION team meetings in

the later stages of the project incrcased the wolkload of the PM who had to relay and seek

out intbrmation from each POD. While this was inconvenient, the more serious disadvantage

was the loss of "group think" and valued input to the ongoing project.

Cross fertilization of ideas was definitely productive in the initial setting of directions

for each POD's data collection strategies. One can not assume that everyone understands the

time commitment, or places the same value on attending meetings. Perhaps if the concept of

cross fertiiization could have been discussed more fully within the group, this may have

encouraged more regular attendance at meetings. Understanding the fluid nature of the

community health needs assessment, and the need to be flexible also could have been

discussed in more depth at the onset of the project. If this had been done, the possibitity of

developing alternate strategies to deal with sudden onslaughts of heavy time commitments

may have occurred earlier on in the project and better prepared POD members for this reality.
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The key issue within the organization of the PODS was rhe limited time pODS

members had to devote to the ongoing process. While deadlines were generally met by all

ACTION members, a more equitable sharing of the workload and time commitments would

have contributed to a more fluid group process. Feminist strategies, i.e. member checks,

wherein each member "checks in" and "checks out" at each meeting may have addressed

these issues early on in the process. The process of "checking in" encourages all members to

share issues and concerns that may affect their participation in the project. The strategy

encourages reflection and open communication on group process (Barton, Smith, Brown, &

Supples, 1993). These techniques have been used in other community health needs

assessmenls wherein equity of workload became problematic (Barton, Smith, Brown, &

Supples, 1993).

The simplistic strategy of recording all the small day-to-day details requiring attention

in one book was remarkably effective. This strategy arose out of necessity and simplified

tracking and rcmembering details. At a glance, one could refer to details that would certainly

have become lost in the mass of information generated. At meetings, the book was an

organizational tool for identifying tasks to be undertaken, ongoing and completed. One could

accomplish the same goals with a laptop computer. This strategy of recording day-to-day

details was most simplistic and yet effective.

Facilitation of communication between the research assistants and POD members via

the Project Manager was also effective. Anytime this strategy was neglected, ensuing

complications often resulted. During the latter part of the project, negating this original

communication strategy was necessary and given the stage of the project, was less crucial.

The role of the Project Manager as a central figure must be maintained throughout the project
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as much as possible. As time pressures became intense, it became crucial that one key

member remain in "the eye of the hurricane." Being able to do so, decreased the stress of the

other team members who were tired at the end stages of an exhausting project. The quality of

the research work would consequently be maintained with less physicat and mental stress to

all.

Because of the dynamic nature and number of peopie involved within the

organizational structure, however, it continuously evolved. What worked well for some parts

of the project required modification at other stages of the project. For example, towards the

completion of the project, some of the research assistants' work was delegated directly by the

POD members, circumventing the PM. This was necessitated by time constraints.

Redundancies in data coliection were not as frequent at this stage of the project so that

allocation of work through one central source was not as crucial. Initially, all work

assignments werc directed to the research assistants by the PM. Increased dialogue between

the PM and the PoD members, was implemented at this time and seemed to avoid potential

problems.

As identified by Batton, Smith, Brown, and Supples (1993), coordinating and

monitoring data is extremely time consuming for a PM. At times, not all areas of the project

can be monitored and it becomes necessary to trust that members of the project are

completing their tasks both competently and ethically. In the ACTION project, times of

intense workload and pressing deadlines necessitated this approach.
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Data Collection

Filins System

Data accumulated quickty and having a preliminary organizational system in place was

prudent. Being able to refer to the data quickly was of key importance in keeping abreast of

all the details. Some discussion ensued as to what would be the most logical system to store

the data; i.e., alphabetical or by growth and developmental stages. Data were stored in broad

categor-ies as described under office management.

This system allowed all aspects of a category to be viewed simultaneously. For

example, data under the category of women, stored information on single parents, mental

health, day care, and counselling services. Specific POD information was kept in the

appropriate POD file; for example, Manitoba Health data on Sexually Transmitted Diseases

and the number of available day care spots in the community were filed directly into PODs I

and IV respectively. When general information, was obtained and it was not initially clear

which POD should receive this information, it was stored in the community contact book. For

example, some information related to the services provided by Parks and Recreation initially

appeared to "fit" with POD [V-Social Services but eventually, the data were filed under

POD Vl-Environmental Context.

Community Contact Book

The community contact book was periodically reviewed by the Project Manager and

information in the book was discussed at team meetings. Dialogue about these community

contacts at the group meetings, facilitated the tracking of detail and ensured that follow-

through was implemented. From these discussions, the research assistants were able to add
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valuable information which helped the ACION team decide if the contact was complete or

ongoing.

Repofts

Reports from various organizalions were also stored with respect to language-French

and English. French leports were translated by a bilingual research assistant so that the

infotmation could be passed on to an ACTON member for analysis. Periodically, lists of the

accumulated reports were distributed to the POD members (Appendix V). The reports v/ere

available in the ACTION office and were also sent to appropriate POD members upon

request. A variety of reports were available. For example, the Utilization of Medical Services

lbr Mental Health Disorders Manitoba: 1991-1992 (Manitoba Centre for Health Policy and

Evaluation) and the First Annual Report of the Children's Advocate of the Department of

Familv Services (1993/94) (office of the Children's Advocate). Information in these reports

otien validated the major themes which were identified in other data bases within the

ACTION project.

Secondarry Data

The data collection process did not always proceed smoothly. POD I data, which

entailed the secondary analysis of existing reports, were extremely difficult to obtain. The

Senior Chair, POD I Chair', the research assistants, and the PM spent considerable time

attempting to secure data from government sources. This process was frustrating as it

necessitated perseverance, repeated calls, and assertiveness often to no avail. Initially, it

appeared that data would be obtained without difficulty. However, the data often remained

unavailable despite the assistance of "influential persons." Securing morbidity and mortality

data for St. Boniface and St. Vital took from January 1995 to June 1995 despite continued
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efïorts on the part of the ACTION team to obtain the data. Numerous phone calls were

needed to finally track the appropriate person with access to the data. Once this was

accomplished, the same amount of time was needed to ensure that the department sanctioned

release of the data. This occurred despite ACTION's previous attempts to obtain permission

for release of the data. Additionaliy, data were often not available for the specific

communities, but were city-based or province-wide.

In the ACTION progress report of February 22, 1995, POD I had already initiated

attempts to obtain information from the Department of Health Statistics regarding physician

Llse, personal care home use, morbidity, and cause of death. Several Health Department

program representatives were contacted for information about workload, staffing, types of

services provided and characteristics of users. Attempts to secure this data were still ongoing

in June, 1995.

In rctrospect. The problematic nature of procuring epidemiological and government

data was unforseen. As depicted by the graph (Appendix W), collecting this data consumed

an enormous amount of time. In the initial planning stages of data collection, ACTION

erroneously estimated that secondary analysis of the existing data bases would be completed

within two months. This assumption was based on the understanding that existing data would

be readily available and accessible.

While the secondary analysis of existing data was itself a massive task, it proved to be

less of a problem when compared to the frustrating, at times overwhelming task, of obtaining

statistical data. Gaining access to data was, in the majority of cases, extremely difficult.

Finding the person who actually was able to deliver the data was also time consuming. In
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several instances, obtained data bases were incomplete or lacking in relevance to the ACTION

project.

Of note is the fact that the ACTION project had the support of "influential peopie"

with respect to accessing data. However, the inability to obtain data plagued the ACTION

project well until the end of the project. Difficulties accessing data bases and obtaining

disparate data bases have been identified in other community health needs assessments as

problematic (Barton, Smith, Brown, & Supples , 1993; Community Health Research Unit,

1991). From the experiences of the ACTION team, a generous allowance for extended time

frames in obtainingdaiø- of this nature should be built into the data collection strategies.

Funds to hire a programmer to assist with collecting specific data from large data bases would

also be helpful.

Information contained in the various reports collected, could have been utilized

concunently throughout the project. Initially, reports were intended for the PODs where the

infonriation would best be incorporated. Lists were generated and distributed to all pOD

chairs identifying the available reports. The reports were not used to any great extent by the

individual PODs. Towards the end of the project, research assistants compiled a synopsis of

the reports, pulling out the major community implícations. Data contained in these reports

were then used to corroborate themes identified in the community-based data. In retrospect,

having the reports complied early on in the process would have been helpful in establishing

themes or highlighting discrepancies. Data from the reports were used by the Senior Chair

and the PM during the writing of the report. Ideally, dat¿ could have been used by the pODs

during the data collection period to ensure the information would be used to its fullest

potential.
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Survevs

Various surveys were implemented during the course of the research project. These

ilicluded 116 telephone surueys,836 mail-out, and 84 drop-off. The surveys were printed in

both English and French and were colour coded ie. blue = English; yellow = French

(Appendix X and Y). The colour coding facilitated easy storage and retrieval for data

analysis. The surveys were stored in a safe and confidential manner throughout the research

project. Confidentiality was ensured with the mail out surveys as participants were identified

only by postal codes. The anonymity of surveys offers participants a safe vehicle for voicing

their perspective on sensitive subjects.

Telephone survevs. The telephone survey was conducted by two research assistants in

an attempt to ensure consistency of questioning. Tetephone surveys are inexpensive and "fast"

with decreased distracters such as drcss and body language which might influence the

subjective researcher. However, the participant may be distracted if the household is busy.

Generally, the researchers are morc able to control standardization of the inter.view and the

time factor with a telephone interview as opposed to a face-to-face interview (South

Australian Community Health Research Unit, 1991).

The research assistants met periodically with the Senior Chair during the

implementation of the survey. These meetings were helpful to discuss what data were being

collected and to confirm various interview techniques that were effective. Each research

assistant had their unique style of conducting the interviews and both were able to learn from

each other.

A random proportionate sample (N=116) was conducted based on the Forward

Sertation Areas (FSAs). A data base which offered a random proportionate sample of
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households within the St. Boniface/St. Vital areas, was purchased from the Manitoba

Telephone System (MTS). This data base included names, addresses, and telephone numbers.

The sampling frame was proportionately established according to postal codes. For exampie

R2H represented 19 percent of the St. Boniface population, therefore 19 percent of the

telephone survey sample was from the R2H postal code area. Random selection determined

which households were contacted. Community residents without telephones were excluded by

this method of sampling. However, it is estimated that 95 percent of Winnipeg residents have

a telephone within their homes.

While implementing the telephone survey, the researchers tracked the responses to

their calls. They recorded the completed interviews, the "call backs", and those community

residents who chose not to participate. Mail-out surveys were not sent to households who

chose not to participate in the telephone surveys. Each researcher developed their style of

introducing themselves by name, organization and revealing the purpose of the call. Rapport

was established by using a friendly and inviting but purposeful tone with a simple factual

explanation.

The telephone interview questionnaire consisted of seven questions related to health

plus ten questions about demographic information (Appendix Y). The questionnaire was

carefully constructed by ARC members and informally piiot tested among family members of

ARC.

Mail out survevs. The mail-out survey underwent a stringent process of multiple

drafts. Survey questions were (a) developed by members of ARC, (b) modified from the

Canada Health Promotion Survey (1985), (c) modified from other smaller-scale assessment

projects, e.g., Newfoundland-Denmark Project, etc. In addition to Dr. Jeff Sloan of the
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University of Manitob r-an expert in statistical survey construction, and Mr. Paul Fieldhouse

of Manitoba Health-an expert in health promotion research and nutrition, the youville

Steering Committee added valuable input to the design. The members of the SteerÌng

Committee had diverse backgrounds which contributed a wide variety of perspectives.

The original questionnaire was based on a modified version of the Health promotion

Survey (1985) distributed nationally across Canada. Some of the questions were reworded,

clarified, and "fine tuned" to elicit the appropriate data. Draft procedures were time

consuming. Contacting reviewers for their initial agreement to participate, waiting for their

feedback, processing the feedback, redrafting and returning the drafted version for revision

comments, all required time and energy. While one may initially believe, organizing a survey

is relatively straightfotward and non-time consuming, [he ACTION experience found quite the

opposite to be true. Adequate time to build a quality tool is of utmost importance for

appropriate data collection. Refening to someone with expertise in suryey design eliminated

the more obvious pifalls. Although a well construcred survey will look simple and easy to

design, considerable forethought is needed to ensure the data that is wanted will be elicited.

The wording, the formatting, and sequencing of the questions all effect the type of data that

wiil be collected.

Consideration must be given as to whether open or closed ended questions will be

used. Open ended questions may generate information which is not relevant and may be

difficult to analyze. Generally a mix of open and closed ended questions wor-ks weli.

Questions must be extremely clear when the survey is being self-administered as the research

assistant will not be available for clarifîcation. Pilot testing and retesting assists the

researchers to clarify their tool. A pilot test of between 20 -50 participants is suggested
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(South Australian Community Health Research Unit, 1991). The pilot test clarifies the design

of the survey as misinterpretations, ambiguous areas, i.e., unclear instructions, hidden

assumptions, and lack of appropriate space to answer will be identified. Short, simple

instructions with concrete wording will work best.

Questions 1-9

In ACTION, the questions were based, in part, on The National Health promotion

Survey (1985) and, as in the telephone suryey, modified for ACION's specific needs. The

questions were chosen to reflect the broad definition of holistic health. The first nine

questions were related to specific concerns regarding the participant's health and the health of

their household. Questions on lifestyle factors, for example smoking, obesity and stress, plus

chronic illnesses and environmental concerns were addressed. A list of conditions that could

feasibly affect heaith were provided. These ranged from poverty, gambling, young family

members in trouble with the law, to caring for an elderly family member. Forty-two separate

conditions reflecting known holistic health concenls were prcsented wherein participants could

identify which concerns affected their household. They were then asked to identify the

number one concern in their household. Participants were also afforded the opportunity to add

their own concerns, not listed among the 42 items.

The listing of multiple concerns encouraged participants to identify items they might

not otherwise associate with health. The lesearchers could not assume that the concept of

holistic health was familiar to the general pubtic. Heatth may be narrowly viewed as the

absence of disease, thus the multiple listing acted as a stimuius to generate holistic health

concems. Listing holistic health concerns was particularly important with the mail-out survey

as compared to the telephone survey. With the telephone survey, the research assistant was
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able to directly clarify any concerns as the survey was being conducted. The drop-off and

mail-out surveys needed to be extremely clear and well developed to ensure optimal

understanding of the participants.

Questions 10-18

The next set of questions gathered data on broad determinants of health such as

affordable housing, crime, and recreational opportunities for all ages. The participants'

perceptions of the availability of health care services in their neighbourhood and if they

viewed their neighbourhood as a healthy place to live were also solicited. The response

options to these questions were either "yes" or "lto". Additional space was provided for a

brief comment. The "yes" or "no" response encouraged participants to readily formulate an

opinion of their neighbourhood.

Question 17 attempted to have participants identify programs or services which were

needed in their community. A graphic chaft was devised listing 36 possible health promotion

and health maintenance services. Opportunity was provided for participants to identify other

services not listed. Participants were asked to comment on whether they saw each service as

a"low", "medium", or "high" need and then to prioritize their first three choices. Simple clear

instructions preceded the graphic chart. Considerable time and thought were needed to

compile the list, design the graphic layout for ease of completion, and format the wording of

the question. A simple system where the participant could easily denote their opinion was

needed.

Question 18 asked the participant to identify from the possible services and programs

listed in question #17, three which would be most important to them or their household. The

question attempted to determine the most desired services across the sample.
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Questions 19-27

Questions 19-21 attempted to obtain data on household patterns of health care services

usage. These services included traditional healthcare such as physicians, hospital emergency

roolrs, and public health nurses along with newer seryices such as walk-in clinics. Use of

alternative health care seruices such as therapeutic touch, chiropractic, and acupuncture plus

less fbrmalized self-help groups such as Alcoholics Anonymous was also surveyed. Mental

health services were addressed in the questions on counselling services and the availabitity of

these services.

Questions 28-38

The temainder of the survey collected demographic data on ethnicity, spoken

language, gender, education, household size and the ages of household residents. The only

identifying variable was the participant's postal code. Demographic data were collected to

enable the reseatchers to describe the sample and understand the findings in light of this

sample. Demographic data atso provided insight into the specific neighbourhoods identified by

the postal codes.

Survey design was geared towards making the survey attractive, appealing, easy to

read and easy to complete. ACTION worded the introductory notation in such a manner as to

convince the potential participant of the importance of their participation. The introductory

notation was brief, to the point, easy to understand and provided necessary general

information. A letter bliefly explained the project, ethical approval, purpose of the survey plus

where and when the results would be available. The anonymity of the participants was

ensured and voluntary participation emphasized. Names of the ACTION members having

access to the data were provided, and the ACTION telephone number was included for further
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information. The front cover of the survey identified Youville Clinic and the Faculty of

Nursing, University of Manitoba as the sponsors of the survey. Community residents

generally accepted Youville Clinic as an integral part of the community, and the inclusion of

the clinic nalne undoubtedly encouraged community participation.

Sampling for the mail out surveys was based on the number of households in each of

the five Forward Sertation Areas (FSAs) within the St. Boniface and St. Vital areas. A

random proportionate sampling strategy was used to select the participating households.

ACTION purchased a list of these randomly generated households based on the FSAs within

St.Boniface and St. Vital from Manitoba Telephone Systems (MTS). For ease of return,

surueys were mailed with a pre-stamped and addressed return envelope. The ACTION team

held a "envelope stuffing bee" ptior to mailing. This project served to functionally achieve the

mundane task of getting the surveys ready for mailing, and also improved team morale and

sense of pulpose by providing an opportunity fol the team to work together on a non stressful

relaxed task.

Initially ACTION considered sending out a reminder letter to participants who had not

responded within two weeks (Appendix Z). This strategy has been reported to be effective in

increasing response rates (South Australian Community Health Research Unit, 1991). When

the cost factors were weighed against the estimated benefits to the research, the strategy was

abandoned. ACTION recorded the returned surveys, i.e., not at this address, deceased etc.,

and dispatched a supplementary survey within the postal jurisdiction to another randomly

seiected household. ACTION then decided to pursue the drop off surveys as a more cost

effective means of supplementing the community voice.
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Drop-off survevs. Drop-off surveys (N=84) were distributed in both communities in

locales such as libraries, medical clinics, the St. Boniface General Hospital, a community pool

and a community club. Each location was prearranged via telephone contact during which the

pul'pose of the survey was explained. Occasionally, potential sites requested further

information which was faxed or sites requested to meet with the ARC.

Arranging the sites was time consuming. In an effort to plan ahead, sites were

contacted and a tentative date arranged for drop-off. The survey was in the final stages of

completion, and feedback had been requested from various consultants, formal and informal.

Deadlines were difficult to maintain and constantly changed because of delays in obtaining

feedback from various consultants. Consequently, the survey drop off dates changed. This in

turn necessitated communicating with the sites to explain the delay in delivering the surveys

to the sites (Appendix Z). Details such as these were time consuming but were important in

maintaining positive community responses. The drop-off strategy was instigated to

complement the mail-out suruey and further access the community voice.

Posters advertising the surveys v/ere displayed at all drop-off sites (Appendix A-l). A

research assistant delivered the surveys and provided containers to store the completed

surueys at each site. The completed suryeys were then collected by the research assistant after

a one week period. In one of the library settings, members from the community volunteered

to conduct the survey for several evenings. Community participants were able to complete the

surueys on location and clarÌfy any uncefiainties with the volunteers. The community

residents had called ACTION and volunteered their time to conduct the survey. The residents

were versed in the generzrl concepts of the Community Health Needs Assessment and able to

answer basic questions. Surveys were also maiied out to residents who had rcquested them at
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the St. Vital Mall information day. During the information day, members of the ARC

distributed literature and answered questions about the community health needs assessment.

While suryeys could not be distributed in accordance with the St. Vital Mall's policy, ARC

collected the names of residents who wished to have a survey mailed to their homes

(Appendix B-1).

In retrospect. In all the surveys used by AcTloN-mail-out, drop-off, and

telephone-the design of the final version of the tool was the result of an exacting process.

The process required time, energy, and group feedback which is essential in survey design.

While ACTION used the Health Promotion Survey as a framework, a tool to meet the

specific needs of the St. Boniface/St. Vital community health needs assessment was required.

Increased planning and development time could have been allocated to this effort. More

intense pilot testing of the survey tools would have teased out subtle inconsistencies and

ambiguities. The mail-out survey solicited information from both participant and the

household. At times it was unclear to whom the answers applied. Rewording and redesigning

the tool after pilot testing could have prevented this occurrence. The ambiguity relating to the

source of the data made analysis more complicated. ACTION struggled with the issue of

whose "voice" was captured, e.g., individual versus household. The data collected on the

individual was in depth and straight forward. The household data was more limited and the

findings more general as ACTION was speaking to households and not individuals.

Strategies for distributing surveys were generally effective. The media, however, could

have been used more effectively to promote community participation. The response rate for

the rnail-out suruey was approximately 30 percent, a respectable return in keeping with other

survey response rates and ensuring an appropriate confidence interval. ACTION initially
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hoped for at least a 40 percent return rate. A more organized and intense use of media

resources prior to and during the time the surveys v/ere out in the community may have

incleased the return rate.

In several Australian community health needs assessments, response rates of 70

percent have been reported (South Australian Community Health Research Unit, 1991). To

obtain this rate, a structured reminder system was devised. The first reminder was sent out

within 10-14 days. The reminder was the same colour as the survey. Within two weeks,

another questionnaire and letter were sent to the respondents. Postcards and innovative

bulletins using caÍtoons, graphics, and bright colours reminded potential participants to

complete the survey. These strategies may be time consuming and expensive. Their relative

merit needs to be balanced with the available resources and viewed in context with other

research strategies. ARC decided that the expenditure and effort to accomplish a second mail-

out was not an efficient process for the purposes of the ACTION project.

Data triangulation was built into the ACTION research project with the

implementation of three kinds of surveys, the secondary analysis of existin g data bases, and

the key informants/focus groups data sources. Data triangulation maintained the rigor of the

research method and enhanced the richness of the data base.

Extra efforts to reach the community via special promotion, i.e., radio announcements,

guest appearances at community affairs, presentations at various community groups, may have

also increased community participation. Efforts such as the St. Vital Mall initiative, where

ACTION maintained a booth distributing information on the community health needs

assessment and collected names of those interested in obtaining a survey, could have been
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increased. If a survey strategy is used, efforts to advertise and promote it, are advised to

maximize the benefits related to the costs.

The table used in question number 17, posed problems for the participants (Appendix

X)- The table of options may have been overwhelming, unclear to the parúcipants, or perhaps

redundant from the participants' perspective. This table was not well answered and did not

generate the detailed data ACTION had hoped to obtain. Perhaps this question, a very

important one could have been collected separately via door to door or as separate mail-out.

The delivery of the drop-off surveys to their respective sites could have been better

organized. Realizing that survey design and revision can be a lengthy process, the process

should be started early to ensure completion prior to implementation dates. Allowing extra

time and setting the drop-ofï dates later versus earlier would have decreased some of the

confusion experienced by several drop-off sites. ARC was operating under intense time

pressures which did not always allow for optimal planning time.

The telephone surveys were conducted with minimal disruption and few identified

problems. Developing intetpersonal skills in the interviewer and diatogui¡g on various

communication sûategies were proactive strategies which were effective.

Kev Informants

Key informant interviews provided the qualitative stream of the research strategies.

Combining qualitative and quantitative approaches is generally thought to strengthen the

research design (Barton, Smith, Brown, & Supples,1993; Office of Health promotion, B.C.

Ministry of Health, 1992; South Australian Community Health Research Unit, 1991).

Qualitative research broadens the perspective of the research and assumes that not all relevant
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data can be quantified. ACTION included qualitative strategies in the key informant and focus

group interviews using semi-structured questionnaires.

The questionnaire provided a framework within which to conduct the interviews. The

questions were discussed at length by the ARC members prior to the final drafting of the

interview form available in both French and Engiish (Appendix e). The majority of the key

informant interviews werc conducted over the telephone. This strategy was used to save both

time and money. Key informants were often highly involved community people with busy

schedules. Telephone interviews frequently accommodated their schedules.

Any participants who requested additional information about the purpose of the study

or rcquested to review the questions prior to their interview were relayed printed information

often by FAX. The information included an introductory letter explaining the project and a

disclaimer clearly outlining the details of the interview. The information was available both in

French and English (Appendix C-1). On occasion, influential key informants were interviewed

in person; for example, politicians and city officials. On these occasions, senior experienced

members of the ARC would conduct the interview. In the face-to-face interviews, the

interviewers were aware of the effects of non-verbal communication and used this knowledge

to maximize rapport. In all interviews, whether on the telephone or face-to-face, interviewers

were aware of their tone of voice, rate of speech, choice of words, and the potential to make

assumptions and influence responses.

The purpose of the questions was simplified at the top of the form to remind research

assistants what data the ARC was soliciting. ACTION was interested in the participant's

perspective on cuffent health care services, "gaps" and "overlaps" within these services,

"strengths and weaknesses" of the cunent system, and how a community based health centre
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might complement the existing services. Some community members found the difference

between "gaps and overlaps" and "strengths and weaknesses" difficult to determine. At these

times, the research assistants would explain the differences in an attempt to clarify the

questions. The research assistants needed to understand the intent of the questions, have active

listening skills and be able to direct the interview to obtain the data. The semi-structured

interviews provided a framework, but encouraged the respondent to freely pursue particular

issues. The research assistants were av/are that while the questions were designed to guide the

interviews, flexibility to follow participants' emerging themes was to be encouraged.

Key informants were originally identified by the Youville Steering Committee, who

werc cognizant of influential knowing community members. Lists of names with areas of

expertise and interest were generated originally from the committee members. Once these

contacts were made by the research assistants, the lists would "multiply" with other key

infotmants identified by the community itself. In the beginning stages of interr¿iewing key

infonnants, new contacts would always be identified. Eventually a saturation point was

reached and the names generated were duplicated.

Posters were distrjbuted at various locations that could potentially access clients who

otherwise might not be represented, i.e., Miriam Center. The poster invited community

members to voice their perspective in a confidential interview. This strategy was oniy

partially effective, perhaps because of the blandness of the poster. Some tar1etpopulations

werc already stressed with limited resources, and may not have had the time or energy to

participate. Bulletins in community papers such as "Coffee News" informed the public of the

community health needs assessment and invited their participation. Several important contacts

were nade as a result of this strategy.
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Focus groups. Focus groups, wherein a group of community members came together

to discuss the health care needs of the community, were an additional means of collecting

data. Initially, ACTION planned to facilitate focus groups with the majority of the major

stakeholders, i.e., multi denominational clergy, elementary, junior high and senior schools,

parents, teachers, and students, physicians, firefighters, seniors, etc. For several reasons which

will be discussed, the number of groups that were held was much smaller than originally

conceptualized.

Early in April 7995, a list was distributed to all POD members identifying key groups

and each member was asked to facilitate a group interview. There was limited positive

response to this request on behalf of the POD members. As the project had been underway

for an intense three months, with all POD members having other responsibilities, energy

resources had diminished.

Organizing the focus groups, recruiting members, and accommodating schedules was a

time consuming task involving numerous telephone calls and flexibility to make all the calls.

Obvious ieads would be followed to recruit a group, i.e., physicians. Often "word of mouth"

from the community would identify groups and individuals for potential focus group

interviews. ACTION would then decide if this perspective had already been included or if the

group would add another dimension to the data.

At times, a research assistant was available to coordinate the group facilitator,s

schedule with the focus group's schedule. This strategy worked well in the organization of

two groups. Often, however, POD members felt they did not have the time to pafticipate in

the groups.
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ACTION was challenged to organize the groups which could be managed with the

available resources and the short time frame. The original list was then prioritized and the

groups were delegated. For example, some of the groups represented were: low income

mothers, pubLic health nurses, seniors, apartment dwellers, school representatives, immigrant

people, Muslim women, women living in poverty, and representatives of the Franco-

Manitoban community. IVhenever possible, two representatives from ACTION would attend

the group interviews. A senior experienced member of the ARC facilitated the group and the

assistant recorded the major themes. Both members later validated the accuracy of the

documentation. Less experienced research assistants were given the opportunity to parúcipate

in group work after viewing the senior member facilitate the group. At other times, only one

ACTION member facilitated a group depending on the experience of the member, the size of

the group, and the availability of an assistant. On these occasions the facilitators used

whatever method was comfortable for them to recold the data. Some used flip charts and

noted themes as the group progressed, others took notes seated at a table.

Attention to group dynamics was necessary to draw out the maximum information

from the group. Being able to explore, encourage, probe, and validate the group's responses

were key skills involved in extracting maximum data from the group. The facilitator needed

to be skilled in establishing an inviting friendly atmosphere wherein all participants were able

to express their concems.

Differences were noted in the recolding of data within the focus groups. Some

recorders were very thorough noting all detail which later was very helpfui in recalling, not

only the details of the group, but the context within which the statements were made. Other

recorders took brief notes, which indicated they may not have been aware of the depth of
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detail expected or the significance of the data. ACTION did not audio-record the group

discussions as has been done in other situations. The decision was made not to record the

group discussion in the hopes of encouraging more open uninhibited dialogue. Also the cost

of transcribing the tapes could have been prohibitive.

The framework for focus gl'oup questions was the identical framework used for the

key informant interviews. A brief explanation of the project and the terms "holistic health"

and "community health needs assessment", preceded the structured questions. Similar to the

key informant interviews, the focus groups werc also semi-structured with the questions

serving as a guide. The facilitator needed to have enough skill and flexibility to follow and

probe for emergent issues.

All key informant inteliews, individual, agency, and focus groups were stored in

binders and immediately photocopied for analysis purposes. Thus, the originals of the

interviews were protected. A coding system was developed where the interviews that had

been copied were marked with "C" and then filed. Any that had not been photocopied, were

placed in the front of the binders indicating they were not to be filed prior to photocopying.

The copied interviews were analyzed for themes and highlighted with many written notations.

The original intetview without any analysis comments was thus available for futurc reference.

A periodic review of the binders also served as a reminder for the wor-k that had been

completed and alerted the PM to any unforeseen data gaps.

If during the course of data collection, one of the POD members was referred to a new

community contact, this information was relayed to the PM. The PM then alerted other poDS

(as appropriate) to this new contact. By channelting all contacts through the pM, redundancies

were avoided, i.e., ACTION members avoided calling on community contacts more than once.
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For example, when contacting religious organizations in the community, many leads were

uncovered that were invaluable, particularly for POD IV - Existing Social Services. Although

POD IV was investigaúng formal service agencies, contacts with the religious organizations

uncovered another layer of informal service providers who were extremely vital for

community well-being. Services offered by these organízatrons were varied, and included

sottp kitchens, day cares, and women's groups. Many religious organizations offered

emotional support and life skills. Informal services were inclusive of the margin alized and

evidenced caring for the whole community.

Data Templates

Relisious organization/school templates. Within vadous categories of data collection

specific templates were developed to collect data that were needed. Sometimes the initial data

forwarded to ACION were not relevant. Research assistants were not always able to

detetmine if the data were pertinent to the ACTION project as a whole. In order to ensure

that all possibie venues were included, ACTION weicomed any data that agencies were

willing to share. The PM would peruse the data and forward it to the POD Chair for feedback

as to its usefulness. Often the dat¿ presented would not be complete for the purposes of the

ACTION tesearch project. The POD chair determined what was missing and at times drafted

a data collection tool to assist both the agencies and the research assistants in obtaining the

needed data. This approach worked well with information gathered from schools, religious

organizations and several PoD I government sources (Appendix D-1).

The templates facilitated thorough pertinent data collection and honed the data to a

wolkable format early in the process of data collection. The templates also encouraged

consistent information gathering. This decreased "backtracking" strategies when data from one
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facility was compared to another. Within large data collection categories, such as religious

organizations and schools, this strategy proved very effective. For instance, information on

each religious organization was categorized initially on the template. When data analysis was

commenced, information on religious organizattons was organized in a similar format and

comparisons and identification of themes were then easily made.

With regard to government data bases, data were often unavailable or wete much too

general to be of assistance. The templates provided government representatives with an

outline of specific information needed by the ACTION research team. The POD I chair spent

considerable time clearly outlining what data werc needed plus considerable time tracking

who would be responsible for delivering the information. Even after this was determined, the

process of actually obtaining the data was arduous.

In rctrospect. The key informant strategies generally worked well, often the

community itself identified influential members, as well as formal and informal leaders. Using

a more thorough "grassroots" approach, might have identified more key informants with a

wide variety of experiences within the community. Women from a "Moms and Toddlers"

group could have "bridged" other community perspectives; for example those of their

extended families, the men of their families and the youth. Youth problems were identified by

the mothers, and perhaps this would have been an avenue to initiate contact with adolescents.

Increasing contact with established community groups, i.e., church groups, and more

determinedly tracking "fringe" groups, i.e., alienated youth, the chronicaliy mentally ill, may

have strengthened the "grassroots" perspective. Efforts to use a more thorough "grassroots"

approach also decreases the inherent bias of classism.
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Within the "ACTION Round Table Discussions" inclusive of the research assistants,

performing interval checks on the community contacts proved invaluable. Going over the

contact sheets as a group eff-ectively directed data collection strategies and conserved the

collective energy of the group. These meetings were very active with a dynamic exchange of

ideas which was productive and efficient in tracking and following through with established

contacts as well as generating new contacts. Often when going through the community contact

sheets, different perspectives were shared which resulted in the identification of new key

informants.

Having a semi-structured interview tool provided the flexibility to glean a rich data

base. The questions ensured that the main concems of the community health needs assessment

were addressed, while the interviewer's techniques facilitated the participant's open

explession. The rcsearch assistants quickly became skilled at directing interviews, following

cues and facilitating communication. As the research assistants were all nursing students or

nurses, they had knowledge of basic communioations skills. A brief review of these skills and

ongoing discussion of interview techniques was helpful to maintain clear direction and

problern solve.

The key informant process worked smoothly and evolved from within the community

once the initial contacts were made. ACTION continued to make a concentrated effort to

include all groups. Researchers need to be aware that leads from the community may identify

only one perspective and ensure the research design reduces inequity (South Australian

Community Health Research Unit, 1991; Epp, 19gg).

Unfortunately, the focus groups effort began at a time where the majority of the

ACTION team was busy with other responsibilities. Early April was an extremely busy month
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for faculty who were preparÌng for the end of term and for students who had to write exams.

These activities impeded the full development of the focus group strategy. The earlier months

of the ACTION project were spent in necessary preliminary data gathering and therefore

organizing the focus groups earlier would not have been appropriate. A "full time" pM could

have organized the details of the focus gl'oups and established the contacts.

Group dynamics and group facilitation techniques could have been emphasized more

thoroughly to all research assistants participating in the focus groups. While they had

superficial knowledge of beginning group skills, the majority had limited experience in

facilitating groups. A more thorough preparation would have been beneficial.

Media

Throughout the ACTION project, the media was monitored by community volunteers.

Each week, these volunteer scanned city and community papers for any health related articles

that could potentially influence public opinion. Articles covered a wide range of topics, such

as government health care policies, hospital bed closures, housing issues, child prostitution,

and reports on crime (Appendix E-1). The PM met with the volunteers weekly to discuss their

findings. Articles were reviewed for major themes that ostensibly could have influenced the

study participants. The media watch assisted ACTION in tracking community events that

were of importance to the project and also highlighted biases that might arise due to media

coverage. All media information was compiled into a report which highlighted the major

themes that had arisen during the course of the ACTION project.

Communitv Leads

At times, community members contacted ACTION to ensure that various aspects of

their health were being considered in the research project. The PM ensured that all contacts
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were followed up. The ACTION project valued all input from the community and encouraged

community participation. Calls from community members were recorded on the ACTION

iine. Residents were concerned about palliative care services, Myalgic Encephalomyelitis,

(Chronic Fatigue Syndrome), weight reduction programs, and smoke free environments. The

PM called these community residents and offered to interuiew them about their concerns.

From among these telephone contacts and interviews, incredible stories were heard.

Two were particularly poignant. A woman spoke from her palliative care bed about her

situation and the nature of health care services available to the dying. Another woman spoke

from the perspective of a mother caring for a mentally challenged child. These stories were

inspiring and moreover, identified strengths and weaknesses within the existing health care

system. Both women had activated and mobilized their communities regarding their diverse

situations. The stories illustrated that even in communities of 100,000 people, individual

experiences can have an impact, both on a personal level and within the community context.

ACTION members, who were privileged to the information shared within these stories,

ptocessed them individually, but all came away with a different understanding of human

experiences within tire health care system.

These contacts and the voices of these community residents shaped the direction of

data collection within the community health needs assessment. Both stories illustrated

community mobilization as each evidenced a "gathering around of community forces" to ease

their suffering and pain. One mother effectively mobilized the community to assist her in the

rehabilitation of her daughter. The mother herself was inspiring and resilient; the community

was equally inspiring in its response to the mother's request. These stories exemplified the

meaning of community as suggested by Feather, McGowan and Moore (rgg4),,,A
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psychological bond or relationship that unites individuals in a common goal or experience"

(p.16).

In reüospect. While ACTION did follow up on all telephone calls to the ACTION

line, more proactive strategies could have been incorporated in a concentrated effort to reach

out to the community. For example, there were many ongoing groups which met in the

community, i.e., organized baseball, senior's groups, church groups, which ACTION may

have attended to informally publicize the community health needs assessment and understand

the groups' views on health concerns.

Marginalized Groups

The ACTION Research Consortium (ARC) was aware from the onset of the project of

the need to include the voices of marginalized groups. POD III attempted to access both the

vulnerable and the strong voices of the community. Data collection strategies within a

community health needs assessment, must consider how to privilege as many voices as

possible. Often, many community residents are silenced by their marginality. Accessing and

hearing theil voices can be challenging.

Voices of service providers, many of whom have not experienced the struggles of

those who make use of the service, may reflect a much different perspective. For example,

the

(1993194) presented the reality of the lived experiences of children while in the care of Child

and Family Seruices. During the course of data collection, several concerns identified in the

Child Advocate's report were voiced within the community. Controversial reports critiquing

services, such as The Child Advocate's report, assisted the ARC to gain an overview of

problems, broadened the scope of the data collection and sharpened the listening acuity of the

ildren's A
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researchers. The inclusion of the Child Advocate's report is an example of how, if one

listened only to the voice of the seryice providers, the interpretation of the effectiveness of

services would be vastly different.

The vulnerable often have few resources to make their voices heard as all their energy

is consumed in daity living and, for some, in surviving. Populations such as the mentally ill,

immigrant people, and poor women have varying abilities and degrees of comfort in voicing

their concerns (Feather, McGowan, & Moore, 1994). ARC attempted to reach marginalized

groups and assist them to express their needs. For example, lower income women over the

age of 55 and young parents, were actively consulted for their perspective via community

identified key informants, both individuals and groups.

The voice of the mentally ill was accessed through various self help groups,

representing the major mental ilinesses; schizophrenia, anxiety, depression and bipolar

disorder. Unfortunately attempts to meet with the chronicaliy mentally ill at a local restaurant

were not successful. ACTION did however, meet with the Mental Health Advocate of the

Canadian Mental Health Association. The Advocate affanged for a consumer of mental health

services from the St. Boniface/St. Vitat to speak with the PM. Formal and informal services

provided care to the mentaity ill. Community mental health workers from each community

were contacted for their perspective of how the mental health services they provided, met the

needs of their clients. As ACTION was gathering data, the churches were identified as an

important informal suppotr system for the chronically mentally ill and other marginalized

groups. Churches were offering food banks, soup kitchens, clothing banks, and social support

to many matgtnaltzed groups. Some of the chronically mentally ill frequented the churches on
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a regulal basis. Contacts made with the churches allowed ARC to "tap into" marginalized

groups.

Attempts to reach alienated youth were also iargely unsuccessful, but again the

churches did provide a window on this population. ARC contacted the facilitators of Ron,s

Drop In Centte, a youth program organized by one of the community churches. Managers of

Seven-Eleven stores provided their perspective on youth problems. Teachers, principles, home

economists, and outreach workers from the schools were interviewed by ARC for their

perspective on youth's health concems. Organrzations dealing with adolescents, such as Child

and Family Services, Child Guidance Clinic, and Addictions Foundation of Manitoba

provided data on the presenting problems of youth. Representatives from parents groups

voiced their opinions on adolescent health concems.

Research assistants were able to meet with immigrant people and the gay community

enabling their perspectives to be heard. The immigrant population was contacted through

formal agencies delivering Immigrant services, community schools, and Immigrant women,s

groups- The gay community was contacted through the Winnipeg Gay and Lesbian Resource

centrc. Additional contacts were then obtained and the ARC research assistant was able to

met with representatives from the Gay/Lesbian and Immigrant communities.

Several attempts were made to gather data on the Métis and Aboriginal health care

concelrs in the St. Boniface/St. Vital areas. ARC contacted organizations such as the

Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs, Aboriginal Students Association at the University of Manitoba,

and Pemmican Publishing but was unable to gather data specific to the needs of the

Aboriginal and Métis people in the communities.
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ACTION was proactive in reaching out to these groups. While attempting to listen to

the voices of the vulnerable, it was imperative to recognize the strength of other voices and to

keep their concerns in perspective. For example, the Franco-Manitoban community was

particularly well organized and able to articulate its concerns eloquently. The research team

needed to be aware that this very strong voice could potentially, "out volume" the voices of

the less articulate, the less organized and the less politically active. A key component of the

ACTION team's philosophy was the inclusion of marginalized voices and the belief that all

opinions were of value. The research team attempted to be cognizantof value judgements that

they themselves might project on voices with whom they did not agree.

In retrospect. Marginalized groups (Immigrants, the mentally ili, and the poor) were

actively sought out for their perspectives on community health needs. This approach could

have been strengthened by devoting more time to these efforts, tapping into the existing

community resources more assertively, and by repeated contacts with the groups to ensure all

key issues were addressed. For example, in the case of the chronically mentally ill, ACTION

was unable to connect with a community member who had established rapport with this

population. Because of time constraints, the strategy was then abandoned, perhaps

prematurely. To prevent superficial representation of marginalized groups, ongoing contact

and a variety of interventions to reach these populations are needed. Broader use of

community leads would have facilitated a richer "grassroots" perspective.

Community Mobilization

Community mobilization was undertaken in various ways throughout the project. Key

infotmant "leads" often led ACTION to identify community members who would other-wise

not have been contacted. On one occasion, an individual was identified as representing a
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specific population and having a "pulse" on this group. ACTION facilitated a focus group by

offering babysitting and transportation services to the group. Several other focus groups were

also organized from community suggestions. In an attempt to increase community

participation, the ACTION telephone number was published in local news bulletins and on

French and English radio and television stations. An "Information Day" was held at a local

mall. While the mall policy restdcted conducting surveys on the premises, community

members were extended the opportunity to participate via the mail.

Bilingual interviews in local papers, The Lance and La Liberte, informed the

community of the purpose, process and progress of the community health needs assessment

(Appendix U). Bilingual posters were distributed to various community locales throughout the

duration of the project. Some of the locales were libraries, medical clinics, book stores,

grocery stores, and community clubs.

Several people volunteered during the course of the community health needs

assessmenl Members of the community oversaw the implementation of the drop-off survey in

the St. Vital library in an effort to encourage community participation and also to ensure that

community voices wele heard. People volunteered to share their knowledge of the history of

the community and donated their time to do so. Several of the research assistants were hired

after they had generously volunteered their time. Some of their reasons for volunteering

included: a strong belief in the philosophy of community health needs assessments, namely

accessing the community voice; to gain expedence in conducting a community health needs

assessment' and a keen interest in the diverse populace of the communities. Faculty members,

some of whom were also community members of St. Boniface and St. Vital, also volunteered

their time and talents to the project.
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ACTION hosted public forums in both St. Vitât and St. Boniface to disseminate

preiiminary findings of the report. The purpose of these forums was to inform the community

of preliminary findings, and to soiicit feedback from community members. Community

members were invited to present their impressions of the findings, whether they agreed or not,

and to identify any obvious data gaps. These community forums were sparsely attended with

a larger turnout at the St. Boniface meeting, with mainly Francophone community members in

attendance. At the St. Vital forum, health care providers comprised the majority of the

audience.

Sparse attendance at community forums has been documented in other community

health needs project. The ACTION research consortium was aware of the possibility of poor

attendance associated with other public forums. With the current potitical interest and

government initiatives in health care, ACTION was hopeful that community residents would

have responded positively. The forums were advertised in the local coffee news papers, via

the media bilingually, and via posters distributed around the communities (Appendix F-1).

During the forum sessions, members of ARC presented the preliminary findings. The

origin of the project highlighting Youville Clinic's involvement, the method of data collection

and analysis, and the opportunity to give feedback to ARC were discussed. Photographs of

the community and overheads with key points served as visual aids in the presentation. The

audience was provided with a printed bulletin with basic information on the community health

needs assessment (Appendix G-1).

After the presentation, refreshments were provided and the audience had the

opportunity to ask questiolls or comment on the findings. ACTION also placed high value on

ensuring the communities had access to the findings and an oppoftunity to voice any concerns
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associated with the process or findings of the community health needs assessment. The

preliminary findings were presented as the beginning stage of community programming and

mobilization. The challenge would now be for Youville Clinic to use the findings to

implement services best suited to the communities, needs.

In retrospect. A community development approach to community health needs

assessments assumes that the community becomes empowered by assuming responsibility and

control for their health. In this approach, one of the key goals of the community health needs

assessment is that partnerships develop beiween community members, organizations, groups

and service providers to sustain initiatives (Feather, Mc Gowan, & Moore,lgg4). Labonte

(1989 and 1986) articulates that all community projects should assume a critical stance with

the intent of seeking a more just and equitable society. To do so, community participation at

ail stages of the project from planning to evaluating is fundamental. Community members

need to be involved in setting goals and objectives, to ensure these goals and objectives will

accurately reflect what the community hopes to achieve.

People who live in well documented risk conditions, i.e., poverty, low socioeconomic

status, and who experience inequities in power due to racism, ageism and sexism, are often

prone to poor social suppofi, low self esteem, isolation, and high self blame (Labonte, 1990,

1987 &. 1986 ). To enable them to begin to develop the skills for self direction, people must

be allowed to participate in the decisions that affect them (Dveirin & Adams, 1993). To

ensure success, time is needed to help people develop skills and self esteem. To ensure people

are equipped to succeed, demands a considerable investment of time and resources.

The strategy of including community members from all socioeconomical backgrounds

within the ACTION research team, may have provided a consistent strong link to the
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grassroots of the communities of St. Boniface and St. Vital. Groups identified in the

community health needs assessment, poor women +55 years of age, isolated elderly,

chronically mentally ill and disadvantaged parents need encouragement to participate in

planning. These groups could have been involved more effectively throughout the community

health needs assessment project. In the Community Health Needs Assessment of St. Boniface

and St. Vital, Volume II, Final Report, the section entitled Community perspectives: Advice

to Youville Clinic, presented the viewpoints of the residents, agencies and health care

providels. Of key importance, was the need to "reach out" to the community, to have an

active presence "in the community" and not "just in the clinic". Adopting an "out reach"

philosophy encourages the continuation and prioritizing of community development and

mobilization. Through mobilization of the community, community members become

empowered to define new values or reconfirm old values. This process may become the

catalyst for change (Tebbitt, 1993). Hopefully, this philosophy will be a strong component in

the utilization of the community health needs assessment findings.

A stronger proactive drive to link with the community by contacting and nurturing

relationships with existing groups, would have ensured a solid connection between the

community and the resezuch team. Being abte to prioritize and allot time to these endeavours

is cruciai- The act of prioritizing this approach conveys the true spirit of community valuing

all perspectives and committing to community involvement. While community health needs

assessments and the govemment superficially agree with this concept, often health care

providers have difficulty operationalizing these ideas as they dictate a reiinquishing of power.

Reflecting on the process of the community health needs assessment, senior ACTION

members agreed that a broader inclusion of all community members would have made the
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findings more comprehensive. The large size of the community and the limited time frame

within which to conduct,the community health needs assessment, necessitated more

conservative methods.

True community mobilization is illustrated with the following example. Women in a

Toronto housing complex were told by the Pubtic Heatth Department, that they needed an

awareness program about nutrition. The women rejected this advice and instead asked for a

community garden. Their success with this project both improved their nutrition and increased

nutritional knowledge. More importantly, their self esteem and sense of control over their

lives was improved (Labonte, 1986).

Youville Clinic will now have the opportunity to implement strategies to meet the

needs of the community.

As Youville Clinic and its St. Vital satellite will not be able to meet all the identified

needs, sharing and disseminating the information generated by the commur-rity health needs

assessment is key to community mobilization and empowerment. The Clinics, however, will

have the opportunity to creatively engage the community in their new programming. The

traditioli of Youville has always been that of a leader and once again the Clinic has seized the

opportunity for innovative health care delivery.

The data collection strategies used by ACTION were broad and varied. The strategies

were generally effective as ACTION had spent considerable time planning data collection. A

major strength of the ACTION project was its diverse methods of obtainin g data and its

ongoing commitment to accessing the community voice.
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Chapter Five

Data Analysis

C-91 Data

The analysis of the data was ongoing throughout the project. POD I data were

analyzed by the POD Chair as various sources of data were compiled. Preliminary analysis of

the secondary data base began as early as February. Once the C-91 data base was installed, a

research assistant was assigned to work with this data. Information such as population

numbers, marital status, lone-parent families, religion, immigration, education, unemployment,

and ethnic origin was extracted from the data and compiled into reports. The POD Chair

would then analyze these rcports. The data were analyzed according to the specific FSAs

within St. Boniface and St. Vital. The POD Chair was thsn able to situate the data within the

whole context of the POD data collection and note any discrepancies or similarities in other

information being gathered.

Emergency Data - St. Boniface General Hospital

POD I data analysis included information from the St. Boniface General Hospitat

(SBGH). The POD attempted to gather information on the users of emergency services. Data

were not readily available as the emergency data had not been computerized. With the help of

the SBGH administration specifically, Mr. Riel Cloutier, the majority of the data became

available.

The POD Chair was able to provide tables on emergency utilization by age, triage

categoly, i.e., emergent, urgent, non-urgent, and scheduled; entrance times, entrance

complaint, and frequency of use. SBGH Emergency Room seryices had been undergoing a

review as of January,1995, to address issues of overcrowding and long waiting periods. The
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Barer/Shepps report (1994) identified that SBGH handled 20 percent of all visits made by

seniors in the City of Winnipeg.

Analysis of the data included blending previous findings such as the Emergency Room

Use in Winnipee Hospitals. 1991/1992 report (Barer/Schepps, i994) and current data from the

SBGH. The POD Chair had an enormous amount of detail to consider in all the pOD I areas

of data analysis. Data were organized into t¿bles for ease of understanding with a preceding

short text descrlbing any pertinent analysis factors. For example, when presenting the data

from the C-91 data base, several points were clarified. Two populations were circumscribed;

population A which included peopie in institutions, and population B which was collected

tiom a 20 percent sample of households in the same geographical areas. Random rounding, a

contidentiality procedure, was used in the plesentation of the C-91 data. This strategy did not

add significant error to the data but accounted for some minor discrepancies in the totals at

the end of each column. Attention to details such as this was pertinent to the analysis of

quantitative data and for a valid interpretation of these facts.

Morbiditv and Mortality Dara

Obtaining the mortality and morbidity data was energy draining as previously

described. Data were finally obtafured from Vital Statistics and Manitoba Viral Statistics.

Qualifiers were put under tables wherein the totals differed between the two data sources. The

POD Chair constantly analyzed and compared the data from varying sources to determine

why differences occurred. Secondary analysis of the existing data required a scrutinizing eye

to screen for possible alternative interpretations of the data. POD I produced approximately

i00 tables and figures which aptly illustrated the volume of secondary data available, but
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minimized the effort expended to obtain the data. The disparate data bases were daunting,

tedious, and time consuming to analyze and obtain.

The mortality data was analyzed by deaths per quarter of the year; the latest year

avaiiable was 1993. Death statistics were categoized by cause of death, accidents and

violence, and age at time of death.

The morbidity data was obtained from the 199311994 Hospital Abstracts which

outlined the number of rcsidents who were diagnosed with an illness at the time of

hospitalization. The incidence of accidents, falls, poisonings, and other unintentional incidents

was obtained. Upon analysis of the data, it was noted that both communities had a higher

percentage of falls in the elderly population admitted to hospital than the statistics for

Manitoba. The data was presented from both communities, St. Boniface and St. Vital, and

subsequently compared to the Manitoba figures. In presenting this data, the pOD Chair noted

that the hospital abstracts do not represent the true number of accidents. An exhaustive review

of physicians' records would have more accurately reflected the accident rates, as a

proportionate number of accidents do not require hospitalization.

Information on continuing care, Manitoba Immunizations Monitoring System (MIMS),

adult special services, vocational rehabilitation, sexually transmitted diseases (STDs),

communicable diseases, and Pubtic Health nursing activities was obtained from Department of

Health programs and the Department of Health Statistics. Raw data pertaining to

communicable diseases were available only for the province or smalier geographically areas

such as Winnipeg South which included St. Boniface, St. Vital, Fort Gany, and Charleswood.

The 1994 data were available for the combined municipalities of St. Boniface/St. Vital.

Analysis of data always took into account the varying parameters, i.e., citing trends of all
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communicable diseases in St. Boniface/St. Vital was not possible due to the nature of the

previous data collection.

With the STD data, which was computerized as of 1994, errors in the recording of the

data became evident. These effors were noted with the presentation of the data. The winnipeg

data was compared with the Manitoba data for consistency of trends.

Throughout the data analysis attention to the stfengths and limitations of the individual

sources was ctucial. Addressing the limitations of the data analysis dictated by the disparate

nature of the data bases was essential in the final report. The difficulty with secondary data

bases is noted elsewhere in the literature (Barton, Smith, Brown, & Supples, 1993; South

Australian Community Health Research Unit, 1991).

The majority of the analysis of the POD I data was complered by the pOD chair who

had expertise in analyzing secondary and quantitative data bases. The research assistant

working on the preliminary analysis of the C-91 data base would alert the pOD chair to

questionable areas in the data which the poD chair would investigate.

Socio-Cultural Historical Data

Within POD tr, socio-cultural-historic aI data, ongoing analysis identified gaps and

sttategies to ensure compiete data collection. During d,ata collection, preliminary analysis of

what information was collected to date, determined the future direction of data collection.

Research assistants were given 26 questions and a binder in which they were to store the

collected data. The information was periodically sorted by the PoD chair and co-chairs and

analyzed for themes, gaps, and future strategies. A final report with a compilation of the data

was forwarded to the Senior Chair. The findings ïepresented aggregate findings based on
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inductive reasoning. Data analysis was built into the data collection sÍ'ategy and ongoing

dialogue with the research assistants who were in the field.

Key Informant Data

POD III data concentrated on the key informant interviews and the survey data. The

key informant interviews were collected from ail of the PODS, therefore a wide variety of

information was included. The initial step of the data analysis consisted of collecting the

current key informant interviews and subdividing them into categories; i.e., mental health,

children, seniors, community, family, religion, women's issues etc. Once the categories were

established, the interuiews were read by the PM and the Senior Chair and patterns (categories

and themes) extracted. Information that was useful to other PODs was marked with

highlightel and the POD's name. General data was hightighted with another colour which was

then input to a oomputer data base. After the general data from the individual interviews were

categorized and entered into the computer, the key informant interuiews were forwarded to

the appropriate POD chair. The POD chairs would refer only to the colour coded information

that was deemed to be of relevance to their POD, maximizing efficient use of time and

energy. This process worked well, particularly for the POD IV Chairs who generally had

relevant information on each key informant interview.

The questions in the key informant interviews delineated the major framework of the

data collection, i.e., the services needed, the overlaps in service, and how a CNRC could

address gaps in services. Each interview was meticulously examined for emergent themes.

During the process of data analysis, saturation of the data occurred when themes began to be

tedundant and there was no new information forthcoming. The researchers werc constantly

comparing findings with various sources, such as; published reports-the First Annual Report
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of the Children's Advocate, Manitoba Family Services, lgg3lg4, key informants with focus

group findings, and secondary analysis of existing data bases. The analysis process was

ongoing and required an intense scrutiny of preconceived assumptions and biases that could

have influenced data interpretation. Open discussion with challenges as to how conclusions

were derived attempted to ensure the rigor of the research process. This process required

oonstant monitoring to ensure that preconceived ideas were not enoneously represented.

The mail out (N=250) and drop off (N=$4¡ surveys were analyzed separately and then

combined (N=334). Statistically significant differences in sample demographics were

acknowledged: 1. gender

2. education

3. self-reported health status and health conditions

4. stress in life

With these differences acknowledged, the two samples were pooled to create a total

sample size of N=334. The data were analyzed according to gender, age-cohorts, geography,

(St. Boniface compared to St. Vital) and French language speakerc. The findings were

interpreted in light of the differences inherent in the drop off cohort. The impact of these

differences on heaith needs and program needs, however appeared to be mitigated by the

sample size of the randomly distributed surveys. V/ithin the pooted sample, for example, there

were no significant differences regarding the gender of subjects, their educational

achievements, presence of stress, or self reported health status.

The statistical consultant, Dr. Jeff Sloan, analyzed the data with the appropriate

statistical tests. As ACTION had consulted closely with Dr. Sloan in designing the survey, the

suruey provided the data that ACTION was attempting to collect. Initiai energy and time
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spent in designing the survey was beneficial for smooth analysis of the data eliminating any

"surprise" errors in the survey instrument which would affect the survey results.

Data in both PODS IV and VI were analyzed with qualitative and quantitative

methods. The PODS used existing reports, key informant interviews, and focus group

interviews to derive their results.

ACTION consistently monitored the sources of all the data scrutinizing it to avoid

unwaffanted generalizations. With the disparate nature of the POD I data, this strategy was

extremely important. Logical implications as to whom the data could be generalized guided

the analysis process.

In rctrospect. The anaiysis facet of the community health needs assessment was an

enormous task' While the POD Chairs provided their individual reports, the Senior.Chair had

the onerous task of integrating all of the data in a synthesized format. During the analysis, the

PODS were "collapsed" and the data reviewed outside of POD parameters. ACTION was

fortunate to have an experienced Senior Chair who had worked extensively with qualitative

data analysis and was well able to ensure the rigor of the research. Having experience with

large projects was itself valuable and communicating that the "task was finite" motivated and

encouraged the team.

Even with this background, the task was challenging and required much time and

energy to complete. Having an experienced colleague is invaluable as energy then can be

channelled where it wili yield maximum results. The volume of data can be overwhelming to

the uninitiated, therefote a clear vision of the ongoing research steps provides much needed

direction at this point in the community health needs assessment.
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IVhile ACTION was fortunate to have the talents of the Senior Chair, the time factors

and never ending deadlines decreased the time available for processing the team members,

personal biases. The research assistants were given some direction as to detecting bias and

encouraged to be vigilant while interpreting and recording their data. What could have further

strengthened this process would have been ongoing dialogue and challenges to thinking within

a large group context. Building this strategy into the community health needs assessment

framework and prioritizing time to implement it, would have enhanced the research process

and controlled for unintentional bias. The need for ongoing direction and nurturing to the

research assistants was demonstrated with the focus groups. Differences in the recording

strategies of the research assistants exemplified this need. If more time could have been

allocated to the development of the research assistants, the research rigor of the data

collectioli may have been improved. Each team member had varying levels of comfort and

expedence with data collection, and further investment with those who were less experienced

would have benefited the research process. How the data is collected and interpreted affects

the data analysis.

The community forums, which were held once the preliminary findings were

complied, gave the community the opportunity to comment on the accuracy of the findings

and provide feedback to ARC. The Youville Steering Committee was also a resource to

validate whether the preliminary findings had any serious omissions or concerns based on the

committee's knowledge of diverse areas of the community.

The preliminary findings were scrutinized by the Steering Committee and their

f'eedback was integrated into the Final Report. Presenting the preliminary findings to both the

community and the Steering Committee was an integral part of the analysis process. To
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involve the community more fully, the findings might have been presented at intermittent

points of the community health needs assessment to the general community. Ideatistically, this

strategy would have mobilized the community and involved them in the ongoing process of

the community health needs assessment

ACTION was able to accomplish a phenonenal amount of work in the final analysis

stages due to the expertise of several key players on the ACTION team. Anyone undertaking

a project of this size, must plan for adequate time and skills to successfully analyze the data.

The task consumed hundreds of hours in spite of the experience of the ARC.

The Preliminarv Report

Reporting the findings back to the community, not only ensures the rigor of the

research, but provides the community the opportunity to add information that may have been

overlooked or misinterpreted. ACTION conducted the public forums i1 both communities and

advocated that both the prelirninary and final results of the community health needs

assessment be made easily accessible to the publ-ic.

During the ACTION project, distributing the preliminary findings in an easy to read,

colourful one page "news sheet" may have helped disseminate the results to the "grassroots

communiiy". The use of a graphic or cartoon and the brÌghtly coloured paper may have

attracted interest. These techniques have been used successfully in the dissemination of other

research findings (South Australian Community Health Research Unit, 1991). The results can

be used infbrmally to reach populations that otherwise may not have access to the findings or

motivation to read a more professional report. Information should be set out clearly in an easy

to read style on both the "news sheets" and the formal report.
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ACTION printed the text in a columnar format for ease of reading. Photographs and

graphic charts were dispersed throughout the formal report to maintain the reader's interest.

On occasion, quotes were interspersed from community residents. This helped "ground" the

research and added interest to the text. The report made use of headings, subheadings, short

paragraphs, and a spacious layout versus crowding the pages. These strategies made the report

more aesthetically pleasing and aided reader comprehension.

The Final Report, which was delivered to the Youville Clinic Steering Committee after

changes were made to the Preliminary Findings Report, will be launched with a press

conference organized by the Steering Committee. The findings of projects funded by public

monies, should be made public and readily available to the community. By doing so, the

community health needs assessment can establish priorities which may lead to action by the

community and the health care system (South Australian Community Health Research Unit,

1991; Prairie Region Health Promolion Research Centre, Ig94).

Throughout the project, ARC advocated that the findings be used in this manner. The

Final Report contained recommendations to Youville from the community. These

recommendations were derived from the key informant interviews and focus groups. The

listing of the recommendations was a direct bridge from the community to the Steering

committee wherein the community perspective was clearly articulated.

In Retrospect

During the process of the community health needs assessment, both strengths and

issues atose from within the process underlying the project. Reflection of both aspects of the

process will assist future researchers in their endeavours.
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Strengths

The strengths inherent within the ARC were many. ARC members had diverse areas

of expertise. The areas of expertise included gerontology, community health, mental health,

Public Health, values clarification, research, and statistics. The vast amount of experience

represented within the ACTION working group facilitated the research project. previous

experience with community health needs assessments, minority groups, and large research

projects, enhanced the research process. Both the diverse expertise and the diverse experience

of ARC members fortified the project.

All ARC members were committed to the concepts of community health and health

promotion. Identifying with the underlying philosophy and having a belief system congruent

with the ACTION project, motivated and buoyed the effects of the intense workload.

ACTION members were generally enthused with the project, its timeliness with health care

reform and implications for nursing practice.

The project allowed for creativity. Although the data collection PODS were structured,

creativity in collecting data and following leads was encouraged. Community health needs

assessments are on "the cutting edge" of health care reform, being the first logical step in the

planning process. Realizing this and striving to expand the existing models of community

health needs assessment, encouraged creative thinking within the ACTION process. The

leadership of the project attempted to decrease power differences among ARC members,

welcomed creativity and celebrated differences. Differences in thought processes, human

strengths and "ways of knowing" vy'ere honoured as the research design allowed.

ACTION was astute in allowing ample time for planning and identifying a critical

path. Time was built into the planning process to determine if the ARC was on course with
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the critical path. Planning time to incorporate unforeseen developments, critically examine the

process to date, and evaluate that process within project goals was invaluable. The Senior

Chair was instrumental in ensuring adequate planning time throughout the duration of the

project.

Issues

In reviewing the process of the ACTION project, several issues arise that constitute

areas of growth. Workload equity, community mobilization, monitoring of the research

process, lack of a full time central figure, and ploblems in securing existing data were key

issues within the community health needs assessment process.

The community health needs assessment generated an enormous amount of work and

consequently data to be analyzed. Ãt times during the process, the equity of the workload was

not fairly distributed among team members. Various levels of commitment to the project and

other responsibilities outside of the project occasionally interfered with the amount of work

undertaken by each member. Wor'kload equity is commonly an issue in lar-ge projects, with

several members often assuming the majority of the work. Addressing workload expectations

openly at the beginning of any project could be advantageous. The spontaneous nature of data

collection created intense workloads often under pressure of imposed deadlines. These times

were difficult to predict, increasing the stress levels of the team.

Community mobilization requires concentrated effort and energy. Having a specific

task team assigned to accomplish this, may have increased community interest. A more

concentrated approach to "courting" the community, utilizing communiry members i¡ planni'g

the community health needs assessment, plus instituting a broader "grass roots" approach

throughout the process of the community health needs assessment, would have facilitated
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community mobilization. A focused "out-reach" effort to existing groups in the community

could have been incorporated in the strategies used to gather data. Efforts to mobilize the

community reduce the chance of bias and elitism.

A more rigorous monitoring of the research process could have occurred if time

constraints were not pressing. Less experienced rcsearchers could be mentored as the project

progresses and learn from more experienced researchers. Cross fertilization of ideas, with an

ongoing critique of the research process and monitoring of inherent bias are important

concepts for the rigor of the research. These concepts, while addressed adequately within the

ACTION project, may have been strengthened adding to the purity of the research process.

Having one key cenÍal person available on a full time basis, would grcatly improve

the process of conducting a community health needs assessment. Ideally this person should be

the Project Manager whose main task is to oversee the project from initiation to termination.

Having the Project Manager available on a full time basis, would facilitate the tracking of

details, the planning process, and timely attention to emergent issues. Not having one key

figure readily available during the ACTION project, increased the workload and stress levels

of the ARC. A full time central figure would have faciiitated the process of data collection,

reduced redundancies, and strengthened community mobilization and mentodng of research

assistants.

Collecting existing reports and data bases proved to be an onerous task that was not

well understood as the beginning of the project. Accessing the information was extremely

dilïcult and even when obtained was frequently not in the desired format. Problems with

existing data bases are common as detailed in other community health needs assessments and

much time needs to be allotted to this endeavour. ACTION was not prepared for the
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inordinate amount of time needed, not only for the collection, but also the analysis of the

data.

Strengths and issues of the ACTION project provide insight into the process of

conducting a community health needs assessment. The above mentioned overview of the

obvious strengths and issues associated with the project is not inclusive of atl the strengths

and issues within the project. However, an understanding of those discussed will enable

future researchers to plan more effectively to avoid identified pitfalts.

Conclusion

The vision of conducting a community health needs assessment was the initial step in

a long and rewatding project. The foresight of the Youville Clinic and its Board of Directors

responded to the challenging fiscal restraints and reforms of health care proactively. The

community health needs assessment attempted to accurately discern the community's

perceptioll of service gaps, ovellaps, and needs. In the tradition of Youville Clinic, the

community health needs assessment was conducted to enable clients to acquire a greater

understanding of, and responsibility for their health and the health of their families.

The mission of Youville Clinic articulates the values of creating an atmospherc of

concem and respect, fostering hope in individuals and families seeking help, providing help in

a caring nonjudgemental environment, promoting help by assisting people to be aware of their

own resources; offering education and direction; support and encouragement (Celebrating the

Year of the Family, 1994).

ARC atternpted to conduct the community health needs assessment in accordance with

the values outlined in the missioli statement of Youville Clinic. In the spirit of feminist

research, the ARC supported a nonjudgmental egalitarian approach between researcher and
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participant, emphasizing unconditional positive regard towards all participants. From the onset

of the project, ARC was concerned that the findings of the research be made available to the

community and that the community be encouraged to question, supplement, and validate the

accuracy of the findings. The ethics of community research decree that the information

collected during the research process belongs not only to the researchers but also to the

participants (South Australian Community Health Research Unit, 1991; Feather, McGowan &

Moore, 1994). The ARC fulfilled its obligation to the community by conducting community

forums, ensudng that the community was aware of the forums, and informing the community

where the final report could be obtained.

The process wherein the community health needs assessment was accomplished was

complex and arduous. The ARC team, though prepared for a large project, was not totally

cognizant of the volume of data that would be generated nor the energy required to

adequately collect, store, and interpret the data. While various models and methods of

conducting a community health needs assessment were described in the literature, little

information on the complexity of the actual process was to be found. Having Dr. Cindy

Russell as a clinical consultant was of immense value to the ARC in this regard. While her

contact with the ARC was mainly via telephone, Dr. Russell's personal visit to ACTION

afforded the team all oppofiunity to learn from her experience with other community health

needs assessments. Though the communities Dr. Russell assessed viere vastly different than

the urban communities of St. Boniface and St. Vital, many of the process issues were similar.

Because of the lack of literature on process, the researchers were in "uncharted" waters and

would have been totally unprepared for chalienges of the research process. Having Dr. Russell

as a consultant, enabled the ARC to proactively prepare for known potential trouble areas.
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ACTION's experience demonstrates the need for documentation of the processes wherein

community health needs assessments are conducted.

hi the pamphlet Celebrating Year of the Famity Year, 1994, (Youville Clinic, lgg4)

(Appendix E) the meaning of the International Year of the Family Symboi is discussed. The

symbol is explained as such:

A heart sheltered by a roof, linked to another heart, to symbolizehfe and love in a

home where one finds warmth, caring, security, togetherness, toierance and

acceptance-that is the symbolism conveyed by the emblem of the International year

of the Family 1994. The open design is meant to indicate continuity with a hint of

uncertainty. The brushstroke, with its open line roof, completes an abstract symbol

representing the complexity of the family ( World Heatth Organization, Celebrating

Year of the Family Year, lgg4).

The concept of community blends well with the symbol of the family. The community

is a social unit, with characteristics similar to a famiiy. The community exists within a larger

social environment; interaction takes place among its members; and the community is

organized in order to meet the needs of the members. The community has common interests

and needs and a sense of togetherness (Higgs & Gustafson, 19g5).

In a healthy community, the members will find warmth, security, caring, togetherness,

tolerance and acceptance. At the same time, the community may also have a sense of

uncertainty as it is a part of the larger social structure. The community, like the family, is

also complex with many layers and interconnections.

Similarities exist between family and community. Individuals constitute families as

both constitute community. The community health needs assessment undertook to consider the
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needs of the community composed of individuals and families, with the hope that the findings

will lead to the further development of a healthy community wherein all members may find

security, tolerance and acceptance within the concept of togetherness.

ACTION attempted to bridge the gap between theory, research and practice by using

research strategies that incorporated both humanistic and scientific method, a strategy

employed in Action research (Holter & Schwartz-Barcott, 1993). The results of this research

hopefully will assist in the identification of practical meaningful solutions to strengthen the

community and achieve health for all.
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Appendix A

St. Vitalto get frrst
comlnunity nurse cerrtre
The firsr of four Community Nurse

Resource Centres will begin operating
in the St. Vital area of Winnipeg in
April.

The Winnipeg centre willoperate
as a éatellite of the Youville Clinic and
will receive approximately $1 million
in annual operating funds. redirected
from institutional health care budgets.
The new centre will create 1ó ne,r; pc-
sitions, consisting of 12 new nursing
positions and four support staff .

"The establishment of Community
Nurse Resource Centres will give
Manitobans direct access to primary
health care delivered by nurses,' Pre-
mier Gary Filmon said.

Health Minister Jim McCrae said
final arrangements are being made for
the establishment of a Community Re-
source Cenfre in Thompson, while
site selection is proceeding for centres
in Norman and Parklands health re-
gions.

'The Resource Centres comple-

ment the exisring system.- said Mc-
Crae. -They provide increased op-
portunities to work with families and
the community to prevent disease.
promote health and postpone disabil-
ities. in addition to streamlining the
entry process to primary care for
those who are ill.-

Community Nurse Resource Cen-
tre staff will work with a wide range of
agencies and community groups in
many sectors. Together they will build
supportive environments for health by
providing links with other programs
and services such as housing, social
services and education and training
which are all essential components of
good health.

The development of the four cen-
tres is a result of recommendations
made by the Working Group on Nurse
Managed Care and the work of the ad-
visory committee, chaired by Dr.
Helen Glass of the University of Man-
itoba's faculty of nursing.
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Appendix B

Organizational Stn¡ctr¡¡e

Adapted from: Bruce, G. (1993). Improved universiry campus wellness plan. Arnerican
Association of Occupational Health Nr¡¡ses. 4(3), L2UL23.

Steering Commiuee

Consumer
Driven
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Examples - not an ""hrurffi

Key krformant Interviews
o formal community leaders
o informal leaders¡ decision-making groups

Infr astruchre Development
- establishing,,portabie"
database

Environmental Context
o Pa¡ks and recreation
o ftrdustrl
o Clime shtistics

Existing Health and Social
Services
? Manitoba Health
o Child and Family Servicesr Voluntary organizations

'o
c0

Ê-
X
o

lJ)
c\
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Appendix D

Framework of Questions for pOD II - Socio-Cultural

These questions are intended to capture the concepts of pod II.

This fiamework will guide the data collection process of the RA's and serve to organize the
formal writing of pod II for the final documeni.

The RA's will record the data with respect to each question in a binder. Each question is
indexed. (To date 27 questions make up the framewôrk.)

1. How did the community come to exist?

2. What historical customs/traditions are evident today?

3' Who is included and who is left out in the community? i.e., What are the caring
practices? Are the "left-out" neglected or ieft out and cared for?

4' What are the sociaVsocialabitity customs and practices? What are the local gathering
places?

5. what are the religious/spiritual practices i' the community?

6- How does rhe community nourish itself? i.e., food buying practices.

1' How does the community express itself artistically? Music, dance, festivals, etc?

8' what is the geographic movement of the community? Transport, movement in and
out?

9- what is the adhercnce to ethnic roots in the community?

10. what languages are spoken and what colloquialisms are operating?

i 1' What have been the major changes in the community? What has driven major
changes, over the years, in the community?

12. 'who 
and what are the controlling forces in the community? (power)

13' Does the community feel empowered? (town hall meetings, voting records)

14. Does the community have a newspaper(s) and who contributes?

15. Does the community have tocal authors? (editors of little papers too)
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16. Does the community have pride (ownership) and of what, i.e., roads, people, dress,
etc.?

n. How does the community clothe itself?

18. Does the community feel safe? (i.e., lock doors, cars, etc.) What is the trust quotient?

19. How physically active is the community? (ogging, swimming, walking)

20. How does the community "get away from it all"?

2I. What does the built space look like? (houses, gardens, parks) i.e., amount of new
growth (balconies, front porches, back yards).

22. What are the sources of humour in the community?

23. What are the formal and informal communication structures and practices?

24. What are the characteristics of the local signage (signs) and do names repeat? Can
patterns be identified in the community?

25. What are the traditions/practices surrounding death in the community?

26. What are the traditions and practices surrounding rights of passage, i.e., births,
marriages, divorces?

27. Other.
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Appendix E

YOUWLLE CLI]VC IAIC.
3 3 Marion Street

233-0262

1994

Synbol

ô

Promoting Famil¡ Flealrh

International
Year of the Family

A hean shelrcred b¡'a roof,
linkcd by anothcr hcan. to svmboli:e life
and lovc in a homc u4terc onc fnds warmth,
caring, sccuriry, ogetherncss, tol¿rancc
and acccptancc - that is the s¡mbolism
conve'-ed bv the cmblcm of thc Intcraationul
Year oi the Fanilv 1994. The open dcsign is
m¿ail to indicarc continuio with a hint oj
unccnaint. Thc òntsittrokc. with its
open lìne roo¡, conpietes an abstract s,*mbu!
reprcsenung titc comoic.tin* o¡'the ¡amlt.

Youville Clinic, a healrh
promotion cenre, was established
by the sisters of Chariry of
Monteal "Grey Nuns" in i984.

-,* r= This nurse managed clinic is
located in the community of St
Boniface. It .has rwo main
components, Family Health' and
Diabetes Education.

Eours
Monday to Thursday 9:00 a-n to 9:00 p.rn

Friday 9:00 anl. to 5:00 o.m.

Free parkine aveilable

The Çlinis welcomes everyone and
offers is serviccs in a caring non-
judgemeutal respectfrrl a¡d confidestial
Ítânner.

Services which include education,
direction, support and encourageñent are
offered to enable clicots to acquire a
greater rmderst¿nding ol and
responsibility foç their health and the
hcalth of their families.

Rlr/ER



Y O L"''I T. L E CL T NT C'S JVT T S S T O N

. to cfcSre an stmosphere of¡cceptsnce. concern end respect.

. ro fosrer hope in individuats and families seeking help in a caring, non-jud-eernen¡¡l ':n"'ironmcnt

. to promore heelthy lifesryles by assisting people to assume responsibiliry for ¡heir rveil-'oc:ng,

a¡d lo create an awareness oftheir o\rî resources, by offering education and direc¡icn.
suppon and encouragemenl.
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Listen to
favorite familY

music.

STå.¡T
E¡ccutivc Dirccror

tv'craa Sylræ*c

Supporr Steff
Par¡lenc Abraban

¿|dmi a is ¡mtivc ¿lssisøzt

Joëllc Poiricr
Se æøryRcceptiazist

SYlvic R¡*'
SccÊtary/rtccpriüitI

Family Ecdtù
Donna Viclh¿bcr
Nc,ã,c Cærdirþør
Jackic l¿wson

Cowcllç
Maria lvlackay

Nun¿
Ba¡ba¡a lVasilcc/ski

Ntn¿
$rrz¡ng ?¡D¡cvÊl!

Nunc

Di¡bacr Educ¡tio¡ Rcsourtc
Carolc Ash

Nv¡sc Cærdintor
Jacgucli¡c Grégoiæ

Nunc
Dianc l¿bæièrc

.\'u¡¡e
Agnæ Mao-Tougas

Dic¡i¡iø
Deù'bic ivfa¡cyn¡¡k

,yyac
Janie Pctc¡son Wan

Dic¡ítia

Plant a

family
tree.

Prenatal

Refresher
Prenatal

Natural
Family
Planning

Parent
Building

Parent
Support
Group

Elow to
Talk

FÅJVÍILY EEÂLTE PROGRA}f S

Are you preguatrt atrd want¡ug belpful information about what to
crPect?
We offer ar¡ i¡formative class in a grouP sening wh¡ch looks at nutritiorl
labour and delivcry, infant ca¡e arid othÊr related loPics.

Âre you crpcctiBg ¡ sccond child ¡od w¡Bt to brush up oo

iuforr¡ation sbout birth?
If the a¡swer is yes, Youville offers a grouP reÊesher course which covcrs

topics such as labour and delivery, sibling rivalry and infant ca¡e. Classes

meet weckly for 4 wccks.

Do you rv¡Bt to h¡vc r grceter awercncss of your fcrtility?
Nan¡ral Fanily Planning offers information on nan¡ral methods to achieve

or prwent a pregnancy. Individual or Sroup classes are availablc.

Are you ¡ Bew p¡rÊDt or PrÊgnsnt ¡nd want more inform¡tion on

caring for ¡n i¡f¡nt?
"Parcnt Building' offers a child ca¡e course for new parents who want

prastical information. Groups meet weekly, for th¡ee week.

Do you hevc young children ¡nd w¡ut to mÊet with othcr nron3?

lf so, we provide I supponive, educational group for parerts who warit

to share parenting information with other Parents. Groups meet svery

second Tuesday morning Sept 'June. Topics dissussed range Êom
child ca¡c to c¡omeds health.

Do you w¡Bt to spcrk to your cbildreo ¡nd bevc thcm co-operete?
Then this is idcal for you. llow to Talk'is a com¡nunication skills course

for parems of children 2 years of age and over, in a zupportive sening.

Groups meet once a week during this 6 week progrÄn.

CÀJl233-0262 to reqister or obtain more information.

Tbere is no cbarge for our sen ices but we do accept donations !

DIÀBETES EDUCå.TION RESOI'RCE

Do you h¡ve dirbctcr
. ¡Dd wlnt to lc¡¡¡ rbout hcrltby livi.oS?
. duri¡t PttBE¡[q ¡¡d w¡n¡ to lc¡r¡ rbout rrking crrc of youndf ud

your b¡by?
Diabctes Educadon i: oEc¡ed to all pcrsoru *irh diabacs ¿¡rd thcir f¡¡ailicc, to

thcm ro ¡rssume a gca¡cr rë¡poßibility for the nranagemcnt a¡d control of thci

di¡bcrcs and lifcsrylcs. helping rhem livc heglthig¡ lives. Individual appointmanu and

group classcs a¡e ofered on a variety oftopics rel¡tcd to dia-baes-

'lhc Di¡be¡es Educadon rcsource rt Younlle Clinic opcratæ in conjunAion wi¡h Ûre

V¡nirob¡ Di¡baes Educ¡don Progarn'
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CLIIVIQUE YOUVILLE IIVC.
3 3, rue Marion

233-0262

RMERE
ASSIMBOINE

Année
Internationale
de la famille

Deta coeurs unis sous un même rcit.
wnbolisant la vic ¿t I'amour dans un fover
plcin d'amour. dc sécuri¡ë, de convivialìÈ
ct d'indulgencc, c'csr cc que reprësente
le logo de I'Annëe int¿raailonale dc lo lamillt
I9N. k fait quc lc toit ac se rejerme pas
sur le coeur èvogue tout à lafois une
continui¡é a une ccnainc vulnèrabilitë.
It coup de pinceau à dro¡te du logo me: ic
demière touche ò ce stmitoie abgrat: dt lc
complcxtté de la ¡'otntile.

La Clínique Youvíllq un centre de
promotion de la santé, à étë établi
pas les Soeurs Grises du Manitoba
en 1984. Ce centre, dirigé par un
personnel infirmier est sih¡é dans

sr'M^R'r'sla communauté de Saint Boniface,
et se compose de: la Santé
faniliale et le Centre d'éducation
et de ressources en diabète-

Ecurcr de bun¡u
du lundi ur jardi de 9b à 2lh

le vesdrcdi de th à tTit

Stationnement

La Cliniquc cst au sen¡ice de tor¡s et
ofte ses services aru( persorrnes ct
famillsg en recherche d'aide et d'accueil
inconditionnel, dans un climat
respecu¡eux ct confi dc¡tiel.

Lcs sen¡ices offcrts conprenneot
l'éducation, la dircction, Iappui et
I'encouragemenL Ils pemenent aÞ(
clieu(e)s d'acquérir une meilleu¡e
connaissance, (de prcndrc e¡r main la
rcsponsabilité) dc leru sa¡té et dc cclle
de ler¡¡ famille.

Promouvoir la santé familiale



crécr un climat chalcureux plcin dc sollicirude cl dc rcsPcct dcs personncs.

développer l.espérarrce chc¡' les pefsonnes et les familles en rechcrche d,aide et

d'acceuil inconditionnel

;r;;;;";i, ¡es habirudcs de ric saines er des moyens concrers d'éducarion. de soutien

;; ;;;;";;g.menr qui far.oriscnr chez les personnes le sens des responsabilirés er une

prise dc *ni"i.n"" dc leurs ProPrcs ressources intêrieures'
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PERSONITEL

D¡rccrrice géuénlc
Vema SYlvcstrc

Pcr¡oua¿l de ¡o¡tic¡
Paulettc Abr¿ha¡

Assittøn c ad minÚlrã,livc

Jotllc Poi¡ic¡
Scæétaintréceptiæiac

SylúcRooaa
Scæ¿ rzi tt/t¿ c..Pri ûitlc

S¡¡ørriurn
Do¡¡a V¡db¡bcr

Inlìnièn ødinaricc
Jackicl¡sro¡

fuelllèn
lvfaria Lleùy

InfmtÙr-
Ba¡ùa¡a Wasilec¡ki

Iafnìèn
Sr¡za¡¡c Zo¡¡aæld

Infníèæ

Cc¡trc d'éduc¡tiou cf dc
FÊ¡soûrtd c¡ di¡bètc

C¿¡olc Ash
-Infiníèn ætdiætrìæ

Jacgudile &úgsitc
Inlimtèn

Dia¡e l¡bossière
Ininíèn.

Agnb Mao-Tougas
Diètt¡istc

Dcbbic lvlarcyonk
Infrmìètt

Janie Pe¡c¡so¡ Wan
Diêtérine

Prcpentioo
å l'eccoucbe
ECtrt

Coun dc
rcsycl2gc -
préperetioa
à l'¡ccoucbe
Ee[t

Pl¡¡ific¡tion
D¡turc¡lc
de l¡ f¡mille

tP¡rcut
Buildiag"

Groupe
dc ¡outic¡
Pour P¡rcr¡Û

"Eow to
T¡lk"

SA.I{TE FA}ÍILIALE

Etræ-vtius êncciDtcs et désircz-vous dc t'inforu¡tion utile ¡u ¡uict de

b gtorersg l¡ oeiss¡occ' lc ¡ovc¡u oé?

Si;ui b Clinique youville ofüc des classes pour les pat.ftts qui ancodcnt

lar prccrier anå¡t. Lcs sujeu de disa¡ssion: la nuritio4 le ¡raivaille et

l'accouchesrenr; lcs soiru d'un nouvcau né'

Atte¡dcz-vous uD dcu¡rènc cnf¡nt ct dêircz-vou¡ niviser I'inforr¡tion
rur l¡ E¡iss¡ncc?
ä""i f" g¡ique youvillc oftc des classcs de rcssourcc¡ncot. L€s sujas dc '

diss¡ssion: le r¡iwil ct l'accouchêmørg la ¡ir¡alité Êatccndle; le soirs d\¡n

Douvc8u Dé. Lcs cl¡sses sonr offenes une fois par scouine Pour gustre

3€rosi¡cs.

voulez-vou¡ tcquérir r¡De oeilleurt coDnr¡ss¡noc dc vorÊ fccoDdité ?

Nous oÊous dircseigrrerncnrs sur lcs métl¡odcs Da¡¡fclles Pol¡f copêchcr ou

pour plaaiñcr unÇ grosscssc. Des rcncont¡cs individudlæ ou P8¡ SIoupe sont

offcrtcs.

Etrer-vou¡dcnouvÊ¡u¡P¡neDtsoElttcldGz-vousunbébéc'dcsi¡?.
vow dÊ l¡lfotúrtion eu sujcct du nouvc¡u ¡é ?
¡, C¡¡E i Yowille oËe un cou¡s d'apprcmissagc a¡¡ rôlc de PücoL It s'agit

d\¡s csù de soi¡s å tcaå¡¡ Pour les nouvc8rx Psrcdts çi varlcot dc

lSnforoation pratique.

Avcz-vou¡ de jeuucs cof¡¡ts ct dcsircz-vous rcDooEtrcr dr¡uE.ef pÜcuts?

Si oui nor¡s ofio* * groupe de rcutien cducatif pour læ parecs qui

vcr¡leo¡ paftsgc( de I'i¡rformation a¡¡ srja de ler¡r-¡ôle svcc d'a¡¡trcs Psfcnts.

lo g*p* i t"t *,U."t à tous les da¡¡< mardis ¡na¡ins dc Sçtønbre å

Jub Lc.s srjas dc discr.¡ssio¡u soil divcrs'

Voulcz-vou¡ ¡métiorcr vorc communic¡tioD ¡vêc vol -cDf¡nts?

Ltde¡l c'est un cours de 'How to Talk'; un cours erl tcchniques de

cor¡¡rm¡nica¡ion pour les pa.rcnts qui ont des enfa¡¡ts de da¡x a¡s a plus. Les

gloupes sc rassemblÊ une fois paf semaine pour six srmEiDcs'

Pour dc lc?1l,S-0262

Tous læ services sont

Progremoc d'éduc¡tioo cn m¡tièrc dc di¡bètc

Vous soulTrcz de di¡bètc
ct vous dcsircz epprcndrc i vivrc de m¡nière plus seine ?

cncei'te ct vous d-êsirø apprendrc i prcadrc soin de vous-mêmc et de votrc bébé ?

La Clinique Youville ofte de t'éducation à. toutes les. personnes,."n1tt q: ry-ti:-:l-t"^:
mcmbrcs de leur famille pour leur perïncnrÊ de-micu:¡ gércr la majadie ct les aider à adoptcr dcs

¡"iiru¿., de vie plus saines. Des-séances d'information idividuelles et de SrouPes sonr oflcnes

sur diverses guestions liées à la maladic'

Le progtammc d'éducation dc larlcrc c.n diabctc g: lt,Clly:T:-ì'ourille esr offcn co::iointcn:cnl

,u." l.-Progr".me manitob¡in d'érit¡;::ion cn r¡a"ière dc diabètc
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Gommun¡ty nurse resource centres
spreading throughout Manitoba
A iec:¡ic uner rr ancnsJ.
Ma¡rr¡o'c¡ , nun. ,n¡rr¡tcri. ¡¡urs.
run Youvrilc Cirn¡c rs i.crn:: hciJ
up :rs .r moicl ¡i hcrirh c3rc :€r.
vrce :o i:c cmul:rrci ihroulirr'ut
the l¡orrnce.

fie:n¡El (JJ:ï lrtm¡rn
annr¡un¿ci ¡iìJr Crmmunrrï

lriunc R*'ur:ç ücnr¡c' q.¡ll i.
rntentci rnr.r lhc hc:irh c¡¡.
ss¡cn. -Nune lË¡rr¡t¡3 ÈÉnt¡cs
wril ¡rorrjr Il.rnr¡..ian. u-rrh
lnotirer ¡rr¡¡ .'i .¡c¡*. t,, ¡hc
nË:¡ttn CltÉ .r5lc-:. st.: :'¡tmr.F.-
-Tncç srii ioËuj ..rì hcliri.r ¡r.-
tnrrrkrn Jfìi i¡*t*' ::c.Ut¡.'r:,

e'hile ¡l¡¡ prosiding pnruan
hcakh c¡rc.'

l'q¡vrlle Oinic v¿¡ r.r rp rn a
Winnrpcg ¡hopprne cence in
l9¡S.+ h'rhc Gtcr.Nuru o pro-
ride o¡rcrn¡Uchild ¡¡rd Êrnilr.
lire sctricc¡. The clin¡c nos.
ibfi¡lcs on prornoung amilr
hc¡ldr w¡th *rv¡cc irrluding pre
¡nd po¡¡ n¡ral czre. Frcnn¡rg
Froetûr¡¡. cor¡ir¡cllins. h€âkh
frofnotþn ¡nj Fersr¡orl Thc
.<f\1ce ¡r oi.trrr¡slr nccdd ¡tuJ
.tccc¡cl nrdr r¡x¡te rh¡n l&CCr'
clicnr conucd' c¡ch ysar.
l'<rurille rrpr<ilr caræ m erempli-
:\'nun¡c rî¡na$d c¡¡! rn ¡ pnma.
n' hcaldr c¡¡r lcñc¿ Litc d.¡e
ncB' nurla rÊr¡tte ccntrcL lÈ
r s cliar¡ ccaæd
r s r¡rllne:¡ onen¡qj
r oñna ç.ornroræccss rntothc

hcaló ca¡e sr¡rcr¡
r otr¡ connnurft ot' cart rn

çro*rrm Jclir=n'.

Manrroba'. Grmrnunrr Nu¡¡c
Âor¡¡rcc Gnnts vrtl he rnrnt
iuced rhroucl¡ :r pÞnnrne com.
m¡nec. llr.rr conm¡næ, ch¡rraj
i'r Þ. Hcien Giass. pmr'c*mr
c:nen¡úr rn :hc Unrr.eotrr ¡rf

ll¡¡riæåa'¡ fao¡ltr or nr.nsrng. hal
bæn nuory since llay,

Gbrs r¡vt d¡cu a¡e r¡ow rrod¡.
¡nS eitir tb¡¡ canr¡nunrnc¡ ¡it¡¡
nant ¡o cct¡blûh Qm¡n¡¡¡in
Nunc Rc¡or¡¡cc Ccnæs. Onc
group ir ¡tzdt co ¡ppl-r tin
Tnzsur.v Bord ñnancrng.

Thc c¡¡th¡¡i¡sm d lvl¡niþta
u¡:e¡ b incædiblc.- ¡¡r: Gh¡s.
'l.l¡¡¡rcs qaru æ wort in ôc!€
c¡næs.'f

'Asn.ni,rE---
C r," + ( r qq :)*"¿ hu..ì,;

NÊuÁ 
' 
n nUy>i rI .

A Drr-nat¡l clicm grts coun.
tclling from . nur:. ¡t tha
Youvillc Ctinic ia Winnþrg,
M¡nítob¡,
lPhoto coun.'v ot th.
M.rìhob¡ A$oc¡¡r¡on of
Rcgistrrcd Nur:.sl

CNA. (1994). The National News in Nuning
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Appendix G

{E IJN¡VERSFY OF MANITOBA FACULTY OF NURSING Room 246 Bison Building
Winnipcg, Manitoba
C¡nada R3T 2N2

Tcl: (2Oa) 474-8202
Fax: (204) 275-54&

January 2,1995

Dr. David Gregory
Assistant Professor
Faculty of Nuning
University of Manitoba
V/innipeg, MB R3T 2N2

Dea¡ Dr. Gregory:

RE: Researdr proposal #94142, "Community assessmeng SL Boniface/Sl VitåI"

The Ethical Review Committee of the Faculty of Nursing reviewed your research proposal at its
meeting this evening. No concerns of an ethical nau¡re were identified.

The issue of mental competence of subjects was discussed by the committee and a concern was
expressed that the perspective of the mentally ill (many of whom may be homeless) not be
omitted from the study. Wittrout a formal test of mental competence this criterion will be difficult
to meel Therefore, it is recommended that the criteria include a willingness on the part of
subjects to participate in the inærview and an ability to respond to questions posed. If it becomes
appüent that the subject does not understand the question, then the interview may be poliæly
terminated and the data not used.

A concern for the safety of intervie,ü/ers was also discussed. Given the community based naûre
of this project" the resea¡cher cannot be as certain about the situations that research assistants
(interviewers) will encounter. Therefore, careful attention to training of research assistants
regarding safety precautions should be given (e.g., day time inærviewing, inærviewing in pairs,

use of public inærview spaces, notification of inærview addresses and timing, etc.). As a faculty
member hiring undergraduate and graduate nursing students for this research, atention to the

safety issue is an important responsibility which we expect you will take seriously.

The Ethical Review Committee enjoyed reviewing this proposal and is supportive of the project.

Please find enclosed a copy of the final ethical approval form for the project-

Good luck with your research.
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Appendix H

RESEARCH ASSISTANTS ACTION January t6, tggs

Welcome to Action! I hope this will be a positive experience for all of you that you
will both learr from and enjoy.

As research assistants you will be working both independently and with the team.
During the times you are independent, it will be important to communicate data clearly, and
to troubleshoot problems promptly. Please cali with any problems so that we can brainstorm
effectively.

The community goodwill toward the project witt be largely determined via your
communication skills, attitudes and ethics. The project's philosophy supports a
nonjudgemental egalitarian approach between researcher and participant. Unconditional
positive regard, genuineness, and active listening are crucial to all your interactions.

The first part of the project will entail secondary analysis of existing databases
followed by interviews and focus groups. For now, a review of basic communication skills
will assist you to best represent the project. We will discuss interview techniques as that part
of the project begins.
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TIPS FOR RESEARCH ASSISTANTS

1. Hours will vary fiom week to week; maximum of 20 hours.

2- Record your activities on a log sheet (see attached). Record your time as hours and
minutes. Hand the log sheet in to sachi Eales once a month.

3. Initially, most of your work will take place in the university. Once out in the
community, you mav have mileage expense. A special mileage form must be
submitted. Discuss with me prior to submitting please.

4. Basic safety precautions should be observed in the community.

a) When going door to door, work in pairs, i.e. on the same street.b) Always let your partner know your whereabouts.
c) Carry ethicai approval slips with you.
d) Be aware of potential crisis situations and trust your instincts. If in

doubt, remove yourseif from the situation and forfeit data collection.e) Communication skills can be used to heighten rapport and to deescalate
situations. Be aware of your verbai and nonverbal communication.

5. Remember, the elderly may resent personal questions; be respectful and sensitive.

6. It is your responsibility to communicate with myself re youl' work. This is very
important to ensute the project remains focused and I look forward to working closely
with you.

7. Research is enjoyable and rewarding -- so enjoy!

Any reports to be mailed out, please have sent to:

Action
c/o David Gregory / Elaine Mordoch
246 Bison Building
Faculty of Nursing
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, MB R3T 2N2

Keep names of all contact persons, title and telephone number, please.
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Appendix I

COMMUNITY CONTACTS

ORGANIZATION:

ADDRESS:

TBLEPHONE:

CONTACT PERSON:

DATE:

MATTERS DISCUSSED OR
REPORTS REQUESTED:

TITLE:
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Appendix J

ACTION GROUP
Research Assistants

Name Month

Date Description of Work Hours

Total Hours Worked
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Appendix K

ACTION GROUP
Research Assistants

Name Month

Date DESCRIPTION OF WORK Hours

Completed Ongoing Follow-Up

Total Hours Worked
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Appcndix L

FILT COPT

T0: I)r. 0avid Eregory

Co-Chair ACTI0N

AEsociate Dean, Ëraduate Studies, Faculty of llursing
Uñiversity of ñanitoba

FRf]ñ:

: For services rendered off carpus:

¡ Tttle ol R¡¡e¡rch Project¡ 'ACTlfll¡ ResearEh Consortiur: Corounity Health Needs Survey'

?rinclprl lnvestigrtor: Dr. David treqory

, ll¡turu ol Dutyt Ccntacting coraunity reobers by phone for data gathering purposes (Personal [rre Hores, lorsn's
r Shelters, For¡al Health Agencies, and various others). Ilata retrievel fror Statistics ten¡da's C91 Census Data
, 8ase. Contacting various comunity sites re: Survey interviers rith rerbers of general public.

:

, ârount Rrquert¡d¡ {3 hours and {5 ¡inutes of labour r 112.00/hour = î525.00

f 
tST lt H/A projected total inco¡e for 1995 rill be less than f30,000.

ñarch l, 1995

Date
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Appendix M

STEERING COMMITTEE UPDATE
FEBRUARY 22,1995

POD fV . EXISTING HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES

, CURRENT ACTIVITIES:
, This listing is just a brief summary of the work-in-progress.

, ' Compilation of voluntary agencies, reports, and identification of potential services
(ongoing).

:

' Sampling of religious organizations are being contacted for information about health

I services provided and potential interviewees.

: ' Interviews are being arranged with physicians, service providers from Manitoba Health,
other community workers.

' Listing of licensed daycare centres and farnily daycares has been generated. A sampling
of providers will be interuiewed.

, ' Key facilities being contacted for information about their community outreach programs
, (for example, St. Boniface, St. Amant).

, ' contact with child & Family services and social Services.

:' o Each school has (or will be) contacted for information about community outreach
' activities. Interviews are being ananged with school personnel. Pending ethical approval,
, interviews will begin with students, parents, and teachers.

' ' Listing of subsidized housing projects, interview with M.H.A. and identification of, community rcpresentatives from various groups.
I

, ' Contact with local women's shelters and identification of interviewees.
a

i ' Contact with the Intemational Centre & Literacy Centre about available services.
ì

: ' Concunently, a listing of francophone health services and identification of key informants
: are being generated.

: For further information about pod rv activities, please contact:

Donalda Wofton (787-2514) or
Marion McKay (4j4-9095)
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POD #1

Secondary Data Analysis: Existing Data Bases

1. Statistics Canada--C91 Data
Purchase data in electronic form

': 2. St. Boniface General Hospital
Emergency Room Data
Discuss with
Community Outreach/Out-Pt Dept, 3. MHSC Darabase
Annual Reports

, Morbidity/mortality statistics for Sr.B/St.V.
Discuss with re: access
Discuss with the' 4. MIMS (Manitoba Immunization Monitoring System)

5. College of Physicians and Surgeons
Discuss with as to what may exist

6. Youville Clinic
Discuss with Professor
Discuss with

1. Postparrum Service Delivery project (ppSD)
8. Continuing CarelHome Care Branch

Discuss with
, 9. Communicable Disease
. Discuss with
r 10. Tuberculosis

Discuss with
' I 1. Social Planning Council
, Check to "see" what databases are available
: 12. Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation

Check housing stock
, þiscuss with
r 13. Institute of Urban Studies, University of Winnipeg

Check to "see" what databases are available
14. City Counsellors for St. Boniface/St. Vital

Check to "see,, what databases are available
Discuss with (SL V)
Discuss with (SL B)

15. MLAs
Check to "see" what databases are available
Discuss with (SL V)
Discuss with (Niakwa)
Discuss with (Riel)
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, 16. MPs
Check to "see" what databases are available
Discuss with

' lJ. Provincial Nurses
Check to "see" what databases are availabie
Discuss with

: þiscuss with: 18. Manitoba Hea1th

Discuss with
Discuss with

' 79. Brighter Futures Initiatives
Check to "see" what databases are available
Discuss with

20. Day Care Centres
21. CityWelfare/provincialWelfare
22. School Health Dara

Check to "see" what databases are available
Discuss

23. Occupational Health and Safety

NB: ACTION members--what other relevant databases can be added to this list?
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Appendix N

REPORTS

REPORT DATE RECEIVED
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Appcndix O

RESERVING ROOM 2T9H - ACTION OFFICE
(to avoid double bookings)

Room is reserryed by filting in the date and time you need the r(x)m, and your initials.

'Ñr.
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Appendix P

Elmwood Commence at Leighton Ave. & Henderson Hwy.
E. on Leighton Ave. to Roch St.
N. on Roch St. to S. limit Rossmere GoH Course
E. on S. Iimit Rossmere Golf Course to Watt St.
S. on ÏVatt St. to S. limit Rossmere Golf Course
E. on S. limit Rossmere Golf course to c.p.R. rac du Bonnet
S. on C.P.R. Lac du bonnet to Concordia Ave.
E. on Concordia Ave. to Lagimodiere Blvd.
S. on Lagimodiere Blvd. to C.N.R. Main Line
W. on C.N.R. Main Line to Rue Archibald
N. on Rue Archibald to C.p.R. Main Line
W. on C.P.R. Main Line to Red River
N. on Red River to N. limit Elmwood park
E. on N. limit Elmwood park to Henderson Hwy.
N. on Henderson Hwy. to Leighton Ave.

st. Boniface commence at c.p.R. Main Line & Red River
E. on C.P.R. Main Line ro Rue Archibald
S. on Rue Archibald to C.N.R. Main Line
E. on c.N.R. Main Line to pubric Rd. R.o.w. E. of DeBaets sr.
S. on Public Rd. R.O.W. E. of De Baets St. to plessis Rd.
S. on Plessis Rd. to Perimeter Hwy.
W. on Perimeter Hwy. to Seine River
N. on Seine River to N. limit The Glen
W. on N. Limit The Glen to Rue youville
N. on Rue Youville to Caniere Ave.
W. on Carriere Ave. to Red River
N. on Red River to C.p.R. Main Line

St. Norbert Commence at S. limit Water Control Wor.ks & Brady Rd.
E. on S. limit Water Control Works to Waverley St.
S. on ÏVaverley St. to Bishop Grandin Blvd.
E. on Bishop Grandin BIvd to Red River
S. on Red River to W. limit public Reserve, pl. 14, g62
N. on W. limit public Resele, pl. 14, g62 to River Rd.
E. on River Rd. to Novavista Dr.
E. on Novavista Dr. to Dakota St.
S. on Dakota St. to perimeter Hwy.
E. on Perimeter Hwy. to plessis Rd.
S. on Plessis Rd. to N. limit Township 9
W. on N. limir Township 9 to N. limit Red River Floodway
w. on N. limit Red River Froodway to w. Iimit Range 4 Èast
S. on W. limit Rarge 4 East to Four Mile Rd.
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St. Vital

E. & S. on Four Mile Rd. to S. limit Lot tgO
W. on S. limit Lot 180 ro Two Mite Rd.
S. & E. on Two Mite Rd. ro S. limir Lot 1gg
W. on S. limit Lot 188 to Red River
N. on Red River to S. limit Lot 70
W. on S. limit Lot l0 to Brady Rd.
N. on Brady Rd. to S. Iimit Water Control Works

Commence at Carriere Ave. & Red River
E. on Carriere Ave. to Rue Youville
S. on Rue Youville to N. limit The Glen
E. on N. limit The Glen to Seine River
S. on Seine River to Perimeter Hwy.
W. on Perimeter Hwy. to Dakota St.
N. on Dakota St. to Novavista Dr.
W. on Novavista Dr. to River Rd.
W. on River Rd. to W. limit Public Reserve pl. 14,962
S. on W. limit Public Reserve pl.. 14, 862 to Red River
N. on Red River to Caniere Ave.

*Note Within communities, electoral wards conform to the Community Committee limits.
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Appendix Q

KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEWS
FOR HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE PROVIDERS

The purpose of the key informant interviews (face-to-face or focus group format) is to:

f . identify the major health care and social concems as viewed by health care providers
and social care providers;

2. identify any "gaps" or "overlap" in the existing system;
3. examine the strengths and weaknesses in the present system;4- recommendations for community-based health carelsocial care services.

1. From your perspective, what are the major health and social problems in St.
Boniface/St. Viral?

2. What strengths are present in the available health carelsocial care services within your

. community? Examples? How can we capitalize on these strengths?

, 3. Are there currently "gaps" in the health carelsocial care seruices available to residents
' of St. Boniface and St.-Vit¿l Examples? What should be done? What community-
, Uased health carelsocial services are needed in St. Boniface/St. Vital? Examples?
.l

, +. What weaknesses are present in the availabie heatth carelsociai care services within
' your community? Examples? How can we address these weaknesses?
I

: 5. Is there any "overlap" in the existing health carelsocial care services available to' residents of St. Boniface/St. Vital? Examples? What should be done?

. 6. What advice would you offer to the Youville Clinic regarding the establishment of

. community-based health carelsocial care services? Probe: Information available to theIi community.
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ENTREVUES AVEC DES FOURMSSEURS
DE SERVICES DE SANTÉ ET DE SERVICES SOCIAUX

Ces entrevuew (individuelies ou en groupe) ont pour objectif :

1. d'indentifier les prindipaux problèmes que perçoivent les fournisseurs de services de
santé et de services sociaux;

2. d'identifier les < lacunes > ou les < chevauchements > dans le système actuel;
3. d'examineL les points forts et les points faibles du système actuel;
4. de formuler des recommandaations quant aux services de santé et aux services sociaux

communautaires.

1. Selon vous, quels sont les principaux problèrnes sur le plan des services de santé et
des services sociaux à Saint-Boniface/Saint-Vital>

2. Quels sont les points forts des services de santé et des services sociaux offerts
actuellement dans votre communauté? Des exemples? Comment peut-on tirer profit de
ces points forts?

3. Y a-ril des < lacunes > dans les services de santé et les services sociaux offerts
acutellement aux résidents des quartiers Saint-Boniface et Saint-Vital? Des exemples?
Comment peut-oll améliorer la situation? Quels sont les services de santé et les
services sociaux communautaires qui doivent être établis à SainrBoniface/Sainrvital?
Des exemples?

4. Quels sont les points faibles des services de santé et des services sociaux dans votre
communauté? Des exemples? Comment peut-on éliminer ces faiblesses?

5' Existe-ril des < chevauchements > dans les services de santé et les seruices sociaux
offerts acutellement aux résidents des quartiers Saint-Boniface et Saint-Vital?
Comment peut-on améliorer la situation?

6. Quels conseils fourniriez-vou à la Clinique Youville en ce qui concerne l'établissement
de services de santé et de services sociaux communautaires? Cherchez à connaître
I'information transmisse à la population.
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Appendix R

Key Informant Interview

February 76,1995

Interviewer: Gregoly
Length of interview: 2 hours

Communitv Police Officers

Major health care concem: mental health patients. The officers have noticed an increase in
the number of mentally ill persons, particularly in St. Boniface. White most of the people are
"harmless", they do generate considerable work for these police officers.

When a mental patient calls 911 frequently (calied: frequent callers), the 911 people pass
these names on to these two cotlstables. The officers will then initiate a visit to these
liequent callels to try and resolve the problem.

The answering machine in their officer is a VITAL LINK to the communities of St.B/St.V.
The line is available 24 hours a day. They get calls at 3 am from people--and the officers
will call them back the next day (7am to 5 pm). Instead of calling 911 these people will call
the community police office--knowing that the officers wiil call them back--or that the
officers will visit them the next day.

The officers identified several agencies who are of assistance to these persons and the
constables:

L Sarah Riel. 110 St. Marr¡'s Road and 210 Kennv. This agency is providing much care
to mentaily ill patients in the community setting.
Mobile Crisis Unit. This agency conducts ?mental health assessments on people and
offer servic es 24 hours a day.

Home Care

Continuinq Care

The second major health care concem was isolated elderly living alone, particularly those
elderly who exhibit dementia. When the officers contact these elderly peìsons, they spend a
great deal of time trying to establish which agencies are "looking after them." For example,
the officers will contact the VON. etc.

2.

J.

4.
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The officers mentioned that ACTION should inærview . at "Elderlv Abuse" aqencv
on Portaqe Avenue.

The other îgency that the officers have contact with is the Reeional Housine Office. This
agency looks after housing needs for the poor.

According to the offrcers, homelessness is not a problem in Sr Vital and Sr Boniface. They
can only recall a handful of people over the past scveral years who were tnrly horneless.

The officers identified that the , arc fecding
people.
The offrcers a¡e involved in follow-up and deal with individuals as opposed to groups. The
work with people who have chmnic problems. They often provide advice æ community
residents regarding their problems; the ofñcers provide reassurance to many people.

The officers suggested ttrat ACTION should inærview at 185
Smittr Steet regarding mental healttr services in Sr Boniface and Sr Vial.

The officers suggested that ACTION should qpeak wittr . at Sr
Boniface General Hospital.

The offrcers also noted that sornetimes clients from the methadone clinic at the Sr Boniface
General Hospital are "a problem". (panhandling, prcscription forgery, double doctoring).

The officers felt that OVERALL, there are adequate serr¡ices available to residents of St
Boniface and SL Vital. They described Sr B. and Sr V. as composed of mostly blue colla¡
workers who work during the day. Things are quiæ (for the potice) during the day--most
people are at work. They stated that SrB/SrV. are quiet areas and have the second lowest
crime rate in the City of Winnipeg (NOTE: MARLENE PIÆASE CHECK TIIIS wTru
cRrME STATS).

The was identifred as a problem in Sr ViBl. The hoæl offers cheap
alcohol (e9., 99cent beer) which encourages heavy drinking and underage alcnhol
consumption. The police had >4OO contacts with this hoæl last year. The other hoæls/bars
itr St Boniface/St Vital were not identified as problematic.

Trafüc: The ofñcers noted that Archiba¡dn\{arion intersection is one of the Ércc worst
inærsections in V/innipeg (NOTE: MARIÆNE PLEASE CHECK THIS). Apparently there
are statistics kept on accidents and they are call ADAMS. Also, the TransCanada Highway
nrns through SrB/SrVital-heavl traffc, trucks, etc.

Cultural Groups: The ofñcers identified two major cultr¡ral goups:

The French, Francn-Maniûoba Societe
Belgians, The Belgium Club
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The officers indicated that rhere are 12 bilingual officers on sr.aff.

They noted that there are l-ew aboriginals in the two communities. They noted that some
Band Councils have purchased homes in Windsor Park and people from these northern
communities .stay at thcsc home.s.

The officers also noted that they a¡e involved in safety issues, and the prevention of safety-
related issues. For example, they were part of the incident. Kids were
playing at (dangerous situation). These consrables worked with the Ciry of
Winnipeg and the community to "fix up" the abandoned siæ. eg., hlled holes with gravel,
welded openings shut, etc.

The officers noted the following services for abused women

,--service for abused French women
. . . .women'sshelter

According to the officers gangs are not a problem. They advised ACTION to contacr

. Youth Services Division. 986-6245. This offìcer knows about rhe YOUTH in
the community.

- (986-6322) is the Communitv Relations Officer. is the person ro
talk about safety audits, the school liaison program, etc.

, Major Health/Social Problems
,I l. menta-l health patients
: 2. the elderly with demenria
t 3. elderly who live alone and in isolation
. 4. heavy trafhc because of the TransCanada Highway

5. safety issues
,. 6. answering machine as a vital link to the community
1

; Follow-uo Conracts (CHECK WITH ELAINE MORDOCH)

l. Sarah Riel, ll0 St. Mary's Road
2. Mobile Crisis Unit
3. Home Ca¡e

, 4. Continuing Care
5. rr- " at "Elderly Abuse Agency" on portage Avenue
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6. Regional Housing Office
7. Holy CYoss Convent
8. 195 Smith Sreet, Mental Health Services
9. at Sr Boniface General Hospital
10. Methadone Clinic, Sr Boniface General Hospital
11. ADAMS data base, City of Winnipeg, Police Departnrcnt re: accidents, EafFrc
72. Franco-Manitoban Society
13. The Belgium @elgian?) Club
14. Entre-Temps (womens' shelær)
15. Alpha House (womens' shelær)
16. Youth Services, City of Winnipeg Police, 986-6245
17. Officer (986-6322)
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Appendix T

ACTION NEWS FLASH

Youville Clinic and the ACTION Research Consortium, University of Manitoba, Faculty of
Nursing, are conducting a community health needs assessment of the St. Vitâl and St.
Boniface areas. The project is designed so that community members will identify existing
strengths and "gaps" in health care services. A variety of methods such as individual and
group interviews, telephone interviews, and surveys will be used to gather information.

The assessment continues until June 1995 at which time the results will be shared with the
general public and other health services organizations. ACTION welcomes your input and
invites you to share your opinions. Call ACTION at 4l.4-7420.
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FLASH ACTION

La Clinique Youviile et I'ACTION Research Consortium de I'Université du Manitoba
(Faculté des sciences infirmières) procèdent à une évaluation des besoins en santé
communautaire dans les quartiers SainrVital et Saint-Boniface. Le projet est conçu de
maniète à ce que les membres de la collectivité identifient les points forts et les < lacunes >
acutels des services de santé. Les responsables auront recours à diverses méthodes, telles que
des entrevues individuelles et collectives, des entrevues téléphoniques et des enquêtes, pouì
recueillir l' information nécessaile.

L'évaluation se poursuivra jusqu'en juin T995, date à laquelle les résultats seront
communiqués au grand public et à d'autres organisations de santé. ACTION vous invite à lui
faire part de vos commentaires et de votre point de vue. Vous pouvez joindre ACTION au
414-1420.
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ACTUEL
Le premter centre de santé communautaire ouvrira dans quetques mois

Sa¡nt-Boniface et Saint-Vital
servent de laboratoire
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Appendix V

LIST OF ENGLISH REPORTS RECEIVED - ACTION

1. Focus on Families (y\¡I/yWCA)
2. St. Vital Hisrory
3. Canadian Paraplegic Association
4. MARN Immunization
5. Today National news Nursing
6. Youville Clinic Dara
1. Emelgency - SBGH
8. Emergency - B-Shepps
9. Planning Teams Workbook
10. Famiiy Info. Center
11. Key Informant List - PHN
12- salvation Almy Mission statement: proposal Single Moms
13. Growing Together - Moms and Tots
14. St. Boniface Norwood Resource Center - Young Parents Group Newsletter
15. For Sanity's Sake - Mom's Support Group
16. VON Report of Executive Director - June g/94
11. MIMS Annual Reporr 1990
18. STD Info
19. List of all RN Empioyers
20. Child Day Care Directory
21. All Pod I Extra Data
22. Social Planning Council

Community Action Brighter Future
Vision PHN
Conceptual Modet pHN '93, '94
Sub to Child Health Survey
Youville and St. B/St. V pHN Service Comparison

23. The City of Winnipeg Civic profile - lgg3 and Temp.
24. Fire Stats.
25. Paper Circulatioli
26. TB Data
21. Shelter Affoldabiliry & Housing
28. Victor Mager - Managing rhe Diff.
29. Kidney Foundation of Canada
30. Canadian Cancer Stats
31. MS Society
32. Muslim Services
33. Adult Literacy Services
34. Al-Anon News Blurb
35. Association of Physiotherapists - practice Areas
36. Child & Famity Annual Report 93/94

May l/95
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31. Cerebral Palsy Association
38. Arthritis Society
39. Dr. Henri Marcoux, chiropractor; Brief on Alternative Health care
40. French Language Services Manitoba
41. Crohn's Society
42. M.E. (Chronic Farigue Syndrome)
43. Citizens for Crime Awareness
44. Age &. Opportunity Pamphlets, Elder Abuse
45. Nutrition Services in Manitoba - Dr. Fieldhouse
46. AFM Literature (Addictions)
41. Utilization of Medical Services in Manitoba, 199I-92, for Mental Health Disorders

(Urilization of)
48. Physicians Resources, Vol. I &. Z, rJtlIization of
49. Hospital Resources, Vol. 1 &.Z,TJtlIization of
50. Socio Economic Characteristics
51. An Assessment of How Efficiently Man. Hospital D/C Their patients
52. Maternal Demographic Risk Factors and Low Birth weight
53. Alternative Therapies (Independentstudies)
54. Multiple Sclerosis Info.
55. Norwood Famiiy Resource Centre pamphlet
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Lrsr oF FRENCH REPORTS RECETVED - ACTTON }/'ay t/95

1. Proces Verbale - Scoute & Guides
2. Rapport du President - Scoutes
3. Recensement - Guides
4. Rapport des Verifications - Scouts
5. Rapport Annuel - Distrjct Guide
6. Rapport des Verifications - Guide
7. Service de Conseiller
8. Handicapped Francophones
9. Francofonds
10. Pluri Elles (Manitoba) Inc. - Cenrra Alpha
11. Le Entre Temps
12. Dossier Sante
13. French Ser¿ices Societe Franco Manitobain
14. welcome Info Package - to new Francophone community members
15. Parenting Association
16. French Wellness Center
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mail out sr¡rveys

telephone surveys

drop offsrrveys

focus groups

key infornant interviews

secondarY data

Action Pros,ess Reporl Feb 1995.
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FACULTY OF NURSING
Office of the Associate Dea¡

Gl'aduate Prograrn

TO:
À:

/Êb

-l

úulwl\*

-
IIHE UNTVERSITY OF MANITOBA

March 2J,

FROM:
DE:

RE:
OBJET:

1995

Residents of Sr. Boniface/Sr. Vital
Résidents de Saint-Boniface et de Saint-Vital

Dr. David Gregory, Assistant Professor
D' David Gregory, professeur adjoint

Community Health Needs Survey
Enquête sur les besoins en santé dans la communauté

t78

Room 245 Bison Building
Winnipeg, Manitoba

Canada R3T 2N2
Tel: (204) 474-9317
Fax: (204) 275-5464

E-Mail: David_Gregory @umanitoba.ca

David M. Gregory, R.N., Ph.D.
Associate Dean

Graduate Program

Le 2l mars 1995

Dear Resident:

The Faculty of Nursing is interested in
youf opinions about the health carc needs
of your oommunity.

Enclosed you will find two suryeys---one
in English and one in French. Would you
please complete one survey in the language
of your ohoice and place it in the self-
addressed, stamped envelope provided.

Your participation in this survey is
sincerely appreciated and valued.

Cher résident,

La Facuité des sciences infirmières désire
connaître votre opinion concernant les
besoins en santé de votre communauté.

vous tlouverez ci-joint les versions
anglaise en française d'un questionnaire.
Veuillez remplir I'une des deux versions et
la retourner dans l' envelopp e pré,-affr anchie
qui porte notre adresse.

Nous vous remercions de voÍe
pafiicipation à cette enquête.



COMMUNITY HEALTH NEEDS
SURVEY

Youville Clinic
&

The Faculty of Nursing

Room 246 ßison Building
University of Manitoba

Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3T 2N2

Copyright @ ACTION Research Consortium
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COMMUNITY HEALTH NEEDS SURVEY

5 April 1995

Dear Resident:

Youville Clinic and researchers in the Faculty of Nursing, University of Manitoba (known as
ACTION) are seeking your views about health and the need for health care services in the St.
Boniface/St. Vital areas. By completing this survey, you will assist the youville Clinic in
planning for future health care programming in your community. Your name and address
were randomly chosen from a list provided by the Manitoba Telephone System.

Professor David Gregoty, Elaine Mordoch (Project Manager), and a research assistant will
have access to this survey. Your identity will not be known to anyone--and only group
information will be presented from the survey. You are completely free to decide whether or
not you would like to complete this survey. This study has been approved by the Ethical
Review Committee, Faculty of Nursing, University of Manitoba. In keeping with ethicai
standards, all cornpleted surveys will be kept in a locked filing cabinet for a period of at least
7 years.

The findings of this survey witl be presented at a public meeting in the fall of 1995. An exact
date and time will be announced in community newspapers, on the radio, and the community
TV billboard.

NOTE: This survey is only intended for residents of St. Boniface and St. Vital. We
would ask that only one survey be completed for each household. A household consists
of those people living in a residence.

Should you decide to complete this survey, please place it in the stamped, self-addressed
envelope which is provided for your convenience. ACTION would appreciate receiving your
survey as soon as possible.

Please feel free to contact Dr. David Gregory Ø14-9317) or Ms. Elaine Mordoch, project
Manager (414-1420), if you have any questions or concerns about this survey.

Sincerely,

David Gregory, R.N., Ph.D.
Assistant Profèssor
Faculty of Nursing
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COMMUNITY HEALTH NEEDS SURVEY

The first 9 questions are about your health and the health of your household.

1. In general, compared to other people your age, would you say your health is:

excellent
_ very good

_ good

_ fair
_ poor

2. Would you describe your life as:

_ very stressful

_ quite stressful

_ moderately stressful

_ r-rot very stressful

3. At the ptesent time, do you smoke cigarettes?

_ yes

_ no (if "no", proceed to question #4)

If you answered "yes", how many per day?

_ cigarettes per day

Are you trying to quit smoking?
yes
no

, 4. Do you consider yourself:

_ overweight
ì _ underweight

5. Are you ar presenr (please check all that apply)
:

_ employed
: _ unemployed

r _ looking for work
retired

_ maintaining a household
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If you are employed, what is your job/occupation?

6. Are your activities restricted because of a long term illness, physical condition or health
problem? By long term, we mean a condition which has lasted or is expected to last
more than 6 months.

_ yes

_ no (if "n0", proceed to question #7)

If you answered "yes", how welt do you feel you are coping with this restriction in your
activities?

_ very successful

_ successful

_ less than successful

_ not at all successful

7 ' During the past 6 months, how much do you think that environmental poltution (for
example, air, water, noise) has affected your health or the health of members in your
household? Would you say that environmental pollution has affected your health:

_ very much

_ a fair amount

_ not very much

_ not at all

If pollution has affected your health or the health of household members, can you tell us
about the pollution present in your community?

8. Do you feel that you get as much exercise as you need, or less than you need.

_ as much as needed

_ less than needed

9. The following is a list of conditions or issues that may affect you or members of your
household. check as manv of the folrowing which are a probróm for you or members of
your household.

_ lack of exercise
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alcohol abuse
drug abuse
gambling addiction
Alzheimer's disease
tuberculosis
AIDS
vision problems
hearing problems
mobility/walking problems
psychiatric problems
anxiety
depression
high blood pressure
high cholesterol
high blood sugar (diabetes)
arthritis
cancer
heart disease/stroke
smoking
StrcSS

difficulty with family relationships
asthma
gastrointestinal problems such as irritable bowel, Crohn's Disease, ulcerative colitis
chronic lung diseases (e.g., emphysema, chronic bronchitis)
caring for an elderly family member
need for day care (child)
need for day care (adult)
teen pregnancy
teen health issues (peer pressure, body image, sexuality)
infertility
loneliness
marital problems
unemployment
poverty
financial problems
dental health
young family members in trouble with the law
children with learning difficulties
other: specify
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10. What would you say is the single most important health concern in your household?
Please describe.

The next set of questions are about the health and social needs of people in your
neighbourhood.

11. Is reasonable/affordable housing available for people in your neighbourhood?

_ yes _ no Comment:

12. Are the houses in good repair in your neighbourhood?

_ yes _ no Comment:

13. Are there adequate opportunities for recreation for people of all ages?

_ yes _ no Comment:

14. Is your neighbourhood reasonably safe from violence?

_ yes _ no Comment:

15. Would you say you call get the health care services you need in your neighbourhood?

_ yes _ no Comment:

16. Do you consider your neighbourhood a healthy place to live?

_ yes _ no Comment:

17. Please identify which of the following programs or services are needed in your
communitv. If you don't know which programs are needed, please leave the line
blank. Otherwise, provide a check mark for each program or service listed.

Programs/Services Low
Need

Medium
Need

High
Need

Arthritis Self-Czue Program

Cancer Prevention

Diabetes Education
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Programs/Services Low
Need

Medium
Need

High
Need

Heart Disease Prevention

High Blood Pressure Clinics

Marital Counselling

Personal or Family Counselling

Parenting Classes

Family Planning

Midwifery

Postpartum Program

Teen Pregnancy Prevention

AIDS

Stress Management

Stop Smoking Program

Suicide Prevention Programs

Crime Prevention/Safe Community

Preschool Daycare

School Age Daycare

Adult Daycare

Mental Health Services

Safety in the Workplace

Health Promotion In The Elderly (e.g.,
medicatioli information, safety in the home)

Services for the Disabled

Gambling Addiction Counselling
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Programs/Services Low
Need

Medium
Need

High
Need

Drug, Alcohol Abuse Services

Services for Victims of Abuse

Health Information and Education Services
(e.g. AIDS, menopause, nutrition)

School Nurse

Respite Care Services (e.g. sitter service for
adults or children)

Dental Health

Child Health Clinics (e.g., normal growth and
development, immunizations)

Child Abuse Services

Care of the Dying at Home

Food Banks/Soup Kitchens

Other, please specify

18. From the list of possible programs and services in question#IJ, please list 3 which
would be most important to vou or vour household.

19. Self-help groups: Some self-help groups are informal such as fitness classes, or programs
based in schools/churches. Others are more formal (for example, Cancer Support Grõups,
Alcoholics Anonymous). Do you or members of your household make use of setf-help
groups?

1.

2.

J.

_ yes
no
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If "yes", please list the name of the support group you attend (for example, Al-Anon, y-
Neighbours)

1.

2.

J.

20. Do you or members of your household have a family doctor?

_ yes
no

If "yes", where is the location of your family doctor's practice?

_ St. Boniface
_ sr. viral
_ Fort Garry
_ Fort Richmond
_ Transcona

_ Downtown
Other: please specify

21. How many times have you and members of your household used the services of your
family doctor in the last 6 months?

_ times

22. How many times have you and members of your household used the services of a
hospitaVemergency department in the past 6 months?

times

23. How many times have you and members of your household used the services of a
medical walk-in clinic?

, _ times
:), 

24. How many times have you and members of your household used the services of a public
I frealth nurse in the past 6 months?
i

, times
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Have you or a member of your household used other healing or treatment services (eg.,
therapeutic touch, massage, acupuncture, hypnosis, chiropractic, etc.) during the past
year?

_ yes

_ no (If you answered "no," please go to question 26).

If you have made use of other ireatments or ways of heaiing, please tist the type of
therapy/therapist.

1.

26. Do you or members of your household make use of counselling services (e.g., family
counselling, marital counselling, or personal counselling)?

_ yes

_ llo

27. Ãre counselling services readily available to you?

Comments:

2.

J.

yes
no

28. What language do you speak most often at home?

English
French
German
Italian
Japanese
Filipino
Polish
Ukrainian
Spanish
Aboriginal, please specify
Chinese, please specify
Other
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29. Canadians belong to many ethnic or cultural groups such as Inuit, Irish, Scottish, French,
or Chinese. To which ethnic or cultural group do you belong?

30. How strongly do you identify with this ethnic/cultural, group?

_ very strongly
_ quite strongly
_ strongly
_ slightly strongly
_ not strongly at all

31. How many years have you lived in St. Boniface/St. Vital.

_ Years

32. What is your postal code area?

_ R2M _ R3X
_ R2N _ R2H
_ R2J _ don't know

33. Please indicate your gender:

_ female

_ male

34. What is your highest grade or level of education completed?

no schooling

_ elementary (Grades 1 to 8)

_ high school (Grades 9 to 12)

_ community college

_ university
other

35. Do you own or rent your residence?

own

_ rent
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36. What is your age?

18-25 _ 56-65
_26-35 _66-75
_ 36 - 45 _ 16-85

_ 46-55 _ 86+
_ no answer

37. Including yourself, how many people are living in your household at the present time.

persons

38. Including yourself, please indicate the number of people in your household who are in the
following age categories.

Age Female Male

Less than I year

1 - 4 years

5 - 9 years

10 - 14 years

15 - 19 years

20 - 24 years

25 34 years

35 - 44 years

45 - 54 years

55 64 years

65 - 74 years

75 - 84 years

Over 85 years
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Youville clinic and researchers in the Faculty of Nursing,

University of Manitoba, would like to thank you for your

participation in this survey.

Please place the completed survey in the stamped, self-addressed

envelope and mail to the Faculty of Nursing, university of

Manitoba.

Thank you!



ENQUETE SUR LES BESOINS EN SANTÉ
DANS LA COMMUNAUTÉ

La Clinique Youville
et

la Faculté des sciences infirmières
de l'Université du Manitoba

Room 246 Bison Building
University of Manitoba

Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3T 2N2
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ENQUÊTE SUR LES BESOINS EN SANTÉ
DANS LA COMMUNAUTÉ

Le 27 mars 1995

Madame, Monsieur,

La Clinique Youville et les chercheurs de la Faculté des sciences infirmières de l'Université
du Manitoba désirent connaître votre opinion sur les problèmes de santé et les besoins en
services de santé dans les quartiers de Saint-Boniface et de Saint-Vital. En remplissant ce
questionnaire, vous aiderez la Clinique Youville à planifier les futurs programmes de soins de
santé offerts dans votre communauté. Votre nom et adresse ont été choisis au hasard à partir
d'une liste foumie par la Manitoba Telephone System.

Une fois remplis, les questionnaires pourront être consultés par le professeur David Gregory,
M"'" Elaine Mordoch (chargée de projet) et un adjoint de recherche. Vous conserverez
l'anonymat et seules des données collectives seront diffusées. La participation à ce pro.jet est
entièrement volontaire; vous n'êtes donc nullement obligé(e) d'y prendre part. Le Comité
d'examen de l'éthique de la Faculté des sciences infirmières a approuvé la tenue de cette
recherche. Conformément aux normes en matière d'éthique, tous les questionnaires remplis
seforìt conservés dans un classeur verrouillé pendant au moins sept ans.

Les résultats de I'enquête seront présentés au cours d'une réunion publique à l'automne de
1995. La date et I'heure de cette réunion seront annoncées dans les journaux communautaires,
à la radio et sur un babillard télévisé communautaire.

REMARQUE : Cette enquête vise uniquement les résidents de Saint-Boniface et de
Saint'Vital. Nous vous prions de remplir un seul questionnaire par ménage. Par ménage,
on entend les personnes vivant dans la même résidence.

Si vous dé'cidez de remplir le questionnaire, veuillez utiliser I'enveloppe-réponse pré-
affranchie qui vous a été remise. Le groupe ACTION aimerait recevoir votre questionnaire
dès que possible.

Si vous avez des questions ou des préoccupations, n'hésitez pas à communiquer avec le
D'David Gregory (414-9317) ou avec la chargée de projet, M'n" Elaine Mordoch (4j4-j420).

Veuillez agréer, Madame, Monsieur, I'expression de mes sentiments les plus sincòres.

David Gregory, inf., Ph.D.
Professeur adjoint
Faculté des sciences infinnières
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ENQUÊTE SUR LES BESOINS EN SANTÉ
DANS LA COMMUNAUTÉ

Les 9 premières questions portent sur votre santé ainsi que sur la santé des membres de
votre ménage.

1. En général, si vous vous comparezaux personnes de votre âge, comment qualifiez-vous
votre état de santé?

excellent
très bon
bon
passable
mauvais

2. Votre style de vie est :

très stressant
assez stressant
quelque peu stressant
pas très stressant

3. Fumez-vous?

oul
non (passez ùla question n" 4)

si vous avez répondu <<oui>>, combien de cigarettes fumez-vous par jour?

cigarettes par jour

Essayez-vous d' arrêter?

ou1

non

4. À voÍe avis, votre poids est :

supérieur à la normaie
inférieur à la normale
à peu pròs normal
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5. À I'heure actuelle, (cochez toutes les réponses s'appliquant à votre situation) :

j'occupe un emploi
je suis chômeur
je cherche du travail
je suis retraité(e)
je suis femme (homme) au foyer

Si vous travalllez, quel est votre emploi ou votre occupation?

6. Vos activités sont-elles restreintes par une maladie, un problème physique ou un
problème de santé prolongé (c.-à-d. qui dure depuis plus de six mois ou qui devrait
durer plus de six mois)?

_ oui
non (passez à.Ia question no 7)

Si vous avez répondu <<oui>>, comment parvenez-vous à composer avec cette situation?

très bien
bien
pas très bien
pas du tout

7. Au cours des six derniers mois, dans quelle mesure croyez-vous que la pollution (par
exemple, la pollution de I'air, de l'eau, par le bruit) a nui à votre santé ou à la santé des
membres de votre ménage?

beaucoup
assez
peu
pas du tout

Si la pollution nuit à votre santé ou à la santé des membres de votre ménage, veuillez
décdre comment elle est présente dans votre communauté :
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8. À votre avis, faites-vous assez d'exercice?

oui
non

9. Dans la liste de situations ci-dessous, veuillez cocher toutes celles qui présentent un
ploblème pour vous ou pour les membres de votre ménage.

manque d'exetcice
abus d'alcool
abus de drogue
dépendance aux jeux d'argent
maladie d'Alzheimer
tuberculose
sida
problèmes de vision
problèmes d'our'e
problèmes de mobilité (difficulté à marcher)
problèmes psychiatriques
anxié,té,

dépression
hypertension
taux de cholestérol élevé
hyperglycéniie (diabète)
arthrite
cancer
maladie du coeur/accident cérébrovasculaire
tabagisme
stress
relations familiales difficiles
asthme
troubles gastro-intestinaux (p ex. : côlon irritable, maladie de crohn, colite
ulcéreuse)
maladie pulmonaire chronique (p. ex., emphysème, bronchite chronique)
soins à un membre de la famille â,gé

garderie (enfants)
centre de jour (adultes)
grossesse chez les adolescentes
problèmes de santé chez les adolescents (pression des pairs, image du corps,
sexualité)
infertilité
solitude
problèmes conjugaux
chômage
pauvreté
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problèmes financiers
santé dentaire
jeune membre de la famille ayant des démêlés avec la justice
enfants ayant des difficultés d' apprentissage
autres: précisez

10. À votre avis, quel est le problème de santé le plus important dans votre ménage?
Veuillez expliquer :

La prochaine série de questions porte sur la santé et les besoins sociaux des résidents de
votre quartier.

I 1. Dans votre quartier, le logement est-il adéquat et abordable?

oui non Commentaires :

12. Dans votre quartier, les maisons sont-elies en bon état?

oul non Commentaires :

13. Les résidents de tout âge peuvenrils profiter d'activités récréatives appropriées?

ou1 non Commentaires :

14. Votre quartier est-il raisonnablement à l'abri de la violence?

oui non Commentaires :

15. Dans votre quartier, pouvez-vous obtenir les services de santé dont vous avez besoin?

oul non Commentaires :

16. Fait-il bon vivre dans votre quartier?

non Commentaires :oui
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Parmi les programmes et les services ci-dessous, lesquels sont nécessaires dans votre
communauté? N'inscrivez rien vis-à-vis des programmes ou services pour lesquels
vous ignorez s'il existe un besoin; sinon, veuillez cocher la case appropriée.

Programmes/selvices Besoin faible Besoin moyen ßesoin élevé

Programme de soins auto-administrés pour
arflritiques

Prévention du cancer

Sensibilisation au diabète

Prévention des maladies du coeur

Cliniques d' hypertension

Counseling mat¡imonial

Counseling individuel ou familial

Acquisition de compétences parentales

Plamring familial

Sages-ferrunes

Aide postnat:rle aux parents

Prévention de la grossesse chez les adolescentes

Sida

Gestion du stress

Programme de renoncernent au tabac

Prograrnme de prévention du suicide

Prévention du crime et promotion cle la sécurité
comrnunautaire

Garderie pour enfarts d'âge préscolaire

Ga¡derie pour enfants d'âge scolaire

Ceut¡e de jour pour adultes

Services de santé mentale

Sécurité au travail

Prornotion de la santé auprès des personnes âgées (p.
ex., renscignemenß sur les médicaments, sécurité à la
rnaison)
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Programmes/services Besoin faible Besoin moyen Besoin élevé

Services pour les personnes handicapées

Services de counseling pour personnes dépendantes
des jeux d'argent

Services pour personnes alcooliques et toxicomanes

Services pour les victimes de violence

Services d'infonnation et d'éducaúon sanitaires (p.
ex., sida, rnénopause, nutrition)

Infinnières en rnilieu scolaire

Soins de répit (p. ex., services de garde d'adultes ou
d'eufa¡ts)

Santé dentaire

Cliniques de santé infantile (p. ex., croissance et
développement nonnaux, immunisation)

Services pour enfarts battus

Soins aux rnourants à dornicile

Barques alimentaires et soupes populaires

Autres veuillez préciser

18. Parmi les services et programmes possibles énumérés à la question no 17, veuillez
préciser les trois qui, à votre avis, seraient les plus importants pour vous ou pour votre
ménage.

t.
2.

-).

19. Groupes d'entraide : certains groupes d'entraide revôtent un caractère informel, comme
les cours de conditionnement physique ou les programmes offerts dans les écoles et les
églises; d'autres sont plus officiels (p. ex., les groupes d'entraide pour cancéreux, les
Alcooliques anonymes). Est-ce que vous ou des membres de votre ménage avez recours
aux services de groupes d'entraide?

oul
non
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Si vous avez répondu <<oui>>, veuillez préciser le nom du ou des groupes d'entraide
auxquels vous appfftenez (p. ex., Alcooliques anonymes, y-Neighbours) 

:

1.

2.

-'t _

20. Est-ce que vous ou les membres de votre ménage avez un médecin de famille?

oui
non

Si vous avez répondu <<oui>>, où se trouve son cabinet?

Saint-Boniface
Saint-Vital
Fort Garry

Fort Richmond
Transcona
Centre-viile

Autre - veuillez préciser : _
21. Combien de fois vous et les membres de votre ménage avez-vous consulté votre

médecin de famille au cours des six derniers mois?

fois

22. Combien de fois vous et les membres de votre ménage êtes-vous altés à l'urgence d'un
hôpital au cours des six demiers mois?

fois

23. Combien de fois vous et les membres de votre ménage ôtes-vous allés dans une clinique
médicale sans rendez-vous au coul-s des six detniers mois?

fois

24. Combien de fois vous et les membres de votre ménage avez-vous eu recours aux
, services d'une infirmière-hygiéniste au coul's des six derniers mois?
I

i

fois

:: 25. Esrce que vous ou un membre de votre ménage avez ev recours à d'autres thérapies ou

' .ervices de traitement (p. ex., toucher thérapeutique, massage, acupuncture, hypnose,
chiropratique) au cours de la dernière année?

oui
non (veuillez passer à la question n" 26)
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Si vous avez répondu <<oui>>, veuiilez préciser le ou ies types de thérapies en question :

1.

2.

.1_

26. Est-ce que vous ou les membres de votre ménage avez recours à des services de
counseling (p. ex., counseling familial, matrimonial et personnel)?

oui
non

21. Les services de counseling sont-ils facilement accessibles?

oui Commentaires :

non

28. Quelle est la langue la plus parlée à la maison?

anglais
français
italien
allemand
ukrainien
japonais
tagalog
polonais
espagnol
autochtone, précisez :

29.

chinois, précisez :

autre :

L'origine ethnique et culturelle des Canadiens et des Canadiennes est très variée (p. ex.,
Inuit, Irlandais, Écossais, Français, chinois). À quel groupe ethnique ou culturcl
appartenez-vous?

30. votre sentiment d'appartenance à ce groupe ethnique ou culturel est :

très fort
assez fort
fort
faible
aucull sentiment d' appartenance
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31. Depuis combien d'années habitez-vous à Saint-Boniface ou à Saint-Vital?

années

32. Quels sont les trois premiers caractères de votre code postal?

- 

R2M 

- 

R3X
R2N R2H
R2J le ne sals Das

33. Quel est votre sexe?

féminin
masculin

34. Quel est votre niveau d'instruction?

aucune instruction
école élémentaire (de la 1'" à la 8" année)
école secondaire (de la 9" à la 12" année)
collège communautaire
université
autre :

35. Êtes-vous propriétaire ou locataire?

propriétaire
locataire

36. À quel groupe d'âge appartenez-vous?

t8-25 56-65
26-35 66-15
36-45 t6-85
46-55 86 ans ou plus
refuse de répondre

37. votre ménage compte combien de personnes (y compris vous-même)?

personnes
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38. Y compris vous-môme, veuillez indiquer le nombre de personnes dans votre ménage qui
appartiennent aux catégories d'âge suivantes :

Age femme homme

Moins d'un an

1-4ans

5-9ans

10 t4 alls

15 I9 ans

20 - 24 ans

25 - 34 ans

35 - 44 ans

45 - 54 ans

55 - 64 ans

65 - 14 ans

75 - 84 ans

85 ans ou plus
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La ClinÍque Youville et les chercheurs de Ia Facutté des sciences infirmières

de l'Université du Manitoba vous remercient de votre participation à cette

enquête.

Veillez placer Ie questionnaire dûment rempli dans l'enveloppe-réponse et

I'envoyer à Ia Faculté des sciences infirmières, Université du Manitoba.

Merci!
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Appendix y

Telephone Survey

Do you perceive yourself as health? Why? Why not?

What things do you do to keep healthy?

Probes: Explore: physicaVmental health
spirituaVsocial health
other?

What would help you ro be healthier?

Probes: environment specific--housing, finances, social activities and opportunities
prevention of illness and disease--diet, exercise, health teaching
health promotion--programming, counselling services, monitoring chronic
diseases

servic es--specific ?--clinic aVeducational specific
other?

From your perspective, what do you think are the major health problems in St. VitaVSt.
Boniface?

Probes: health problems for children, youth, adults, the elderly
diet, nutrition// crime and safety//finances
housing//exercises
coun sellin g/stress/copin g

addiction problerns (smoking, drugs, alcohol, gambling)
abuse/family violence
other?

J.

4.

5. Do you
kind?

Probes:

nature of these problems

currently make use of any health care services in St. Boniface/St. Vital? What

use of physician services (family doctor, specialists)
use of emergency departments/walk-in clinics)
use of nursing services (public health nurses, VON)
use of other allied health care services (social workers, dieticians, chiropractors)
prevention program s and services//occupational health
other'?
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6' Please tell me about any communitv-based services in st. Boniface/st. vital that you oryour family members use.

Probes: schoor-based programs//church/synagogue based programs
recreational centres (The "Y")/community club activities/senior activity centrescommunity based agencies (Youville Clinic, Child and Family Services)
employment centres
self-help groups/resource centres
other?

l ' Do you think that there are "gaps" in the health carc services available to residents ofSt' Boniface/st' vital? rf "yes"--what kinds of services would you like to see establishedin St. Boniface/St. Vitat?

Probes: what perceived gaps or 1imitations exist
what health carc or social services need to be established in the community
Are y.ou..receiving well publicized information about available services?what's "good" about the existing hearth cale services?
other?

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

1. Post¿l Code Interviewer: Record street name2 How long have you lived in St. Boniface/St. Vital3. Gender: M F
4' Maritalstatus:M s w D correlatio,shipstatus5. Age:

18-25
26-35
36-4s
46-s5
56-6s
66_t5
l6-8s
85+

; 6. Level of education achieved

; I Number of people living in your household?, 8. Relationship to you? (sp-ouse, children, etc.)9. Do you have orher family members riving in St.v/st.B?10. Language spoken at home
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February 20, 1995

Dr. David Gregory
Faculty of Nursing
Room 245 Bison Building
The University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3T 2N2

Resident
St. Boniface/St. Vital
Winnipeg, Manitoba

Dear Resident:

Approximately one week ago a "Community Health Needs Survey" was mailed to your
home. If you completed the survey and mailed it back to the Faculty of Nursing, University
of Manitoba, please accept my sincere thanks and appreciation. Your opinions about the
health care needs in your community are important. ff you did not receive this survey, please
call Elaine Mordoch (Projecr Manager) at the Faculty of Nursing (4l4-7420).

If you have not yet completed the survey, perhaps you would consider doing so, and mailing
your survey to the Faculty of Nursing as soon as possible. Please do not hesitate to call me
if you have any questions or concerns about the survey or this research project.

Sincerely,

David Gregory, R.N., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
Faculty of Nursing
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Le 10 avril 1995

D'David Gregory
Faculté des sciences infirmières
Immeuble Bison, prèce 245
Université du Manitoba
Winnipeg (Manitoba)
R3T 2N2

Résidents de SainçVital et de Saint-Boniface
Winnipeg (Manitoba)

Monsieur, Madame,

Il y a environ une semaine, nous vous avons envoyé un questionnaire intitulé <Enquête sur
Ies besoins en santé dans la communauté>. Si vous avez rempli le questionnaire et l'avez
retourné à Ia Faculté des sciences infirmières de l'Université du Manitoba, veuillez accepter
mes plus sincères remerciements. Nous tenons à connaître votre opinion concernant les
besoins en santé dans la communauté. Si vous n'avez pas reçu le questionnaire, veuillez
communiquer avec M"'" Elaine Mordoch (chargée de projet) à la Faculté des sciences
inlìnnières (41 4-1 420).

Si vous n'avez pas encore rempli le questionnaire, nous vous prions de le faire et de le
retourner à la Faculté des sciences infirmières dès que possible. N'hésitez pas à communiquer
avec moi si vous avez des questions ou des préoccupations au sujet du questionnaire ou de ce
projet de recherche.

Veuillez agtéer, Monsieur, Madame, l'expression de mes sentiments les meilleurs.

D'David Gregory
Professeur adjoint
Faculté des sciences infirmièles
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TTIE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA FACULTY OF NURSING Room 246 Bison Building
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Canada R3T 2N2

(204) 474-8202
FAX (204) 2'15-5464

April 10, 1995

Dear Survey Drop-off Site:

As a rcsearch assistant has already discussed with your, researchers at the Faculty of Nursing
(ACTION Research Consortium) at the University of Manitoba are conducting a community
health rìeeds survey in St. Vital and St. Boniface. The purpose of this study is to explore the
major health concerns in these communities and what health care services might be needed.
This study is sponsored by The Youville Clinic and has been approved by the Ethicat Review
Committee of the Faculty of Nursing as have the surveys that have been placed in your
agency.

Thank yoll vely much for agreeing to make these surveys available in your agency. We are
seeking the opinions of anyone living in the St. Boniface or St. Vital communities. If any
staff in your office live in these communities and are interested in participating, they are
invited to do so. V/e would prelèr that no more than one third of the surueys be filled out by
staff. Surveys are available in French and English.

A box has been provided to collect completed surveys and will be picked up on Monday,
April 17 or Tuesday, April 18. I realize this may be a change from what you were initially
told and apologize for any inconvenience this may cause you. If you or anyone filling out the
surveys have any questions or concerns, please call474-1420 and leave a message.

Thank you again for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Liz Loewen
Research Assistant

Ã¡

-l

tuflllt\Þ

-
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Appcndix A-1

THE YOUVILLE CLINIC

and

The Action Research Group
(Faculfy of Nursing,

University of Manitoba)

are conducting a

COMMUNIffiI.TETNS
ASSESSMENT

of

St. Boniface and St. Vital

Your OPINION matters!

Please complete the suruey form
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LA CLINIQUE YOUVILLE

et

le Action Research Group
(Faculté des sciences infirmières,

Université du Manitoba)

effectuent une

évaluation del besoins
en matière de santé communautaire

des résidents

de Saint-Boniface et de Saint-Vital

Nous tenons à connaître votre opinion!

Veuillez remplir le questionnaire
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Appendix B-1

ACTION - COMMUNITY HEALTH NEEDS ASSESSMENT

If you would like to receive a survey, please print yoru name and address below:

NAME ADDRESS (include postal code)
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Room 246 Bison Building
ï/innipcg, Manitoba
Car¡eds R3T 2N2

Tcl: (20a) 47+8202
Fa.r (20a) 275-5464

THE I'NIVERSITY OF MAN¡TOBA FACULTY OF NI'RS¡NC

January 24,1995

Dea¡ Si¡ or Madam:

Researchers in the Faculry of Nursing (ACTION Research Consonium) a¡ üre Universiry of
Manitoba arc conducting a communiry health needs survey in St- Vinl and Sr Boniface. The
purpose of this sn¡dy is to explore the major health concerns in these communities ãrd what
health care services might be needed. A variery of data sources (secondary data annual reports
from communiry agencies, and inærviews with communiry residens) witl be analyzed.
Inærviews will also be conducæd with communiry residents of Sr Boniface and Sr ViEl.

This study is sponsored by The Youville Clinic ar¡d has been approved by the Ethical Review
Cornmitæe of the Faculry of Nnrsing, University of Manitoba-

You may direcr any quesrions to the project manager, Ms. Elaine Mordoch (47+7420) or to Dr.
David Gregory (Assistant Professor, Faculry of Nursing,4T+9317).

b.iuftrr
David Gregory, RN., PILD.
Co€hair
ACTION
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Room 3Jó Bison Building
Winnipeg. itlanitob¡
C¡narjc R3T lN2

Tcl: flOJ) J7.3-E203
Fax: (2&¡) 375-546¡

THE UNIVERS¡TY OF ITANITOBÂ

Le 22 fevrier 1995

Madameûvlonsieur,

Des chercheurs de la Faculté des sciences inflrrmières (ACION Research Consortium) de

I'Universiré du Ma¡riroba mènen¡ acn¡ellement r¡ne enquête sur les besoins en santé

communauraire à Sain¡-Vital et à SainþBoniface. Ceræ én¡de a pour objectif d'exa¡niner les
principaux problèmes de santé d¿ns ces communautés ainsi que les besoiru daru le domaine
des services de santé. Læs chercheurs analyseront touæ une va¡iété de sources de do¡rnées
(données secondaires, rapports a¡nuels d'organismes communau¡aires et entreì res avec des

membres de la collecrivité). Des entrewes seFont égalemenr menées avec des résidens des
quaniers de Sain¡-Bonifacg et de Saint-Vial.

Ceræ érude est parrainée par la Clinique Youville et a ûÉ, approuvée par le Comité d'examen
de l'éthique de la Facuhé des sciences infirmières, de I'Université du Manitoba-

Si vous avez des quesrions, vous pouvez communiquer avec la chargée de projet, lvf'' Eiiaine
Mordoch (47+7420), ou avec le Df'David Gregory (professeur adjoinl Faculté des sciences
i¡rfrrmières, 47 +93L7).

Veuillez agreer, Madame/lvlonsieur, I'expression de mes sendmen¡s les plus sincères.

Þ;'A'C*.o*
David cr.roo,\*.'\rn!.
Coprésident
ACTION
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Disclaimer: Community Health Needs Assessment

You are invited to participate in an interview for the research project "Community Health Needs
Assessment: St. Boniface and St. Vital" conducted by Dr. David Gregory (414-9317), Professor
Dortalda Wotton, Professor Pam Hawranik, Professor Marion McKay , ald other researchers from the
Faculty of Nursing at the University of Manitoba. The purpose of the project is to explore what you
think are the rnajor health concenìs in your community. The researchers are also interested in your
perspectives about your own health, what you tliink about the existing health care services, and what
health care services might be needed in your community. Participation in this project is entirely
voluntary. You are under no obligation to do so. By participating in the interview, you will be agreeing
to take part in the shrdy. The study has been approved by the Ethical Review Committee of the Faculty
of Nursing. The study is being funded by Manitoba Health and is sponsored by The Youville Clinic.

The interview will be carried out by full-time undergraduate and graduate students in the Faculty of
Nursing. The interview involves general questions about health and health care services currently
ofïèred in your community. For example, "'What do you see as the major health problems in St.
Boniface [St. Vital]?" There are also a few specific background questions about you. For exarnple,
"How long you have lived in your community?" and "When were you born?" Your comments will be
recorded ou the interview form and will last about 30 minutes. After the iuterview is over, the
interview will be analyzed by researchers in the Faculty of Nursing, including the "Project Manager"--a
master of nursing student who is assisting to coordinate this study. All the information you give will be
kept confidential. Your name will not be used on any reports about the study or in any future
publications. Any specific details which might identify you or your family will not be included. There
are tìo beuefìts to you personally, but findings from this study may be used in future studies looking at
cotnmunity liealth assessmeut. Additionally, the information collected in this study may be further
analyzed at a later date. During ard after the resea¡ch, the iuterview fonn with you ¿uìswers on it will
be securely locked, and kept frorn 7 to 10 years ald then destroyed.

You have had an opportunity to have all your queslions answered. Any additional questions you may
have can be asked at any time. You may refuse to answer aly question in the interview. You may
withdraw frorn tlle study at any time.

Date

Interviewer

Presentations will be held in St. Vital and St. Boniface dwing which time an overview of the findings
of this study will be shared with those who participated in this study. Announcements of the dates and
times will be made in the local papers (The Sun and The Free Press), and tlrough notices at
community agencies. The presentations will occur in the fall of 1995, You a¡e invited to attend one of
fhese presentations.
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Identifier les besoins communautaires

Vous êtes invité(e) à participer à une entrevue dans le cadre d'une recherche intitulée < Évaluatioll des
besoins en salté cornmunautaire à Saint-Boniface et à Saint-Vital >. Cette étude est menée par le D'
David Gregory, M'u Donalda Wotton, le professeur Parnela Hawranik et plusieurs chercheurs qui sont
membres de la Faculté des sciences infirmières de I'Université du Marútoba. Le projet a pour objectif de
recueillir vos vues concernaxt les besoins en services de santó dans votre commurìauté. Les chercheurs
souhaitent comprendre vos attentes à l'égard des soins de sa:lté ainsi que votre opirúon au sujet des
services de santé existants et des services de santé qui s'imposent dans votre communauté. La
participation à ce projet est entièrement volontaire; vous n'êtes donc nullement obligé(e) d'y prendre
part. En participaut à l'entrevue, vous acceptez de contribuer à la bonne ma¡che de l'étude. Le Comité
d'exatneu de l'éthique de la Faculté des sciences infirmières a approuvé la tenue de cette recherche, qui
est fìnancée par Santé Manitoba et parrainée par la Clinique Youville.

Des étudiants de la Faculté des sciences infirmières seront responsables des entrevues, lesquelles
comporteront des questions générales à propos des services de santé actuellement offerts dars votre
communauté, par exemple : << Selon vous, quels sont les principaux problèmes de santé dans le quartier
Saint-Boniface (ou Saint-Vitalf >. On vous posera également des questions personnelles, par exemple :

<< Depuis combien d'armées habitez-vous dans le quartier? >> ou << En quelle arurée êtes-vous né(e)? ".
L'enquêteur prendra note de vos commentaires pendalt I'entrevue qui durera environ 45 minutes. Ces
commentaires seront analysés par des chercheurs de la Faculté des sciences infirmières, y compris la
chargée de projet. Toutes vos réponses resteront strictement confidentielles. Vot¡e nom ne sera pas révélé,
dans les rapports ou les publications. De plus, aucune information pouvant divulguer votre identité ne
sera précisée dans l'étude. Vous u'en retirerez aucun avantage personnel, mais I'infonnation foumie
pourrait orienter d'autres études destinées à identifier et à évaluer les besoins en salté communautaire.
Tous les renseignements recueillis au cours de I'étude seront conservés en lieu sûr jusqu'en I'al 2005,
puis seront détruits.

Nous espérons avoir répondu à toutes vos questions. Vous pourrez en poser d'autres pendant I'eutrevue
et vous aurez le choix d'accepter ou de refuser de répondre aux questions qui vous seront posées. Enfin,
si vous le souhaitez, vous pourrez vous retirer de la recherche à tout moment. Pour obtenir plus de
détails sur cette étude, n'hésitez pas à communiquer avec le D' Gregory, au 474-9317, ou avec Elaine
Mordoch, au 632-2260.

Date

Enquêteur

Tous les participalts serorìt invités à assister aux exposés présentés à Saint-Vital et à Saint-Boniface à
I'automne 1995 pour prendre connaissance des résultats de I'enquête. Les dates de ces exposés seront
annoncées dans les joumaux locaux (Sun, Free Press, La Liberté).
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Appendix D-1

TEMPLATE FOR SCHOOLS

Name of School:

Address:

Telephone Number:

Elernentary Jr. High High

Size of School:

Community Based Services Provided by the School:

Comrnunity Groups Who May Use School Space:

Wlat are the Health ard Social Needs of the School Population?

Private
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TEMPLATE FOR RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS

Religious Organization:

Address/Postal Code:

Telephone Number:

Pastor/Priest/Rabbi:

Size of Parish:

Community Based Services Provided by the Church:

Community Groups Who Use Their Space:

What a¡e the Health and Social Needs of the People in the Parish?
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Appendix E-1
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changes rçarranred?

Afrer some 3? l'ears of
.i government-sponsored hospital
, insurance and 23 1'ears of
, medicare, St. Boniface Ceneral
, Hospital was ¿¡n active participant
in the provision of quality tertiary,
secondary and primary care to the
people of llanitoba. Manitoba had
rvitnessed substantial
improvements i¡ the treatment
and cure of manl' disease entities.

, lVe have been pioneers in
, coronar]'bypass surgery. We have
,co-operated with the Manitoba
: Cancer Treatment and Research
,Foundation in the provision of
] state{f-the-art chemotherapy and
: radiotherapy service to
: trf anitobans with cancer.
: We have developed a
; broad-based netrçork for care and
caring for the elderly, and provide
the largest obstetrical program in
the province.

. RePlaced
, Thesearejust afervexamplesof
, our role and responsibility in
: health care senice, education ar¡d
: research within ìfanitoba.

' 
Suddenly, grornh had been

: replaced by dormsizing,
development by restructuring and
building and enhancement by

I potential bed reduction.
: The implemenration of the
health reform agenda came
quicklv and decisivelir. One
huncired and trvent-v--seven beds
'rçere mandated ro be closed at St.
, Boniface General Hospital alone.
The closing of in-patient pediatrics

irvas a particu.larll' difficult pill to
I swallow. Simr{taneously, .10

' 

geriatric beds, 24 psychiatric beds
;and l5 medical and famil1'practice
lbeds rvere shut dorvn. Bettveen
,Nor'. l. 1992. and Nov. l. 1993,571

'l'l¡cse s'ere difficult t¡nrus. .{n
over¿Jl corporate culture of pride.
grorvth and development rras
being subjected to pressure on
manl' fronts. But slowlç and
surell', the hospital and its staff
began to understand that health
reform and restraint rrere not a
unique punishment inf'licted upon
St. Boniface General Hospital
alone.

Reviervs of the literature and
discussion with colleagues from
coast to coast in Canada a¡rl
beyond revealed that these
changes and morc were taking
place throughout the countrl'. We
began to realize that change rvas
inevitable, and that rve should
preferably become masters of our
orvn destinyand develop proactive
approaches that would be more
consistent with the mission, r'alues
and corporate culture ofSt.
Boniface General Hospital and our
owners, the Grey Nuns.

This of course, was an arduous
task, but slorvly we began to grasp
the reins of change. Dialogue rvith
government and other hea.lth
facilities and providers in
Winnipeg and Manitoba began to
reveal thatthere was room for
partnerships, for the sharing of
services a¡d for the rationalization
of prògrams and services.

Changes also began to manifest
themselves in the aniculation and
implementation of lVlani¡oba
health poiicy. lVe could discuss
and present alternatives;
directives becåme more malleable
and there was room for discussion
and negotiation. Ålthough change
continued to be a necessit¡'. the
process for effecring change rvas
now open to revierv and dialogue.

Our hospital's length of stay has
decreased byabout l8 per cent
during the past ttvo !'ears.

ur.r¡cr cLr¡nilruntt v f ,ðssu pr(rH r:tnì)
and serçices. \\'e are. afler aJl. onl-v-

one integral component of a
provincial health care network.

Initiatives
()ne of the !nost interestrnH and

challenging initiatives in rvhich rve
have been involved. has been the
'l'ertiar¡r Care Consolidation Task
Furce to rationalize the provision

j of tertia4' care services in
I Manitoba. The results of this
l' anall'tic study' recommended that
I tertiary care services, the most

I complexcare provided rvithin the
province, should be developed on
the basis ofone program, one
learler, two sites. Although the
approach provides a model for
partnership and joint program
development betrveen St. Boniface
General Hospital and the Health
Sciences Centre and the
University of lvlanitoba, it
safeguards the principles of
autonomous hospital governance,
olnership and board tmsteeship.

ffl HIS IS a uniqueapproach,
I verydifferentfrom the
Å modelsrvhichhaveevolved

in Saskatchelan, Alberta and ìtiel'
Brunsrçick rvhere regional boards
have replaced individual
trusteeship and the uniqueness,
culturg, mission and values of
individual facilities have been
replaced by massive bureaucratic
hierarchies. This
made-in-Manitoba approach of fers
an opportunity for our two
teaching hospitals to rvork
together n'ith government and the
university in the best interests uf
the peopleof Ìllanitoba in a true
pannership, assuring cost
effective, qualiry tertiary care
without tl¡e vestiges of
unnecessary duplication or empire
building. it rçill also enhance our
:rbilirl' ¡o recruit ph1'sicians anrl
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uttttg¡Ð(c¡tg rrrcl ttrç ¡ul\c:u.
change rrill produce i:ener re
if n'e rvork together. raiiierth:
function in g separatei-v- at
cross-purposes. If tle acrion p
rvas the blueprint for reform ¡
change in ì\f anitoba s ¡ealth
s]:slem, the implemc;tat;Un
strategies are the coriì'.irstonu
upon rvhich the founciations ot
health care deliverl'are being
built ¡o lead us into the next
century.

Do as much
Being obstructive and ¡'earn

back to "the good oki daçs" rvii
achieve nothing..{llof us harc
realize that the deliven'of qr:;,
care is not necessarii,. a cons¡.
but a relativity. Outcome
evaluation and objecrive
assessments demonsffete th:Ìl
c.rn do as much rçith íewer
resources, but that the formul.
successrequires time.
commitment by all levels of
hospital and medical staff and
health care unions. and a
continuing dialogue r';i:ich
encompasses all the -rlavers
includin g governmeî:. ?ati*n:
and the communit¡.'at iarge.

As the federal gorernment
initiates the health folrm to
examine the future oi nealth c¡.
in the country, the federal
government and the protince.s
continue to grapple $ith the fu'
of medicare. the effects oI
continued revenue reiuction r:

other healÌh relateC agendas.
We must ajl rvork together:

presen'e :rnd safe3uari Cana,-
precious legac]' of ct,nlrthe¡¡:
and universal n:ec:care. \Tith ;

its inherent shorrcomings, (iur
s¡ill offers the best health carc
s)'stem in the worid.

UdckT- Litucc¡i is u;'csirienl
.St. Ilonilbce Generr¡i ,f ;n-tpitol.

V/in¡jpec Frec_Press. January L7, 1995.
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The
longreï

back

"To this day, I find it hard
to trust peoPle with mY

heart. I'll trust them with
everything else. But mY

heart - it's the onlY thing I
l-.-"^ l"ft tl

Turned,first trick at 13, ryo-w she wants
to help others get off the streets

cuts, to individual triggers, like an exploitive
bovfriend. "Kids are very vulnerable right
no*." Runner said.---ÃieinaÀér 

who is lonely and naive can easily
fall underlhe spell of an older man, she said'
"These suvs are very good at manipulating
her." shé sãid. "This guy says he loves her'
Then, when she doesn't make enough money,
he beãrs her up. Then she's afraid."

Other factors
Studies in recent years have also pointed to a

nosiõi onet factord that push kids into-prosti-
tution. A l99i study by Susan Nadon, a Unlver'
;iÑ 

"i 
ilanitoba giadúate psychology student'

coirpared adolesõent prostitutes with other
troubled teenagers.

She found thãt 08 per cent of teenage prostl-
tu,l"ïil¿ iuriãie¿ cn¡t¿t'ood sexual abuse and

ì8 pãt õ*nt had.heen phvsicallv olut:f 1t.-...

into hr

hclp.
SI:



Crapp ngouto
Whenluckturns sour,

nnre thannnneY is lost
By Gerald Flood
StaffRepoder
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T 7 OU HEAR it saidall thetime.
V Addicted gamblers are the
I architectsofthei¡own

misfortune.
What you hear less often is theY

are also the architects ofothers'
misfortune.

About two dozen PeoPle, most hurt
by the actions ofaddicted gamblers,
rèsponded to a Free Press ad asking
thai they share their stories in
confidence. The following are some
ofthose stories.ttr0

She was enjoying the freedom,
her daughter having recently been
married.

Then her son-in-law discovered
VLTs.

Suddenly, bills weren't being paid
and his employer and creditors
were hounding her daughter.

He would disappear for 16 or 20

hours.
He always needed money for "car

repairs."
When the fights became

physically abusive, she said her
daughter: packed up and moved back
home.

Today she's a full-time mom-
agaln.

She cares for her grandchild
during the day, and cooks meals and
does laundry for her daughter, who
has a full-time job.

Her freedom is gone.
"lt ma.lies me bitter against all

those government gambling
policies," she said. "I feel so

betrayed."
3Û=J

He said when he came back from a
Clô lìOfì-e-r'oar inh at f imaslnno the

I
I

J

o

t

The introduction of widesPread
oamblinq in Manitoba was one of
íne mosi significant public policy
decrslons of the F¡lmon
administration, and PerhaPs the
most si o n i f i cant rev e n u e i n itiative
since tñe sa/es tax. The Tories
araue the move has helPed fund
ho-sp¡a/s, create iobs and balance
the'budqet. But theY've never
answeréd the big q-uestion: At
what cost? A team of Free. Press
reloners and an economist from
th'e lJnivers¡tv of WinniPeg have
spent 11 months Probing for
answers.

SATl'RDAY
The hidden cost

I/ESTERDAY
Business bruised

The human face

On/lORROW
The veilof secrecY

care for her daughter," he said
Itf,

She quit her job at the ùlanitoba
Lotteries Corp. rviren she realizerj it
was "morally bankruPt."

She said everyone at head office
was aware of studies that found
gambling was addictive for some
people and would ruin their lives.

Casinos offer bright lights, big fu

\\'ilen rlte I r;ìns;lctir)n :',:rrmlllelc.
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'l'. lÌr¡l slll' \\';ls ltx) itlllt'\' lo;rt't't'¡rl ltis

:rlso ¡lltrrltt:tl ltr.'l ¡ltulltt't lìr¡l tllrrst' c;rlls
''l 'i'r"'t t" lr¡¡r'l rt"' " ""'''¡' " lr" lrll

couver where she happenetl to hc livirll]
One day, Leah lorlked in thc l:til'l'ot' rtlltl ;'c lll

;rllv liked the pet'srln who she s;r\.''. Il(.'l' .ll't'r:;¡r"
,':urrl h:lt'k.
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. . . and misery for addicted gamblers'innocent victims'

OWinnipeg Free Press, 1995

tTl HE BINGO pulled in
I about $4o,ooo a year,
I lite clockwork, said a

spokesman for the Canadian
Mental Heålth Association's
Manitoba division.

Then the province oPened
two gambling palaces in the
summer of 1993, and the take
dropped to $20,000.

Bill Martin, the associa-
tion's executive director, said
the group decided to move the
bingo to a smaller hall in hoPes

thaf reduced costs would bol-
stertheprofit margin.

But it didn't help.
Six months later, the bingo

went bust.
"We knev¡ that if we tried to

go on any longer we would slip
lnto the red. We just closed it.
There was no point.

"We were simply blorvn out
of the water by government. "

Similar stories are told ar
church halls, in communitY
^^ñfF^ô ôñ'l h" lrnlninc cn¡iat-I al*ariac cr¡rall lratcrrnr
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Ewtull,nrlg' o Toffr irlg I
Spldcr ¡unrþon A malntenanc€ rnan ln Chlno Valley, Artzona
wa¡ bltÞn four tlmes by bladr wldow rdden and llved to tcll üe
lalc. 'l wæ reachlng b€hind my worhbench to flug ln a drill
when I felt the bites," sÐld Ga¡y Bcyles. "lt wæ really poinful.'
Boyleo u¡a¡ gven rnorphlne to ktll the paln and had to çend a
wed+ ln the hospltal. "He'¡ lucky lo be aliw," sald hl¡ doclor.
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Apulic lorum prescnttng tle prethntnary tntjngs ot ,
3l,. EonlbcúSl. Vlbt Eonmunrty ttocth lacana

spansoßd by lotnlllc GIIntc and Nlrlütû Hnlttt,
wl[ be hald on llcüttcrdty, Junc 21. ggs

lnm 7:3&8:00p.m.hthe Wstatrs uerct ths
I},kon Conrnuntty Cluù, I I 8g Ìaffi .

ßalnshnenß md dúogue wtil fottow tts pnsrnfidc
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Spldcr eurvtuor: A malntenance mañ ln Chlno Valley, Arlzona
was blilen four ttmes by black wldow splders and llved io tell thà
lale. "l was.reachlng_ behtnd my wor'kbench to plug ln a drlll
yhe.n I felt the bltes," sald Gary-Boyles..,,lt was iealiy patnful.;
Boyle! was glven Top¡lnq to ktll the palri and had io'spend a
week ln lhe hospllal. "He's lucky to be allve,,' sald hls doáor.
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'lVeurs to be enJoyed
'r",, . ouer coffee"

'ui$t' Bonlforce/
' Wíndsot Pø¡rk

228Æ/763
.' Vol. 7¡ 258 June 17-23/95

Tulhirrql

a
A prtbllc lorum presenttng the preltmtnary ltndtngs ot the'

Sl, Eonllace/Sl. Vllsl Conmunlly îtceds As.rassmanl,
sp0nsored by Youvlllc Cllnlc end Manilobe Heatttt.

wlll bo held on Íhursdty, Junc 22, tggí
I r lrom 7:30-8:30 p.m. al thl Cenlre Cutturel

\, Fnnco-Manltobaln. tn thd Salle Antolne-Gaborteau.
'ñçheshments 

and dlalogue wtl\oilow the prcsentation.
' ,rll you would llke lurlher lnlormailon about thls

. 
t Âleeds,{ssassmen¡, please call i7i-7420.

a

PEC Computers
We Have Provlded
8 Years ol Eales &
Servlce. (Upgrades)

Beæuse we assemble
computers ftom carelullv
sslected parls, our clienís
keep on commlng back.

ÓiÐ ilssnnsFrln,ffi¡¡¡t---
9gl -3036

N)
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Urr forunr destitìé à prrésenter les résultats des recherches prrélinrirraires c{es

tresoins elr santé cotìultunautaire,,,dunr l"s quartiers de Sairrt-Boniface et Sairrt-
Vital aura lieu: ' "i';" : ;,';,, '

rrrercred i le 21juin de '19h30 à 20h30 en haut au Dakota Conrnrurrity Cltrb,l l BB

rue Dakota :.:Ìi ,,.:", . '.

Uu deuxième forunr aura lieu à la Salle Antoine Caborieau au Centre Culturel
Frarrco-Marritobain jeud i le 22jui1 de 191130 à 201ì30

À lu suite de les prrésentions, il ! aura du tenrps réservé aux questiotrs et des
rafraîchissetrrents iii:ii,,,i:,i,, ,," , ,'

Pour de plus alnples renseigneurents au sujet de l'évaluatiolr des Lresoitrs,

adressez-vous à Actiorl au 474-7420 ,l

Le forunr est Lrarrainé par la Clirrique Youville et Sarrté Manitoba

'.:.'
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PTJBLIC FORT]MS

COMMUNTITY HEALTH
I\EEDS ASStrSSMET{T

A public forum presenting the preliminary findings
of the St. Boniface/St. Vital Community Needs
Assessment, sponsored by Youville Clinic and
Manitoba Health, will be held on Wednesday, June
2I, T995 from 7:30 - 8:30 p.m. in the upstairs area
of the Dakota Community Club, 1188 Dakota.
Another public forum will be held Thursday, June
22 from 7:30 - 8:30 p.m. at the Centre Culturel
Franco-Manitobain, in the Salle Antoine-
Gaborieau. Refreshments and dialogue will follow
the presentations. If you would like further
information about this Needs Assessment, please
call 47 4-7 420.
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Appendix G-l

COMMUNITY HFALTH NEEDS ASSESSMENT
OF

ST.BONIFACE
&

ST.WTAL

Welcome to a community forum about the finding¡ of the-community
health needs assessmentin St.Boniface and SLVital. Here is some
background information about the assessmenL

Who is conducting the community health needs assessment in these
communities?

youville Clinic is conducting this community. health needs assessment and
cãmmissioned the ACTION-research consottium in the Faculþl of Nursing
to complet¿ this task.

Why is this assessment being completed?

and Manitot'aThe assessment is being completed to assist Youville Clinic and Mani

nealth to plan for programming at the proposed Communiþl Nurse
Resource Centre. . '

How did this assessment occur?

ACTION has used a number of strategies to gather information about the
.o-*rnities. Statistical data from sources such as the census & Manitoba
nãriitt ii iniluded as well as interviews with community health agencies,

instiiutions, and health care professionals. Community residents
responded to a telephone intbn¿iew and mail out survéy. These are just a

few examples of thei many data sources collected.

What will be presented tonight?

Tonight ACTION representatives will present an anewiew crf some of the
fi;äi;;;. ittãìr-Lse ofthe eveniniis to receivefeedback and

;;;3;i";;frã;'.ãã-rnÇ memb"ers. There will be a discussion period
ãft# itlã p..ttntttion when'you c n ask questions and offeryour
ãþì"irit if" ã-f..g. gip"p o. íf yo, prefer,'you may speak individually to
an ACTION member dunng the Drean

Remembeç tonight we want to hear from communiþr members.


